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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

 
 

 
 

Witnesses to an Elusive Reality:   

Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s  

Characters in Search of a Story 

 
 

by 
 
 

 
Mihaela Martinescu 

 
Doctor of Philosophy in Italian 

 
University of California, Los Angeles, 2013 

 

Professor Thomas Harrison, Chair 
 

 
 
 

 
 This dissertation compares Luigi Pirandello’s and Michelangelo Antonioni’s 

characters, illustrating the ways in which Antonioni’s characters display Pirandellian 

characteristics, as well as emphasizing the autonomy with which their author claims 

to have endowed them.  Like Pirandello’s puppets, Antonioni’s weary and 

unmotivated characters also appear lifeless.  I claim that their aimless wandering, 

symptomatic of their inner restlessness and their inability to cope with a reality 

they cannot grasp, and subsequent attempts to hide behind the mask of insanity, 

are these characters’ most prevalent tendencies.   
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As I analyze their characters, I point to the ways in which the two artists’ 

themes and philosophies also converge, culminating with their analogous 

observation of reality, and their unnerving awareness of the impossibility of its 

representation.  I point to the fact that some of Pirandello’s theories on cinema are 

visible in Antonioni’s films, while Antonioni’s artistic trademark, his “interior 

neorealism”, is clearly illustrated in many of the themes that we have come to 

identify as Pirandellian.  My inquiry finishes with a look at what lies beyond 

character, text, and image, and constitutes the meta-artistic dimension of both 

artists’ legacies.  In conclusion, I claim that their greatest point of convergence is 

ultimately represented by that which lies beyond the mask, in Pirandello’s case, and 

the image, in Antonioni’s.     
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Introduction 

 

I attempt, in this dissertation, to analyze the peculiarities of Pirandello’s and 

Antonioni’s characters, identifying those aspects that render them unique while 

emphasizing those aspects that make them comparable. Both artists’ themes, 

especially in the case of Pirandello, and techniques, especially in that of Antonioni, 

have been discussed extensively by critics, in voices echoing throughout this 

discussion, as well.  In the three chapters that have emerged from this intricate 

pursuit, I attempt to show how these unusual characters were conceived, the 

philosophical and aesthetic convictions that helped to create and shape them, as 

well as the characteristics and nuances that, to some extent, facilitate our ability to 

perceive them.  I also emphasize in this analysis the way in which some of 

Pirandello’s theories on cinema, particularly his concept of “cinemelography,” are 

reflected in many of Antonioni’s films. 

 Although there is not one study that compares these two artists in an equally 

comprehensive way, there are focused attempts that point to the similarity between 

single characters, including the obvious resemblance between Pirandello’s Mattia 

Pascal and Antonioni’s David Locke – two characters who, unhappy with their lives 

and themselves, decide to trade identities - and that between Serafino Gubbio, the 

camera operator in Shoot! and Thomas, the photographer protagonist of Antonioni’s 

Blow-Up, both observers and recorders of reality, who become aware of, and 

disillusioned with, the impossibility to represent it.  A fair amount of general 

criticism is available, however, on Pirandello’s own ideas on, and his relationship to, 

cinema as a genre.  Manuela Gieri’s Contemporary Italian Filmmaking:  Strategies 
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of Subversion, references Pirandello’s writings on the cinema and compares 

Pirandello with other filmmakers, including Antonioni, employing, unlike me, a 

primarily thematic approach.  Much of the criticism that links Pirandello to the 

cinematic genre acknowledges and analyzes the critical work that Pirandello has 

produced on cinema and on its relationship to theatre. His 1915 novel Si gira!, (that 

became, in the 1925 definitive edition, I quaderni di Serafino Gubbio operatore), 

contains a decidedly negative commentary on the cinematic medium.  The 

protagonist’s impassive attitude and his purely mechanical function at the film 

production company, where he works as a camera operator, are symptomatic of the 

alienation, mechanization and fragmentation of the modern individual in the 

technological age.  Serafino Gubbio’s inability to speak at the end of the film points 

to the artist’s failure to communicate a reality that has been compromised in the 

act of trying to capture its essence.     

In Pirandello e il cinema, Francesco Càllari provides a complete list of 

Pirandello’s theoretical writings on the cinema that came out between 1929 and 

1932, including “Contro il film parlato”, a 1929 interview with Oreste Rizzini 

published by the Corriere della sera, an article written for the Anglo-American 

Newspaper Service entitled “Se il film parlante abolirà il teatro”, and an article 

written for the Argentinean journal La nación “Dramma e sonoro” (the original title 

was “Il dramma e il cinematografo parlato”), both also published in 1929, and an 

interview published in La Stampa in December 1932, entitled “Per il film italiano”.  

Beside Càllari’s complete work, there are numerous collections of criticism on 

Pirandello and cinema, including two which I use in this dissertation, collected by 

Enzo Lauretta and edited by the National Center of Pirandellian Studies, one under 
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the title of Il cinema e Pirandello, and the other, just as appropriately titled, 

Pirandello e il cinema.  

 Structurally, the three chapters of this work are organized as follows:  

the first chapter comprises an overall presentation, including all necessary remarks 

to help us become better acquainted with these characters.  There is a more in-

depth developmental analysis of their identifying features in the second chapter, 

which concludes, in the third and last chapter, with an investigation into the 

implications of these features and the degree to which they contribute to the 

philosophical and artistic context from which they were, indisputably, conceived. 

In this dissertation, I initially claim that, like Pirandello, Antonioni can also be 

considered a humorist, in his attempt to unveil the artifice of the human condition 

by showing that our individuality, identity and normality all are mere constructions.  

I then proceed to compare Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s characters, illustrating the 

way in which Antonioni’s characters are unmistakably Pirandellian.  In describing 

their characters, I also discover that the artists’ themes and philosophical ideas also 

distinctly converge, echoing throughout this analysis.   

 In the case of Antonioni, his “interior neorealism”— the filmic method that 

enables him to excavate the characters’ inner life, their feelings, without having to 

show them externalized through action - is clearly illustrated in many of the themes 

that we have come to recognize and ascribe as Pirandellian.  Like Pirandello’s 

puppets, Antonioni’s characters also appear lifeless; drained of their life force, they 

seem paralyzed and contorted, unable to overcome the sentimental paralysis and 

absolute lethargy in which they have sunk.  Driven by chance and conditioned by 

social norms, their inner conflict originates in the incongruence between that which 
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they appear to others, and that which they perceive themselves to be. Unable to 

communicate and form meaningful relationships with others, these characters’ inner 

turmoil manifests itself by their aimless, circular wandering.    

Pirandello’s Mattia Pascal and Antonioni’s David Locke are two figures who 

are emblematic of these wanderer characters.  Having perceived their condition in 

all of its inauthenticity, they trade in their identity for a chance at a new start.  

Other characters prefer to hide under the guise of insanity - hence both artists’ 

preoccupation with mental illness - which protects them from the menacing reality 

of their world.  Theirs is either a deliberate, or an unconscious choice to make an 

alluring illusion their reality.  It is in their preoccupation with truth and illusion, or 

with the relationship between that which is real and that which is apparent, and 

ultimately their inability to distinguish between these two aspects, that Pirandello 

and Antonioni find their focal point.  Pirandello’s preoccupation with the real and 

illusory aspects of identity finds its pinnacle in the concept of the mask, while 

Antonioni’s similar concern, vis-à-vis the attempt at artistic representation, is 

centered on the visible image.  Ultimately, I set out to show that the common 

thread of these two artists, that which, above all else brings them closest together, 

consists in that which lies beyond the mask, in Pirandello’s case, and beyond the 

image, in Antonioni’s.  Both are determined to penetrate this external form to seize 

what it may hide.  

 In support of my analysis, I refer primarily to Pirandello’s Umorismo, two of 

his plays, Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore [Six Characters in search of an Author, 

1921] and Enrico IV [Henry IV, 1922], and to four of his novels, including Il fu 

Mattia Pascal [The late Mattia Pascal, 1904], L’esclusa [The Excluded Woman, 
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1908], Suo marito [Her Husband, 1911], I quaderni di Serafino Gubbio operatore 

[Shoot!, 1925], and his last, most complex novel, Uno, nessuno e centomila [One, 

No One and One Hundred Thousand, 1926].  As far as Antonioni is concerned, I 

analyze the majority of his films, focusing my attention on Cronaca di un amore, 

the famous ‘tetralogy’ and his last full-length film, Al di là delle nuvole, in relation 

to his writings, both in Fare un film è per me vivere (The Architecture of Vision) and 

Quel bowling sul Tevere (That Bowling Alley on the Tiber, 1983).   

Throughout this dissertation, and most explicitly in the last chapter, I draw 

attention to the meta-artistic aspect of Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s works, 

especially as it is manifested in Pirandello’s famous play, Six Characters in Search 

of an Author,1 and Antonioni’s L’eclisse - two artistic works that exemplify, by 

means of their artistic medium, two flawless meta-narrative techniques.  In these 

two artistic masterpieces, the experiment in “self-reflection” is multiplied 

exponentially.  Beyond the character that looks at himself, and the first-person 

narrator (or the author) that looks at himself, we have a work of art that reflects on 

its own creation.  Although when I initially conceived of this thesis I didn’t consider 

attempting to merge Pirandello’s ‘chaos’ with Antonioni’s ‘ambiguity’ and  probably 

would have abandoned the task, as I reflect on it now I realize that my claiming 

that Antonioni’s characters are related to Pirandello’s implies that these two 

concerns of their creators’ psyche, are also connected.       

 

 

  

                                                           
1 One cannot overlook Catherine O’Rawe’s 2006 study, “In Search of an Author: Pirandello and the Poetics of 

Biography,” in which she cautions against that tendency to ‘find the missing author’ which many 
critics/biographers of Pirandello claim to have achieved. More generally, O’Rawe (like Pirandello) cautions against 
allowing ourselves to get caught in the confusion between art, life and text. 
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“I personaggi di una tragedia, i luoghi, l’aria che vi si 

respira, a volte sono più avvincenti della tragedia stessa, 

i momenti che la precedono e quelli che la seguono, 

quando l’atto è fermo e la parola ammutolisce.” 

(Michelangelo Antonioni)2 

 

 
“Ciascuno si racconcia la maschera come può – la 

maschera esteriore. Perché dentro poi c’è l’altra, 

che spesso non s’accorda con quella di fuori. ... 

Sempre mascherato, senza volerlo, senza 

saperlo, di quella tal cosa ch’egli in buona fede si 

figura d’essere: bello, buono, grazioso, generoso, 

infelice, ecc, ecc.”  

(Luigi Pirandello, L’umorismo)  

 

 

Chapter 1 

The Mystery of Human Character 

 

My choice to analyze Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s characters, instead of 

comparing their themes, or the artistic and philosophical notions underlying their 

artistic projects, stems from the belief that it is ultimately the characters that are 

the loudest portavoci of these artists, who are pioneers in their respective artistic 

mediums.  It is the characters that perform, and ultimately impersonate, the 

themes and artistic ideologies the two artists share, and that have forever changed 

the way we perceive ourselves, as well as reality.  Along with these important 

metaphysical characteristics, these characters also reflect not only important 

aspects of their authors, but also important aspects of ourselves, their interpreters, 

acting as a mirror that reflects aspects of our own psyche.  Before plunging into the 

perilous vortex of this analysis, I would like to start with the etymology of the word 

                                                           
2
 In”Verso il confine,” Quel bowling sul Tevere. 
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character.  In his article entitled “Character as Linguistic Sign”, Harold Fisch 

distinguishes between two connotations of the word character, one which “in Greek 

signifies a mark or token made by a writing or marking instrument” and one that is 

secondary and has “come to signify the human personality, its psychological 

essence or moral tendency” (593).   In this analysis I am primarily concerned with 

the secondary meaning, and implications, of the word – that which points to the 

psychology of human beings – but often rely on the primary one to discuss the 

other.   “[L]’artista non fa altro che definire e rappresentare stati psicologici [the 

artist does nothing but represent psychological states]” Pirandello mentions in 

L’umorismo (1908), and to do so he employs characters.  The dual connotation of 

the word character recalls Pirandello’s own distinction between form and spirit, or 

mask (persona) and person.  The humorist looks beyond that which appears to be 

(true), lifting off the mask of the character, in order to try and see, and attempt to 

reveal, that which it conceals.   Luigi Pirandello concludes his influential essay by 

summarizing that  

l’umorismo consiste nel sentimento del contrario, provocato dalla speciale 

attività della riflessione che non si cela, che non diventa, come 

ordinariamente nell’arte, una forma del sentimento, ma il suo contrario, pur 

seguendo passo passo il sentimento come l’ombra segue il corpo.  L’artista 

ordinario bada al corpo solamente: l’umorista bada al corpo e all’ombra, 

com’essa ora s’allarghi ed ora s’intozzi, quasi a far le smorfie al corpo, che 

intanto non la calcola e non se ne cura (162, my emphasis)  
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[humor is the feeling of polarity aroused by that special activity of reflection 

which doesn’t hide itself, which doesn’t become, as ordinarily in art, a form of 

feeling, but its contrary, following the feelings step by step, however, as the 

shadow follows the body.  A common artist pays attention only to the body.  

A humorist pays attention to the body and its shadow, sometimes more to 

the shadow than the body.  He sees all the tricks of the shadow; it now 

assumes length or width, as if to mimic the body, which, meanwhile, doesn’t 

pay any attention to it (59)].3   

 

Based on Pirandello’s own definition, Michelangelo Antonioni, one of the most 

influential cinematographers of the twentieth century, is clearly a humorist.  As 

Pirandello points out in Quaderni di Serafino Gubbio operatore, henceforth QSGO, 

his novel that is a commentary on the cinematic medium, cinema produces images 

that reflect an external reality based on illusion.  In and out of the play of light and 

shadows that is cinema, Antonioni succeeds in projecting a new light on his cinema, 

similar to the way in which the Promethean spark “projetta intorno a noi un cerchio 

più o meno ampio di luce, di là dal quale è l’ombra nera, l’ombra paurosa che non 

esisterebbe, se la favilla non fosse accessa in noi (157)” [projects all around us a 

ring of light more or less large, beyond which there is shadow, frightening darkness 

which wouldn’t exist if that spark had not been lit in us (55)].   While alluding to the 

two artists’ humoristic technique, my primarily goal is to analyze their characters.  

What makes Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s characters so fascinating, among other 

important characteristics I will analyze, is the ethereal, shadow-like quality they 

                                                           
3
 Luigi Pirandello, On Humor. The translations I use here are by Teresa Novel, The Tulane Drama Review,10.3 

(1966): 46-59. 
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possess, and which ultimately hinders our ability to fully grasp them.  This apparent 

limitation is inherent in the characters’ inability to present a coherent set of 

characteristics, as a result of the author’s unwillingness to represent them in a 

cohesive manner.   

Doubt - the feeling of uncertainty that characterizes the modern condition - 

and which Pirandello elaborates to include perplexity, and duality or multiplicity 

constitute the undermining forces in our (and the characters’) reflective endeavors.4  

In his article entitled “La scomposizione dell’umorismo e l’identità della persona,” 

Gian Paolo Caprettini analyzes the origins and implications of these two concepts as 

delineated in Pirandello’s L’umorismo:   

Il dubbio e il doppio, o se si preferisce, per usare locuzioni pirandelliane, la 

perplessità o l’oscillare fra poli opposti da una parte, e lo sdoppiamento fra 

ombra e corpo, dall’altra, sono naturalmente frutto della ‘scomposizione’, del 

‘sentimento del contrario’, e sembrano riproporre le due accezioni 

sopraesposte (nel par. 2) del termine ‘riflessione’.  Il dubbio si riconnette alla 

riflessione introspettiva, al pensiero che pensa se stesso, il doppio a quella 

esterna, all’osservare se stessi allo specchio o nell’opinione degli altri.  I due 

valori della antitesi e della opposizione, le due forme del contrasto, a cui ci si 

è richiamati anche etimologicamente (il dubbio e il doppio), si sviluppano 

dunque in Pirandello sia nella direzione della oscillazione, della dissonanza e 

della contradizione, sia nella direzione della disunione, del discordare, del 

disaccordo e del dissidio e dànno luogo a una varietà di reppresentazioni le 

                                                           
4
 Hannah Arendt states, in The Human Condition that, “Cartesian doubt, in its radical and universal significance, 

was originally the response to a new reality, a reality no less real for its being restricted for centuries to the small 
and politically insignificant circles of scholars and learned men”, p. 274. 
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quali altro non sono che il risultato della lotta interna all’animo umano e più 

precisamente della lotta delle anime fra di loro.  

 

[Doubt or the double, or if one prefers, to use Pirandello’s own terms, 

perplexity or oscilating between two opposing poles on the one hand, and the 

doubling between shadow and body on the other, are naturally the result of 

the decomposition of the feeling of the oposite, and seem to reproduce the 

two meanings espoused in the word ‘reflection.  Doubt reconnects to 

introspective riflection, to the thought that thinks about itself, and the double 

to the external, oberving ourselves in the mirror or in the opinions of others.  

The two values of the antithesis and the opposition, the two forms of 

contrast, to which we are being recalled even etymologically (the doubt and 

the double), develop therefore in Pirandello in the direction of oscilation, of 

dissonance and of contradiction, as much in the direction of disunity, of 

discord, of disagreement and contrast and give way to a variety of 

representations that are the result of the internal battle of the human spirit 

and, more precisely, of the battle of the souls amongst themselves].5  

 

This inner struggle, that ultimately translates into a narrative crisis of 

representation, is constantly enacted by Pirandello’s characters. Caprettini follows 

this discordant thread as he discusses the multitude of narrative voices that move 

further and further away from the authoritative voice of the author. "La 

scomposizione del personaggio," he writes, 

                                                           
5
 Gian Paolo Capretini. “La scomposizione dell’<<umorismo>> e l’identità della persona” in  Lauretta, Enzo.  La 

persona nell’opera di Luigi Pirandello, p. 37 (my translation). 
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la sua costrizione a vivere sotto maschere diverse, ad assumere forme create 

solo dalla indifferente ostilità dello sguardo altrui, si lega frequentemente 

proprio allo scindersi, dal senso di uno stesso personaggio e della sua ‘voce’, 

di due o piú voci diverse, di due o piú istanze e situazioni narrative diverse.  

La prima grande esperienza in cui questa scisione si dà in tutta la sua 

radicalità è costituita certamente da Il fu Mattia Pascal, il romanzo in cui non 

a caso spesso si suole scorgere la vera ‘nascita’ del personaggio 

pirandelliano: l’originario Mattia Pascal, il posticcio Adriano Meis e il risorto 

Mattia Pascal postumo a se stesso coinciderebbero in teoria in una sola 

persona e in una sola voce narrante (dietro la quale c’è ovviamente la voce 

dell’autore); ma ciascuna di esse rappresenta in realtà una ‘voce’ diversa, 

che incombe sulle altre e lotta con esse in ciascun momento della narrazione.  

 

[The decomposition of the character, his being constrained to live under 

different masks, to assume forms created only by the indifferent hostility of 

another’s glance, is often connected to the act of dividing oneself, from the 

sense of the same character and his ‘voice’, of two or more different voices, 

of two or more different instances or narrative situations. The first important 

experience in which this division is manifested in all of its radicality is 

undoubtedly constituted by The late Mattia Pascal, the novel in which not 

incidentally often it is referred to the real ‘birth’ of the Pirandellia character:  

the original Mattia Pascal, the substituted Adriano Meis and the posthumously 

revived Mattia Pascal would, in theory, coincide to a single person and a 

single narrative voice (behind which there is obviously the voice of the 
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author); but each of these represents, in reality, a different ‘voice’, that 

threatens, and fights, the others in every moment of narration].6   

 

The process of characterization originates in, and is concurrently being undermined 

by, this cacophony of voices, that constantly struggle to distance themselves from, 

while inadvertently echoing, the voice of the author.   

Before I begin to analyze Pirandello's narrative characters, it is imperative to 

acknowledge some characters that Pirandello mentions and that have, inevitably, 

helped to shape his own.  In L’umorismo, Pirandello mentions two narrative 

characters that, for him, exemplify this idea of dissonance and doubt, as a result of 

reflection, and that in turn mirror the condition of his own characters.  The first is 

Cervantes’ Don Quijote, “un povero alienato che maschera della sua follia sé stesso 

e gli altri e tutte le cose” [a poor alienated creature that shields himself and others 

and all things behind his mask of folly (128, my translation)]. We cannot laugh at 

his ridiculous adventures because we recognize the heroic aspect of his actions, 

absurd as they may be.  The author has infused his character with the qualities that 

trigger in the reader the feeling of the opposite that averts his laughter.  The 

second example Pirandello uses in L’umorismo to explain the ‘feeling of the 

opposite’ is that of Manzoni’s Don Abbondio, a small town priest who, when faced 

with the real danger of upholding an ideal, is presented in all of his mediocrity and 

cowardice.        

Don Quijote e Don Abbondio vi vengono interpretati cosí come organismi 

viventi che direttamente incarnano i constrasti che travagliano gli ideali dei 

                                                           
6
 Giulio Ferroni, “Persona e personaggio”, in Enzo Lauretta’s collection of essays footnoted above, p. 53, here and 

hereafter, all translations from this work are my own. 
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loro autori.  Di Don Quijote viene affermata la stretta solidarietà e addiritura 

somiglianza con l’autore stesso che lo ha generato: personaggio ridicolo e 

sofferente, esso vive in un dialogo tra l’illusione comica e l’eroismo sublime 

(modellati a loro volta sui personaggi fittizi dei romanzi cavallereschi), un 

dialogo tra personaggi – fantasmi svoltosi davanti all’autore nel carcere della 

Mancha. ...  Per suo conto Don Abbondio ... appare come un’ ‘ombra’ 

districatasi dal senso stesso dell’ideale religioso del Manzoni, sdoppiandone la 

prospettiva sotto l’azione della ‘riflessione' (Ferroni 54, my emphasis).  

 

[Don Quijote and Don Abbondio are interpreted as living organisms that 

directly incarnate the contrasts that burden the ideals of their authors.  

About Don Quijote the same soliedarity and even resemblance to the author 

himself who has generated it is affirmed:  ridiculous and suffering character, 

he lives in a sort of dialog between comic illusion adn sublime heroism 

(modeled, in turn, on the narrative characters of chivalry novels) a dialog 

between characters – ghosts who’ve revealed themselves  in front of the 

author in the prison of Mancha. ...  As far as Don Abbondio is concerned ... 

he appears as a ‘shadow’ that has broken itself from Manzoni’s religious 

idealism, doubling the perspective under the action of ‘reflection'].   

 

Pirandello’s description of Manzoni’s non-heroic character “... non nobile, non ricco, 

coraggioso ancor meno, ... Don Abbondio è quel che si trova in luogo di quello che 

ci sarebbe voluto (145),” points to the reality that has overshadowed the ideal.  In 

fact, Pirandello beautifully describes the way in which Don Abbondio’s shadow 
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eclipses the two cardinals’ burning flames, which, in turn, project Don Abbondio’s 

shadow.  Manzoni, in presenting a character like Don Abbondio, puts aside religious 

ideals as he lets himself be influenced by the voice of human weakness, “la voce 

delle debolezze umane” (140).   He describes the priest as un coniglio, a rabbit, yet 

one whose fear is the result of a real threat, with which the reader sympathizes 

more than with the ideal he would be withholding by endangering his life.   

Ultimately, in the same way that Don Quijote uses his madness to shelter 

him from the world, so Don Abbondio who “s’era accorto, prima quasi di toccare gli 

anni della discrezione, d’essere, in quella società, come un vaso di terra cotta 

costretto a viaggiare in compagnia di molti vasi di ferro [realized, almost before 

coming of age, of being, in that society, as a terracotta vase traveling amongst iron 

ones (my translation)] decides to wear the cloak of priesthood in order to be 

sheltered from a society in which he knows his chances of survival are limited.  For 

him, as, implicitly, for many other members of the clergy, the choice to wear the 

priest’s cloak is not determined by religious ardor, but rather by the conviction that 

it will shelter him from worldly harm.  His priesthood is the mask that will serve to 

shield him from the danger that lurks all around.   Yes, Don Abbondio lacks courage 

and heroism - “il corraggio uno non se lo può dare [one cannot give oneself 

courage],” he admits to the Cardinal - but, Pirandello is quick to notice, the fact 

that he senses the real threat to his life of the consequences of heroic, but life-

threatening, actions, (qualities which make him a ‘humorous’, not comic, 

character), evoke in the reader a sense of pity.  This feeling of pity replaces the 

sense of catharsis evoked in ancient Greek plays, as the reader is urged to 

sympathize with these “rabbit-like” characters, who would rather run than face the 
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consequences of the actions dictated by their social position, like this small-town 

priest, who, in his humble origins and upbringing, represents all of us, bringing to 

light our less-than-noble qualities.  To Pirandello, honor is just another mask, or 

social construction, that is worn to hide another, more prevalent, if less noble, 

impulse which human beings possess:  the desire for self-preservation.   

Just as a discussion about Manzoni and I promessi sposi cannot help but 

revolve around the characters, so a discussion about Pirandello must start with his 

personaggi, his humorous, caricature-like, narrative characters.  Everything else 

that makes up the story is constituted, as Elio Gioanola notes, “in funzione del 

personaggio, il quale, nascendo, si porta con sé il suo ambiente e i suoi ‘casi’, 

proprio al contrario di quanto avviene nella letteratura naturalistica, dove è 

l’ambiente che crea il personaggio e ne determina la natura e le vicende” [in the 

function of the character, which, as he is born, brings with him his environment and 

his ‘cases’, the opposite of what takes place in naturalist literature, where it is the 

environment that creates the character and determines his nature and events (210, 

here, and henceforth, the translations are mine)].  The character is no longer 

inserted into the story; it is the story that is created around the character, in the 

same way that the character, or temperament, of a person contributes to shaping 

the course his or her life.  This process is also at work in cinéma vérité.7  “Penso 

che anche questo sia un modo di fare del ‘cinema verità’”, writes Antonioni, 

“Attribuire a una persona la sua storia, cioè la storia che coincide con la sua 

apparenza, con la sua posizione, il suo peso, il suo volume in uno spazio” (Fare un 

film è per me vivere, henceforth FUF, 55) [I think this is also a way of doing cinéma 
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 Cesare Zavattini, “Some Ideas on the Cinema.” 
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vérité. Attributing a story to a person – a story that coincides with his appearance, 

his posture, his weight, with the volume of space he fills (56)].8  It is the character, 

or characters, that determine the way a story unfolds; in other words, the story is 

created to fit the characters.  The way the story of a character develops is, 

therefore, similar to the way in which the nature of our being determines the 

direction of our journey through life.  “Se tanto spesso e tanto volentieri Pirandello 

parla di don Abbondio”, Gioanola writes,  

è perché lo vede come il modello per eccellenza del personaggio, 

assolutamente vero, o ‘vivo’ come egli preferisce dire, al punto da creare la 

tentazione di atribuirgli una vita autonoma al di là delle pagine del romanzo. 

Per Pirandello, come si sa, la vita del personaggio è il segno stesso della 

vitalità artistica: sovrapponendo un’estetica a una poetica, lo scrittore 

identifica un certo tipo di letteratura, quella appunto dove domina 

l’autonomia dei personaggi, con la letteratura e l’arte tout court, per cui 

l’immortalità che tocca alle opere d’arte altamente riuscite è la continuazione 

della vita del personaggio indipendentemente (Gioanola, 210-11, my 

emphasis).   

 

[Pirandello’s haste and willingness to talk about Don Abbondio is because he 

sees him as the model, par excellence, of the character, absolutely real, or 

‘alive’ as he prefers to say, to the point of creating the temptation of 

attributing him an autonomous life beyond the pages of the novel.  For 

Pirandello, it is known, the character’s life is the real sign of artistic vitality: 
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 Unless otherwise stated, the translations I use are from Marga Cottino-Jones’ American edition of Antonioni’s The 

Architecture of Vision, henceforth AV. 
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juxtaposing an aesthetic to a poetics, the writer identifies a certain type of 

literature, that in which the autonomy of the characters prevails, with the 

tout court literature and art, where the immortality that is associated with 

the best works of art is the independent continuation of the character’s life]. 

 

In this sense, it is not Pirandello who creates his characters, but the characters 

themselves that provide him with another identity – that of author - a phenomenon 

that recalls the practice, in some cultures, of addressing the parent not by his or 

her own name, but rather as the father or mother of the child.  In both cases, of 

natural or literary birth, the ‘offspring’, while possessing qualities of the parent, is, 

or indisputably becomes, an autonomous being.  And it is often those aspects about 

ourselves which we see reflected in someone else that provide the most insight into 

ourselves.  “Pirandello è lo scrittore che meno di tutti incarica qualche personaggio 

di rappresentarlo ma non sa che tutti lo rappresentano allo stesso modo, facendosi 

uno per uno portatori di una possibile incarnazione del loro autore, dai più simili a 

lui, come il dottor Fileno, ai più diversi, come i ‘sei personaggi’” (Gioanola, 212-13) 

[Pirandello is the writer who, least of all, burdens some character to represent him 

but doesn’t know that all represent him equally, making themselves, one by one, 

the carriers of a possible incarnation of their author, from the most similar to him, 

like Doctor Fileno, to the most unlike him, like the ‘six characters’].  

Along with Manzoni’s Don Abbondio, Pirandello tells of other literary 

characters that have helped to shape his own.  “I love and admire souls that are 

discontinuous, unquiet, in a state of almost continuous flow,” he writes, 
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souls that scorn to coagulate or rigidify in this or that predetermined shape.  

And among the books I most frequently return to, I love two above the rest: 

The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, the most discontinuous of all 

novels ever written, and the Hamlet of Shakespeare, which Goethe called 

and insoluble problem precisely because of its tremendous discontinuity.  The 

just and the unjust, the ingenuous and the deceitful, the prudent and the 

rash, all meet with the same end, and no one triumphs except accident.9   

 

It is easy to see Tristram Shandy as a mirror into which many of Pirandello’s 

characters glance, especially when we think of Moscarda and his nose, and Serafino 

Gubbio’s notebooks.  An inept creature, whose ill-favored nature is the result of a 

distraction that takes place at the moment of procreation, while his name is also 

the result his mother’s inability to remember and convey to the christening official 

the name his father intended to give him, Tristram is the incarnation of the modern 

character, while also representing the absurdity inherent in the practice of narrative 

characterization.  Harold Fisch, who discusses the concept of character as linguistic 

sign, writes that “Sterne’s theory of ‘hobbyhorses’ in Tristram Shandy is the 

reduction to absurdity of the notion of character as a mode of description capable of 

truly defining and representing human persons.”10   

Shakespeare’s influence on Pirandello, on the other hand, is apparent in the 

latter’s preoccupation with madness and his eloquence in creating mentally 

disturbed characters.  The similarity of Pirandello’s play, Enrico IV, to 

                                                           
9
 In Bentley’s, Pirandello Commentaries, xii, my emphasis. 

10
 Harold Fisch, Character as Linguistic Sign, p. 599. (Fisch’s article is based on a paper presented in 1986 at a 

Conference on “Person and Persona” marking the fiftieth anniversary of the death of Pirandello).  
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Shakespeare’s Hamlet is very obvious, as both works incorporate the theme of both 

real and feigned madness.  Pirandello’s preoccupation with madness, caused by his 

first-hand experience with the manifestations of the mental disorders of his wife, is 

present in many of his narrative works.  He read, and was intrigued by, Alfred 

Binet’s 1892 essay on personality disorders and the disintegration of the self, Les 

Altérations de la personnalité.  For Pirandello, whose wife suffered a mental 

breakdown as a result of a financial disaster, madness is an everpresent reality of 

life, a fine line that is easily crossed.  It is a genuine and laudable attempt to 

unmask oneself, but which often is unsuccessful, turning into yet another mask.  

Ultimately, madness offers a glimpse into that which lies beyond our normal state 

of consciousness – “l’abisso che è nelle anime” [the abyss that is in our souls]. 

Other twentieth century writers become fascinated with the mysterious 

manifestations of our psyche and create characters that signal this preoccupation 

with, and awareness of a mental imbalance.  In Italy, Italo Svevo bestows upon his 

literary characters a sense of ineptitude and childish simplicity, that, in their 

psychological complexity, are in stark contrast to the characters that have 

dominated the narratives of the previous century. Comparing Pirandello to Svevo, 

in their “protest against [their] society,” and the way their characters “express the 

dissatisfaction and alienation of modern man,” Biasin observes that “Pirandello is 

more openly polemical in acknowledging the sharp juxtaposition existing between 

reason and non-reason, and in the paradoxical and ferocious demolition he makes 

of it, especially through the social ‘rôle’ (in Luckmann-Berger’s sense) and the 

‘mask’ (in Binswanger’s sense) with their related problems.  But,” Biasin concludes, 

“whether the protest is expressed trough neurosis or madness, it goes back to that 
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moment of inner reflection, self-analysis and introspection marking the beginning of 

the XXth century in literature.” 11   

In the Introduction to his book, The Mirror of our Anguish, Douglas Radcliff-

Umstead discusses the transformation of the modern individual into the wooden, 

string-controlled puppet that was initially made and utilized to imitate him.  In the 

twentieth century, man has become that puppet, or robot (an image the Futurists 

will employ), empty of substance, independent thought and lacking the ability to 

feel.   He does not act freely, but automatically performs the functions that society 

and the people around him expect him to perform.  His actions are entirely 

determined by the way in which his strings are being pulled.  The individual has 

become a tool, at the service of society, of his fellow men, and of the machines he 

has created to help ease his existence.  His identity has disintegrated and he has 

become nothing more than a mechanism that serves to put another mechanism in 

motion; dehumanized and fragmented, he has become nothing more than a hand 

that turns a handle.  Luigi Pirandello’s characters, Radcliff-Umstead writes, as he 

continues his analysis of the man turned into a marionette,  

although they appear to be made of wood, are truly contracted in a 

desperate tension.  Afraid of their emotions and crushed by overwhelming 

circumstances, Pirandellian characters voluntarily surrender their humanity in 

order to escape the pain of living by taking refuge in the wooden passivity of 

marionettes (20).12  
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 Biasin, “From Anatomy to Criticism”, p. 880. 
12

 This interesting work, The Mirror of our Anguish, provides a very thorough, well-written analysis of Pirandello’s 
narrative characters.   
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Another way to see Pirandello’s characters is as literary incarnations of 

ghosts, some more tangible than others, but all, paradoxically, equally real.  In 

Pirandello:  A Biography, Gaspare Giudice traces the origins of Pirandello’s 

preoccupation with ghosts to a maid-servant, Maria Stella, who lived with them 

when the writer was a child.  “It was from her,” Giudice claims, “that Pirandello 

learnt to believe in ghosts – in ghosts both concrete and abstract which could 

appear at any moment of the day or night and say what they have to say.  And, 

once the superstitions had been exorcised by an aesthetic system rooted in idealist 

thought, these ghosts could be turned into characters” (7, my emphasis).  

Pirandello claims that they often appear forcefully, and demand to be given life - 

narrative life that is - which Pirandello places above earthly life.  Narrative 

characters, after all, can achieve immortality by living in the memories of endless 

generations of readers, while we, humans, are insignificant passersby in the 

absurdity and chaos that define our existence.  Fixed forever into the pages of a 

book, they outlive their author and readers.  “As the darkness of late afternoon 

invaded his study, the author slowly understood that only with his characters – the 

shadows born of his grief – could he communicate his sorrow.  Through those 

characters the Sicilian writer was able to give expression to the pain of living in a 

world of futile actions.”13 

In the writer’s mind, the ghosts of real people coexist and interact with the 

figments borne entirely out of his imagination.  They are all shadows, but shadows 

that demand to be resurrected.  In one of his short stories, “Colloqui coi 

personaggi,” one of the characters is the spirit of his deceased mother, who comes 
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Radcliff-Umstead, The Mirror of Our Anguish, p. 300.   
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to him, not unlike King Hamlet’s ghost appears to his son.  Pirandello, in his 

dialogue with his mother, tells her that to him she seems as if she were still alive, 

since she is as vivid in his memory of her as when she was alive and living far 

away.  It is he who has ‘died one death,’ as he is no longer alive in her memory.  

“Io piango,” he writes,  

perché tu, Mamma, tu non puoi piú dare a me una realtà. È caduto a me, alla 

mia realtà, un sostegno, un conforto. ... Ora che tu sei morta, io non dico che 

non sei piú viva per me; tu sei viva, viva com’eri, e con la stessa realtà che 

per tanti anni t’ho dato da lontano, pensandoti, senza vedere il tuo corpo, e 

viva sempresarai finché io sarò vivo; ma vedi? è questo, è questo, che io ora, 

non sono piú vivo, e non sarò piú vivo per te mai piú! Perché tu non puoi piú 

pensarmi come io ti penso, tu non puoi piú sentirmi com’io ti sento! E ben 

per questo, Mamma, ben per questo quelli che si credono vivi credono anche 

di piangere i loro morti e piangono invece una loro morte, una loro realtà che 

non è piú nel sentimento di quelli che se ne sono andati.  ... Tu sei qui; tu 

m’hai parlato: sei proprio viva qui, ti vedo, vedo la tua fronte, i tuoi occhi, la 

tua bocca, le tue mani offese, e ti sento parlare, parlare veramente le tue 

parole, perché sei qui davanti a me una realtà vera, viva e spirante; ma che 

sono io, che sono piú io, ora, per te? Nulla.14   

 

[I cry because you, Mother, you can no longer confer on me a reality […] 

Now that you are dead, I’m not saying that you are no longer alive for me; 

you are alive, as alive as you ever were, with the same reality which for 
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“Colloquii coi personaggi” in Novelle per un anno.   
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many years I gave you from far away, thinking of you without seeing you, 

and you will always be alive as long as I live; but do you see? It is this, this, 

that for you I am no longer alive and never will be.  Because you can no 

longer think of me as I think of you, you can no longer feel me as I feel you!  

And it is for this reason, for this very reason, that those who think that they 

are alive think they are crying for their dead and instead they are crying for 

one of their own deaths, one of their own realities, that is no longer carried 

by the feelings of those who have gone before us].15 

 

His identity as a son has died along with his mother, while his ability to 

remember, and think about her, continues to keep her alive in his memory.  

Pirandello weeps his own death, similar to the way in which the mythical lake in 

Paul Coelho’s 1988 novel, The Alchemist, based on the myth of Narcissus, weeps 

because it can no longer be reflected in Narcissus’ eyes, following his death.  "I 

weep for Narcissus, but I never noticed that Narcissus was beautiful”, says the lake.  

“I weep because, each time he knelt beside my banks, I could see, in the depths of 

his eyes, my own beauty reflected."16  Since our own perception of ourselves is an 

illusion - another “costruzione che ciascuno per opera dell’illusione si fa di sé 

stesso” - the way we are perceived by others (and reflected in their eyes), may well 

provide a truer understanding of ourselves.17  Pirandello’s characters are alive in his 

imagination in the same way that his dead mother lives on in his thoughts.  Along 

with their immortality, Pirandello, very subtly, is proclaiming his own immortality, 
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 The translation is in Ann Hallamore Caesar’s Characters and Authors in Luigi Pirandello (New York, Oxford UP, 
1998), pp. 121-2. 
16

 Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist, Prologue, p. x. 
17

 L’umorismo, pp. 147-8. 
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and that of every great writer, with clear references to Shakespeare, Sterne, 

Cervantes and Manzoni.  The writer lives not through his literary works, whose plot 

or details are easily forgotten, but through his characters.  “In this age of arbitrary 

construction,” writes Radciff-Umstead,  

all humans appear as shadows that are destined to fade into oblivion.   But 

the literary character is a privileged shadow that transcends the 

compromising situations of everyday existence.  The drama of Pirandello’s art 

is that of Multiple-Selves-in-Performances, for the characters are always 

actors. With the insane lucidity of that most humoristic of all literary 

characters, Don Quixote, the human figures in Pirandello’s works act out 

their suffering to save themselves from submerging in the terror of living.”18 

 

In another short story, “La tragedia di un personaggio,” Pirandello once again 

signals the presence of these ‘fantasmi’ who share his imaginary space with the 

‘real’ ghosts and with countless alter egos.  It is not difficult to see Pirandello 

himself in the character of Dottor Fileno, a philosopher who can’t seem to find his 

rightful place in life, or whose groundbreaking, yet disquieting ideas, cannot find 

any resonance in his own era.  Pirandello claims that these restless beings want to 

be heard, want to have their story told, and, if he refuses to listen, they quickly and 

eagerly run off to another writer.  The way Pirandello vividly describes them and 

their narrative desires, the way he attributes such human qualities and whims to 

his imaginary guests, how can we help but picture real beings (in carne e ossa) in 

place of these characters?  In “La tragedia di un personaggio,” Pirandello writes,  
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 The Mirror of Our Anguish, p. 300, my emphasis. 
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Tra quelli che rimangono indietro in attesa, sopraffatti, chi sospira, chi 

s'oscura, chi si stanca e se ne va a picchiare alla porta di qualche altro 

scrittore.  Mi è avvenuto non di rado di ritrovare nelle novelle di parecchi miei 

colleghi certi personaggi, che prima s'erano presentati a me; come pure m'è 

avvenuto di ravvisarne certi altri, i quali, non contenti del modo com'io li 

avevo trattati, han voluto provare di fare altrove miglior figura.19   

 

[Among those who remain behind, waiting, defeated, some sigh, some 

darken, some get tired and go knocking at the door of some other writer.  It 

has happened not seldom to find, in the novels of many of my colleagues, 

some characters that first had presentd themselves to me; as it has 

happened that I perceived others, who, not content with the way I treated 

them, wanted to go elsewhere to try their luck (my translation)].   

 

Pirandello’s characters, those whom he claims to solicit him, are the outcasts, the 

madmen, the ones who are in conflict with themselves and with the world around 

them.  He prefers them because it is in these types of characters, those who do not 

easily fit the molds of society, that he believes life flows more freely.  He 

rehabilitates the rejects only to see them rejected again and again, by other 

authors, by other characters, and, ultimately, by themselves.  “Ho scelto di 

mostrare dei personaggi che non si adattano” Antonioni also explains, perché è in 
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 Pirandello, Luigi. “La tragedia d’un personaggio.” Novelle per un anno, pp. 988-89.  
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loro che risiede il drama.” (253)  [I tried to show characters who cannot adapt, 

because it is in them that this situation become a drama (285)]. 

Dottor Fileno, with his inverted telescope and his “filosofia del lontano,” 

represent the post-Copernican realization that man is no longer the center of the 

universe, along with the newly-acquired sense of doubt in his own ability to be a 

centered and balanced being.  “It was not reason,” Hannah Arendt writes, in The 

Human Condition, “but a man-made instrument, the telescope, which actually 

changed the physical world view; it was not contemplation, observation, and 

speculation which led to the new knowledge, but the active stepping in of homo 

faber, of making and fabricating.  In other words, man had been deceived so long 

as he trusted that reality and truth would reveal themselves to his senses and to 

his reason if only he remained true to what he saw with the eyes of body and mind” 

(Arendt 274).  Modern man, who all of a sudden perceives himself as an 

insignificant, infinitesimal being, whose outlook on life, on society and history has 

been proven to be wrong, turns the focus on himself, but doesn’t have better luck 

in his new preoccupation either, and finds, instead of answers, that he has been 

invaded by more questions and more doubts. “What Copernicus’s presence among 

a pantheon of humorists that includes Manzoni, Sterne and Dostoevsky, illustrates 

is how central the disproportional gap between our insignificance in the face of the 

cosmos and the importance we attribute to ourselves is to Pirandello’s concept of 

umorismo. […] The humorist’s materials are those structures that we hold in place 

to protect ourselves from the abyss that we spend our lives tiptoeing around and 

pretending not to see."20  In place of the sense of self man hopes to clarify, there is 
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nothing but an unintelligible blur.  Dottor Fileno represents, along with aspects of 

the author himself, all the characters that feel they are misconceived, 

misunderstood, and, ultimately, misrepresented.  Pirandello is not willing to give 

them another life; instead, by holding them prisoners in their own story, he allows 

them to live, tormented and contorted, in the chaos from which they were 

conceived.       

  Pirandello’s best-known work, Six Characters in Search of an Author, 

henceforth SCSA, presents the plight of six characters, in their unsuccessful 

attempt to tell their side of the story, which in turn would serve to characterize 

them.  Their stories, when told individually, appear fragmentary and conflicting; an 

author would at least be able to combine them into a structured, sequential 

narrative – shaped, of course, by his own perception.  There are as many versions 

of a story as there are narrators of that story; when multiple characters insist on 

being the narrators, the misunderstanding escalates ad infinitum.  In the confusion 

and emotional outbursts that result from everyone trying to tell their story, the 

Director keeps asking if there is a script, in which these stories would be combined 

in an ordered and structured form that he and his actors could understand and try 

to reproduce.  Despite the clear reference in the title, these characters are not 

really looking for an author, having been rejected by one.  Instead, they are 

performers enacting their own version of their story, (as all characters are actors, 

according to Pirandello), looking for a director to represent their drama.   

These anguished characters are perhaps the best abstractions, or sketches, 

that Pirandello has created.  They are character types, to go back to the Greek 

origins of the word, and, if this reduction to a role is not vague enough to have 
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others (the actors, the audience) identify with them, they are further reduced to 

representing emotional states, and different degrees of consciousness (understood 

in the distinction between ‘spirit’ and ‘nature’).   Pirandello fully achieves this 

process of abstraction by breaking down a character into the most basic element – 

possessing self-knowledge (‘spirit’) or lacking it (‘nature’).  In its most rough 

sketch, to which details and specific characteristics are then added, the Pirandellian 

character is either ‘spirit’ or ‘nature’, with the ‘spiritual’ being the privileged 

category.  In his description of the Father, a man in his fifties, possessing the most 

‘spirit’, Pirandello alludes to the ambiguous quality of his smile, to that “still 

youthful mouth, which often opens in an uncertain and futile smile” [bocca ancor 

fresca, aperta spesso a un sorriso incerto e vano].21  As I will show further on in 

this analysis, it is this ambiguous, “Monalisa” smile that many of Pirandello’s most 

endearing (and enduring) narrative characters have in common, and that same 

quality which makes Antonioni’s cinematic characters most resemble them.  These 

unmistakable characteristics, the uncertainty and sense of futility that are imprinted 

on these characters’ faces, are their most revealing features, despite their efforts to 

try and mask them by an awkward, unbefitting smile.    

 It is fascinating to observe the way in which Pirandello creates these 

characters, or personae, these masks, or empty forms, to appear so emotionally-

charged.  The Father pushes the Mother away once he realizes that the emotion he 

mistook for love is pity.  The roles of Mother and Father are superimposed on the 

original ones, of Wife and Husband, so that, as Mother and Father, their relationship 

towards one another becomes problematic.  In both L’avventura (1960) and La 
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notte (1961), Antonioni also replaces love with pity as the feeling that the female 

characters have towards their partner.  At the end of L’avventura, unable or 

unwilling to resist, once again, his lustful impulse, and caught in the act by Claudia, 

the character of Sandro reminds us of the Father in SCSA, who claims that he 

shouldn’t be judged by the sole act of visiting the brothel where his daughter 

happens to work.  “Ce n'accorgiamo bene,” he claims,  

quando in qualcuno dei nostri atti, per un caso sciaguratissimo, restiamo 

all'improvviso come agganciati e sospesi: ci accorgiamo, voglio dire, di non 

esser tutti in quell'atto, e che dunque una atroce ingiustizia sarebbe 

giudicarci da quello solo, tenerci agganciati e sospesi, alla gogna, per una 

intera esistenza, come se questa fosse assommata tutta in quell'atto! (22)  

 

[We see this clearly whenever, in something we do, under very unfortunate 

circumstances, we are all of a sudden caught, as if suspended on a hook; we 

realize, I mean to say, that all of our self is not in that act, ant that, 

therefore, it would be an atrocious injustice to pass judgement on us by that 

single action:  to hold us fixed, hooked and suspended for our entire 

existence, as if our existence were all summed up in this one act! (26)].   

 

Antonioni’s female protagonist appears to decide not to judge Sandro by that act 

alone; instead, she chooses to close her eyes, or look the other way, this time, 

obliterating that passing image, as if it never existed, and suspending her judgment 

of that act.  After all, Sandro is at his best in the role of the seducer; he has played 

the same role with her shortly after the disappearance of her best friend, Anna, 
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and, if anything, she is the one to blame for having chosen to believe that he could 

be faithful to her.  Many critics have wondered if Claudia’s symbolic gesture at the 

end of the film, her ability to forgive him, constitutes an act of love or pity.  This 

prompts us to ask ourselves if love is, ultimately, transformed in pity - a sort of 

pitiful love - or if pity originates in the absence of love, and altogether replaces it.  

Both Pirandello and Antonioni’s ‘pitiful’ characters, these character types that are so 

prevalent in their artistic works, persuade us to further contemplate this question.  

  Returning to our discussion of SCSA, the Director’s main task is deciding how 

to represent the drama of the characters.  Unable to “tell the whole story,” the 

Director has to be first and foremost an Editor, deciding what to include and what 

to leave out, while pasting, as in a collage, the fragments that will align to create 

the desired effect.  Pirandello’s Director in SCSA, addressing the Stepdaughter (who 

claims that she just wants to act her own drama), describes this complex process in 

which the individual story - character portrayal, or identification - is subordinated to 

the creative process:    

Non può stare che un personaggio venga, così, troppo avanti, e sopraffaccia 

gli altri, invadendo la scena. Bisogna contener tutti in un quadro armonico e 

rappresentare quel che è rappresentabile! Lo so bene anch'io che ciascuno ha 

tutta una sua vita dentro e che vorrebbe metterla fuori. Ma il difficile è 

appunto questo: farne venir fuori quel tanto che è necessario, in rapporto 

con gli altri; e pure in quel poco fare intendere tutta l'altra vita che resta 

dentro! Ah, comodo, se ogni personaggio potesse in un bel monologo, 

o...senz'altro...in una conferenza venire a scodellare davanti al pubblico tutto 

quel che gli bolle in pentola! (44, my emphasis).   
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[You can’t have a character invading the scene and becoming so dominant 

that he overpowers the others.  All of them have to be contained in a 

harmonious framework and then act out what is actable.  I too am aware of 

the fact that everyone has his own interior life which he would like to bring 

out into the open.  But the difficulty is precisely this: to bring out into the 

open only what is important in reference to the others; and at the same time 

reveal through that little bit all of that unrevealed interior life!  Ah, it would 

be too easy if a character could in a nice monologue or... better yet... in a 

lecture dish out to the public all that is boiling in his part! (49)]. 

 

In this beautiful exchange between the characters and the Director, in which ‘real’ 

drama and its spectacle are juxtaposed, as are the characters and actors (or ‘real’ 

people), the character who represents the Father asks the Director the question – 

“who are you?”  Taken back, the Director, in turn, questions the plausibility and 

nerve of a character coming to ask him, a ‘real’ person, who he is.  The Father’s 

answer echoes Pirandello’s shocking claim that a character always represents 

someone, while a person can easily be no one, or as the writer will later declare,  

be ‘one hundred thousand’ different people.   “Un personaggio, signore, può sempre 

domandare a un uomo chi è. Perché un personaggio ha veramente una vita sua, 

segnata di caratteri suoi, per cui è sempre ‘qualcuno’.  Mentre un uomo - non dico 

lei, adesso - un uomo così in genere, può non esser ‘nessuno’" (49) [A character, 

sir, can always ask a man who he is. Because a character truly has a life of his won, 

marked by his own characteristics, because of which he is always ‘someone’.  On 
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the other hand, a man – I’m not saying you at this moment – a man in general, can 

be ‘nobody’ (55)].  Pirandello will develop this concept – the idea that one can exist 

in a hundred thousand manifestations of onesef, while at the same time being ‘no 

one’ -  in his last novel, Uno, nessuno e centomila, henceforth UNC, which he 

started writing in 1909 and finished in 1926, five years after SPCA.  Yet it is in 

SPCA, perhaps more than in any other of his literary works, where Pirandello is able 

to completely blur the distinction between actor, character and human being.   

“Nell’organizzazione delle frasi usate dal Padre,” writes Gaspare Giudice,  

si esprime ogni volta questa doppia presenza, del carattere umano, 

effettivamente e fisiologicamente condizionato, e del personaggio 

intellettualisticamente autosufficiente e staccato e implicitamente ironico 

rispetto alla sua stessa condizione, che diventa una sorta di ‘avvocato del 

personaggio’ e di cicerone della propria avventura umana.22   

 

[In the organization of the phrases used by the Father this double presence 

is expressed every time, of the human character, or nature, effectively and 

phisiologically conditioned, and of the (narrative) character, 

intellectualistically autosufficient and distanced and implicitly ironic with 

respect to his condition, that becomes a sort of ‘advocate of the character’ 

and of guide of his own human adventure” (my translation)]. 

   

The character is ‘born’ fixed into his or her role, or characterization.  What 

sets the Pirandellian character apart is that he claims autonomy from his creator, or 
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from the one story into which his author imagined him, and yields to anyone who 

wishes to reimagine his story.  I will further develop this concept in the second 

chapter, in which I analyze characters who are no longer looking for an author, but 

who are wandering around in their own story or drama, searching for another story 

(or another identity).  Created by an author, refuted by that same author, 

misunderstood (or unable to be represented) by yet another author and (in the 

process of) waiting to be reimagined by the reader turned author.  All of this 

describes a Pirandellian character, along with the ultimate process of negation - 

self-rejection - which Pirandello’s characters undergo.   

The Son turns out to be the most interesting of the characters in SPCA 

because of his outright refusal to contribute to, by being a part of, the scene being 

represented.  His refusal to participate in something which he claims will only 

negate/mask the reality which he insists is non-reproducible, is the refusal to exist 

in someone’s version of a story.  When asked “what happened?” he keeps negating 

that anything did in fact happen, saying that the only reason he is there is because 

the Father dragged him into his (version of the) story.  “C'è voluto venir lui,” the 

Son says to the Director, indicating the Father, “trascinandoci tutti e prestandosi 

anche a combinare di là insieme con lei non solo quello che è realmente avvenuto; 

ma come se non bastasse, anche quello che non c'è stato!” (56) [He was the one 

who wanted to come, dragging all of us along with him, and who was ever willing to 

put together the scene in the other room with her, using not only what really 

happened but, as if that wasn’t enough, what never actually took place!] (64).  The 

Son is cynical, knowing that the ‘truth’ cannot be revealed, despite the Father’s 

urge to tell their story, which the latter wants to do in order to ease his burdened 
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conscience.  In response to the Director’s continued efforts to try and separate 

reality from fiction - “ma dica lei almeno che cosa c’è stato [Now you tell me, at 

least tell me what happened”] – the Son replies, after a moment of hesitation, 

“Nulla. Proprio, per non fare una scena!” (57) [Not a thing.  Precisely in order not to 

make a scene (64)]. 

This ‘nulla’ is echoed by many Antonionian characters.   In Storia del nulla, 

Sergio Givone delineates this philosophy which originates with Leibniz and is taken 

up by Shelling and Heidegger, as he writes,  

Qualcosa può essere solo se l’essere è complice del nulla e di conseguenza 

l’esistente infinito, l’esistente tratto fuori dall’oceano del possibile e diventato 

reale, sta nel segno della libertà, essendo liberamente venuto all’essere 

(194).   

 

[Something is possible only if being is the accomplice of nothingness and, 

consequently, the infinite existent, the existent pulled out of the ocean of 

possibilities, has become real, it is contained in the sign of freedom, having 

come to be liberally (my translation)]. 

 

This idea of something coming to life freely, from the cyclone of endless possibilities 

implied in ‘nothingness’ is present both in Pirandello and in Antonioni, and is often 

presented or alluded to by the characters. 

 In the Son, Pirandello succeeds in creating a character who not only negates 

his role and dismisses the ability to reproduce an event, (alluding to the inability to 

truthfully represent reality), but, ultimately, in the midst of a theatrical rehearsal, 
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he calls our attention to the absence of a real scene, or story.  It is what he refuses 

to tell, what is contained in that “nulla” he obstinately keeps repeating, that is the 

climax of the story.  He yields, however, in the end, and provides his version of the 

dramatic acts that are the cause of this family’s anguish.  Vitangelo Moscarda, the 

protagonist of UNC, also refuses to play the roles others have bestowed upon him 

against his will.  His efforts to try and destroy the others’ versions of him in order to 

be free - his desire to become ‘no one’ – are, in the end, almost successful.    

 At the beginning of the twentieth century, Luigi Pirandello creates a new 

character type based on the post-Copernican, parasitical man, whose crises, 

neuroses and uncertainties mirror those of the modern individual.  His “personaggi 

tormentati” represent all of us as we try to come to terms with our conscience.   

“L’uomo pirandelliano siamo noi,” writes Giovanna Querci, “che, con i nostri dubbi, 

le nostre incertezze, i consueti doveri, le piccole rinunce, i meschini egoismi e le 

inconsapevoli impietosità, ci ritroviamo, così come siamo, su quel palcoscenico o tra 

le pagine di questo o quel romanzo” [We are the Pirandellian man, that, with our 

doubts and our uncertainties, our habitual duties, the small sacrifices, the meager 

acts of selfishness and the unconscious unforgiving nature, find ourselves, the way 

we are, on that stage on between the pages of this or that novel].23  The fictional 

character ultimately holds up a mirror in which the reader (and the author, himself) 

catches sketchy glimpses of his own condition, seeing there reflected many 

incongruent facets of his own character.  The modern fictional character embodies, 

along with the existential angst of modern man, the artistic and creative crises of 

the modern author.  Pirandello looks at his “creature mascherate” through the holes 
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of his own mask, the mask of the author, (and not through an “obiettivo fotografico 

capace di dare una visione netta e impersonale della vicenda” (Querci 15) [a 

photographic device capable of providing a net and impersonal vision of things].  

His characters, like those of Proust and Joyce, are rebelling, no longer willing or 

able to accept their traditional relationship with their author.  Debenedetti signals 

such an emancipation proclamation on the part of the fictional character and even 

goes as far as to claim that a declaration of the rights of the fictional character is 

being conceived, as he refuses to be treated as a physics, or natural history, 

phenomenon.24 All the character types in SPCA exemplify this rebellion in their 

desire to express their individual drama, and not be taken as mere contributions to 

the larger plot. “The step-daughter wishes, […] not to be a character, an arbitrary 

creation, but an identity, a reality, in the same way that drama, in Pirandello’s 

practice, as in that of every other serious playwright of our time, wishes not to be 

the reflection of life, its staged version, but a reality, a counterpart or analogue”  

(Gilman 33).  Pirandello moves away from the practice of representing a coherent, 

observable, social reality, as his characters present many, multi-faceted, 

conflicting, personal realities.  By abandoning realist techniques of characterization, 
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Pirandello creates fascinating characters that are malleable and open to 

interpretation - multi-dimensional, yet fleetingly abstract.    

Neorealism, the short-lived Italian film movement that manifested itself after 

the Second World War, also has, as its main objective, the attempt to portray a 

greater sense of realism, with the camera ‘following the characters’ to try to 

capture the unmediated reality of their lives.  Cesare Zavattini, the theoretician of 

Neorealism, writes: “il prepotente desiderio del cinema di vedere, di analizzare, la 

sua fame di realtà rappresentano l’omaggio concreto verso gli altri, verso tutto ciò 

che esiste” [the overwhelming desire of cinema to see , analyze, its hunger for 

reality, represent the real tribute towards others, towards everything that exists].25  

In a phenomenological treatment of the character, the camera lingers on faces and 

bodies, observing and recording the characters’ most mundane actions.  In his 

‘interior neorealism’ Antonioni employs the same technique, yet with a different 

objective.  Similar to Pirandello, Antonioni’s objective is to get inside – to penetrate 

the subjectivity - of the character.   

A more direct rejection of narrative/realist techniques in film takes place in 

the late 1950s.  Auteur filmmakers like Bergman, Antonioni and Fellini are among 

the most important producers of this freer cinema, that Pirandello himself must 

have envisioned when he described cinema as a “vision of thought.”26  Michelangelo 

Antonioni will go on to call his films “thoughts in the making,” echoing the Sicilian 

writer’s original idea on the cinema, but emphasizing the process by which a film is 

made - the artistic journey, and the uncertainty and insignificance, of the 
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destination.  Antonioni envisions many of his characters on a journey that is 

representative of their psychological state. The cinematic techniques used to 

represent this circular, interrupted and often directionless journey also aid in the 

characterization of the protagonist.   We often see, through the lens of the camera, 

empty, white spaces, or get a glimpse of the characters looking out over the 

horizon, towards a world of seemingly infinite possibilities, only to become quickly 

aware of boundaries and points of view, of walls and gates and grid-like structures 

that obstruct the characters’, and our, view, impeding our frame of observation.  

One could argue that it is not Thomas, the English photographer, but seeing and 

perception, and ultimately optic illusion, that are the real protagonists of Antonioni’s 

1966 film, Blow-up.  Echoing the words of Dr. Fileno, Pirandello’s philosopher 

character, Antonioni’s powerful visual message at the end of the film, as the 

camera starts going up higher and higher, losing focus of the protagonist and all 

that makes up his world, signals both our inability to see clearly, while also 

revealing l’infinita nostra piccolezza.  

Many of Pirandello and Antonioni’s characters start out wandering or are left 

wandering at the end of a story.  These characters’ wandering symbolizes their 

inner state of restlessness, lack of direction, desire to escape from their lives, and 

from themselves.  Like Pirandello’s, Antonioni’s characters are in a constant 

struggle to try to escape the social conventions, ridding themselves of the masks 

that have made them who they are – and who they have, in the process, come to 

detest.  In Antonioni’s case, the characters almost always come from ranks of the 

upper bourgeoisie, those who had the privilege, or perhaps the misfortune, to put it 

in Antonioni’s words, “di non dover fare il soldato,” and whose occupation often 
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revolves around avoiding boredom.  Yet his portrayal of them is in tune with the 

basic concerns of neorealist techniques.  “Il mio mondo, da ragazzo campione di 

tennis,” the filmmaker recalls, “era quello del Tennis Club Marfisa: i nobili, la 

borghesia ricca d’una città Agricola-arisocratica com’era allora Ferrara.  Mi pareva 

poi più interessante, dopo che il cinema italiano aveva analizzato i personaggi nel 

loro rapporto con la società, rivolgere il neorealismo all’interno degli individui” (168) 

[I was surrounded by the Ferrara aristocracy and by its rich bourgeoisie from an 

aristocratic agrarian background.  And then, after Italian cinema had analyzed 

characters in their relationship to society, it seemed to me that it would be more 

interesting to bring neorealism within the individual (187)].  His neorealism, which 

was labeled “interior neorealism,” moved away from the initial phase, to which he 

had contributed and theorized while working for the journal Cinema.  Antonioni’s 

neorealist tendencies “moved to an existential phase during which he investigated 

the inner reality of his characters, who suffered from the mal du siècle of the 

1960s.  “I began,” Antonioni explains, “as one of the first exponents of neorealism, 

and now by concentrating on the internal of character and psychology, I do not 

think I have deserted the movement, but rather have pointed a path towards 

extending its boundaries.  Unlike early neorealist filmmakers, I am not trying to 

show reality, I am trying to recreate realism.”27   

In his article entitled “Antonioni ‘impegnato’”, Eco discusses the significance 

of Antonioni’s characters as types and the role they play in our understanding of 

the social structure of which they are a part.   
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Il fatto che i suoi personaggi siano così contrassegnati socialmente, 

appartengano a una classe, a una categoria professionale, e si muovano 

dentro a delle Rome o a delle Milano o a un Sud facilmente riconoscibili, 

questo serve come richiamo volutamente concreto, affinché il gioco delle 

strutture narrative (le strutture dell’azione cinematografica, il suo tempo, la 

non – logica delle sue seguenze di eventi, il non – compiersi delle trame e dei 

gesti) venga immediatamente ricondotto a quei fenomeni reali su cui si 

esercita la critica dell’artista.  È importante che i personaggi siano quelli, 

perché solo così la forma del discorso filmico aquista un senso; solo così si sa 

di che cosa Antonioni parli.  Ma non parla certo di quell’architetto o quello 

scrittore (la cui discutibile psicologia non ci riguarda) ma dello sfondo di 

civiltà su cui l’architetto e lo scrittore e l’industriale e i ragazzi che lanciano 

missili, tutti si ritagliano.  Personaggi pretesto e personaggi simbolo; meglio, 

personaggi richiamo.  Il contenuto della storia non sono loro, è la forma della 

storia.  

 

[The fact that his characters are so marked, socially, belong to a class, to a 

professional category, and move around some Romes or some Milanos or in a 

South that are so easily recognizable, this serves as a concrete, desired, 

recollection, so that the game of narrative structures (the structures of 

cinematic action, its time, the non-logic of its sequences, the non-conclusion 

of the plots and gestures) is immediately steered to those real phenomena 

on which the critique of the artist is exercised.  It is important that the 

characters are those, because only this way the form of the filmic discourse 
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acquires a sense; only this way we know what Antonioni is talking about.  

But he isn’t certainly talking about this architect or that writer (whose 

arguable psychology does not concern us) but about the social background 

from which the architect and the writer and the businessman and the boys 

who throw rockets are taken.  Characters of chance, or symbolic characters; 

rather, characters of recall.  They are not the content, but the form, of the 

story (also understood as history)].28   

 

The actions of the characters are not important; in fact, very little “action” takes 

place in Antonioni’s films.  Antonioni’s characters impersonate the socio-economic 

and psychological phenomena of their era.  They, Manuela Gieri writes, “are 

fragments of reality constantly seeking meaning and a sense of continuity with the 

world of experience.”29  They embody the dilemmas of their socio-economic class, 

of their historical context and of their gender-specific condition.  Discussing 

Antonioni’s male characters, who are almost always presented in a negative light, 

Tassone writes that, “Più che l’impotenza o la desolazione, la loro caratteristica 

fondamentale sembra essere la fragilità, l’instabilità a livello sentimentale ed 

esistenziale” as he cautions that these weaknesses should not be taken as part of 

the characterization.  “[…] Antonioni parte – si direbbe – da una situazione 

drammatica debole, ma i suoi personaggi vengono caratterizati con grande forza.” 

[More than the impotence or desolation, their fundamental characteristic seems to 
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be their fragility, their sentimental and existential instability.  Antonioni leaves from 

a weak dramatic situation, yet his characters are characterized with great force].30   

Antonioni’s female characters, who make up two thirds of his protagonists, are 

wiser and more clairvoyant than the men.  They have understood, writes Xavier 

Tilliette, that “sulla rassegnazione, al di là del dolore o dell’illusione, si potrebbe 

indubbiamente costruire ancora una parvenza di felicità” [on resignation, apart from 

pain or illusion, one can still build a trace of happiness], and continues,     

La donna ... comprende delle cose che a[ll’uomo] sfuggono, domina meglio la 

sua angoscia.  Ma propria questa superiorità, così evidente nel personaggio di 

Lidia (ricordiamo il suo atteggiamento nel night-club e durante la serata a 

casa del miliardario) accentua il disaccordo della coppia.  Gli uomini di 

Antonioni sono uniformemente tetri, cupi, accigliati – noiosi ed annoiati.  

Soltanto Tommaso (il malato de La notte) costituisce un’eccezione, ma lo 

conosciamo solo all’avvicinarsi della morte.  Essi sono inoltre deboli e sbiaditi, 

‘senza carattere’.  Le ‘donne fra loro’, anche se sono gelose l’una dell’altra, 

hanno più carattere, maggiori risorse.  Tuttavia, così come sono, gli uomini 

non sono definitivamente ciechi e irrecuperabili; la loro andatura è più 

pesante, come quella di un animale ferito.  Ma più il temporale è violento e il 

dolore senza misericordia, più si avvicinano, nella sconfitta del loro orgoglio, 

ad una coscienza che è, pare, il privilegio innato delle donne.   

 

[The woman understands things that man does not, has better control over 

her angst.  But it is this superiority, very evident in the character of Lidia (we 
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remember her attitude at the night club and during the evening at the 

millionaire’s house) accentuates the couple’s discord.  Antonioni’s men are 

uniformly dark, gloomy and frowned – boring and bored.  Only Tommaso 

(the sick man from La notte) constitutes an exception, but we meet him only 

as he is close to dying.  They are likewise weak and faded, ‘without 

character’.  The ‘women among themselves’, even if they are gelous of one 

another, have more character, better resources.  Nevertheless, the way they 

are, the men are definitely not blind or worthless; their bearing is heavier, 

like that of a wounded animal.  But the more violent the storm and the pain 

without mercy, the closer they get, in defeating their ego, to an awareness 

that is, it seems, the innate priviledge of women].31          

 

It is an interesting concept to atribute to women “more character” than their male 

counterparts.  Responding to the question if he thinks that “le donne sono le prime 

ad adattarsi a un’epoca, che sono più vicine alla natura e quindi più forti” [women 

are the first to adapt themselves to an epoch, that they are closer to nature and 

thus stronger,” Antonioni responds:  “Ho detto che hanno un sesto senso.  Sanno 

fiutare le cose” I said that they have a sixth sense.  They can intuit things”.32  This 

strength of character, paired with a heightened sensibility, also characterizes a few 

of Pirandello’s female protagonists (I am thinking particularly of the protagonist of 

his first novel, L’esclusa and of the character of Varia Nestoroff, in Quaderni di 

Serafino Gubbio operatore, henceforth, QSGO).  This frailty is the same quality that 
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 Xavier Tilliette. “Profilo di Antonioni” in Carlo Di Carlo, ed. Michelangelo Antonioni, p. 251, my translation and 
emphasis. 
32

 Here, the translation is mine (the translation from AV, “I said women are a finer filter of reality. They can sniff 
things” is both derogatory and somewhat inaccurate. 
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causes them to be more flexible, less ‘fixed’ in the forms of existence, but, as a 

result, also quite unstable emotionally.   So they disappear from the story, or fade 

into other characters, assuming their qualities or even replacing them, as is the 

case of Claudia and Anna, in L’avventura.  But as Manuela Gieri points out, as she 

compares one of Ettore Scola’s female characters, Elide, to Antonioni’s female 

characters, Antonioni’s women persist in their struggle.   “Antonioni’s female 

characters… may dissolve in the surrounding landscape (like Anna in L’avventura), 

but they never choose to terminate their ‘fictional’ existence” (180). 

In a discussion about cinematic characters, it is necessary to briefly mention 

the role of the actors that give life to these characters.  In the same way that 

Pirandello’s characters are all actors, Antonioni makes use of actors to interpret, or 

give cinematic life to, his characters.  In his famous play, SPCA, in which characters 

and actors coexist in a case of unparalleled narrative innovation, conducting a 

dialogue with each other, Pirandello points to “the limitation of the actor, who is 

split from the character he is to assume” (Herman 104).  This limitation – the fact 

that “no physical body may occupy two spaces at the same time” - is overcome by 

the work of the stage director, whose classical functions include: “the physical 

mounting of the work, the rendering of its sequential order and ideologic disorder, 

and the lending of a certain competence to the actor” (Herman 105).  The film 

director’s functions are similar to those of the stage director, especially – as is the 

case with Antonioni – when it comes to “lending a certain competence to the actor.” 

In the chapter of his collections of writings on cinema entitled Fare un film è per me 

vivere, henceforth FUF, entitled “Riflessioni sull’attore” [Reflections on the Film 

Actor], Antonioni claims that “L’attore di cinema non deve capire, deve essere” (47) 
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[the film actor need not understand, but simply be (48)].  The actor has to become 

the character he is about to interpret, not try to understand him.  By trying too 

hard to understand the role he or she has to play, or analyze too minutely the 

makeup of the character, Antonioni, as director, feels that the actor compromises 

that authenticity (which is instinctive,) and which translates into good acting.  

“Ascoltare a lungo un attore,” Antonioni continues to describe his technique, “anche 

quando sbaglia.  Lasciarlo sbagliare.  E intanto capire come sfruttare i suoi errori ai 

fini del film.  Perché i suoi errori sono quanto di più spontaneo egli possa offrire in 

quel momento” (48) [It is necessary to listen at length to an actor even when he is 

mistaken.  One must let him be mistaken and at the same time try to understand 

how one can use his mistakes in the film, for these errors are at the moment the 

most spontaneous thing the actor has to offer (49)].  We recall Varia Nestoroff in 

Pirandello’s QSGO, who gets so much into the character, when acting, that she 

does not recognize herself on the screen, as she is interpreting a role.  We observe 

this instinctual quality in many of Antonioni’s female characters, Monica Vitti, in 

particular, especially in L’eclisse (1962).  In having the camera linger a little longer 

on an actor in a shot, Antonioni captures that moment when the actor is no longer 

interpreting the role of a character and has not yet returned to being him or 

herself.   

Antonioni represents visually, using his characters, many of the same themes 

that Pirandello’s fictional characters embody, as he “attempts to imitate the interior 

feelings of characters while simultaneously signaling that there are important things 

going on beyond the narrative.”33  When talking about the relationship between 
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 http://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2010/07/salute-your-shorts-michelangelo-antonionis-first-f.html 
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himself and his art, Antonioni notes that, “Un regista non fa altro che cercarsi nei 

suoi film,” [A director does nothing but look for himself in his films], as he describes 

his films as  “documenti non di un pensiero fatto ma di un pensiero che si fa” 

[documentaries, not of an already-made thought, but of a thought in the making 

(57)].  In a 1982 interview with Gideon Bachmann, talking about creating his 

characters, Michelangelo Antonioni compares himself to the twentieth-century 

writer and dramatist:  “I am trying to stay away from making generalizations, and 

want to concentrate on characters I see… . The characters are autonomous; I am 

only the author, as Pirandello says.”34   Like Pirandello, he also favors confusion as 

the seed from which a film is, initially, conceived.  And how can one help but think 

of Sterne’s Tristram when Antonioni describes (in FUF) the day he encountered 

Delitta, a waitress in a bar, destined to become a character in a film.  “Sembra 

stanca, assonnata, o indifferente, o occupata in gravi pensieri.  Comunque è 

immobile, e così immobile comincia a essere personaggio (55)” [She seemed tired, 

sleepy, indifferent, preoccupied with serious problems.  In any case she was 

motionless, and so began to be a character (56)].   Antonioni tells us the comical 

story of the birth of a character:  a boring creature whose only strangely 

interesting, and at the same time absurd, quality is that inherent in her name.  

“Delitta come delitto, con la a (55) [Delitta, like delitto – crime – but with an a 

(56)].  “What comes first,” writes Fisch, discussing Sterne’s characters, “is names; 

it is they that determine character.  More than that, names are permanent, 

                                                           
34

 Gideon Bachmann and Michelangelo Antonioni, p. 1.  Later on, in the same interview, Antonioni claims, on page 
2: “In creating characters, I do not want to plan concepts,” and on page 3: “I am not that keen to give my 
characters a definite ideological position.  Imagine all the brakes I would have to apply:  instead of utilizing my 
visual stimuli, I’d have to think in terms of translating concepts.  I work through inventions and intuitions, which 
are not necessarily linked to a predictable dialectic.”  In Fare un film, on the same subject, Antonioni once again, 
repeats the dramatist’s answer, attesting to the characters’ autonomy and the insignificant role of the author in 
the process that culminates with the creation of his characters: “E io che ne so? Sono l’autore”’ 
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ineffaceable; character, on the other hand, in the sense of the inward contents of 

the personality, is secondary and changeable.”35  And so Delitta, whose name 

represents the act of her having been created, or, more generally, the act of a 

human being’s conception – is, to her father and creator, a crime.   

Continuing with this analogy a little longer, let’s take a look at the names of 

some of Pirandello’s most well-known narrative characters.  In Il fu Mattia Pascal 

(1904), we have a character who is no longer bound to his birth name, and whose 

name clearly recalls Blaise Pascal, and his philosophical contributions into the 

relativity of truth.  Whereas in the end Pascal could not really change his identity 

and become Adriano Meis, there is no doubt that he no longer was Mattia Pascal, 

either.  The novel is very much about “the life and opinions” of one who once was 

Mattia Pascal, but who, at the time of narrating his story, no longer is that same 

character, hence the use of the passato remoto “fu”.  L’esclusa, the 1908 novel that 

follows Il Fu Mattia Mascal, is about the exclusion of a character – where someone’s 

presumed actions result in a character (and those associated with him or her) 

earning a bad name.  The character of Marta is presented, and personified, by the 

act of her being excluded from “the life and opinions,” or moral beliefs, of the other 

characters.   

In Suo marito (1911), the name that will become the husband’s nickname, 

Giustino Roncella (nato Boggiolo), is that of the wife, Silvia.  As the title suggests, 

here we have a case of character substitution, or annihilation.  The “husband with 

no qualities”, in his pathetic and grotesque nature, has obliterated the authentic 

qualities of his wife, a talented, young writer.  In QSGO,  “the life and observations” 
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 Harlold Fisch, Character as Linguistic Sign, p. 599.   
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of Serafino Gubbio are presented, while he, Gubbio, has been dehumanized - 

reduced to nothing more than a hand, that serves a dual purpose:  to turn the 

handle of the camera and to write his observations – both actions which require 

impassivity.  His notebooks, which make up the novel, again recalling the written 

notes of Tristram Shandy, contain descriptions of all the other characters, from 

which that of his own character also emerges.   Stylistically, we have, once again, 

the duality of character:  the novel that contains, in the characters that make up 

the (descriptive) words, the psychological traits of the narrative characters.  The 

original title of the novel Si gira!, alludes to the impersonal theme of the book, that 

of the devouring mechanism (of film production, in this case) that undermines 

artistic creation and, ultimately, destroys art.  The definitive title, which contains 

the name of the protagonist, is very similar to that of Sterne’s novel; Gubbio, the 

last name Pirandello has chosen for his protagonist, has a bizarre ring to it, 

recalling the words gabbia (cage) and dubbio (recalling, once again, the Cartesian 

doubt).   

Uno, nessuno e centomila constitutes perhaps the best example of the 

absurd significance of a character’s name.  Even before we find out about his nose 

leaning to one side, the name of Vitangelo Moscarda, Pirandello’s mature 

protagonist, is a matter of laughter.  In the chapter entitled “Scoperte 

(discoveries)”, the protagonist himself comments on the repulsiveness of his name,  

that makes one think of the parasitical nature, as well as the annoying buzzing, of a 

fly:  "Il nome, sia:  brutto fino alla crudeltà. Moscarda. La mosca, e il dispetto del 

suo aspro fastidio ronzante” (UNC, 62) [The name, so be it: ugly to the point of 
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cruelty.  Moscarda.  Like the fly, mosca, and the nuisance of its sharp buzzing 

irritation (49)]. 36 

The modern author’s task, as Pirandello sees it, is not to create characters, 

give them comical or significant fictitious names and attribute them characteristics 

that lead to melodramatic actions, but to help give these a suitable artistic context 

– help them to find a(nother) story.  In looking for a story, an author finds 

characters, which in turn ‘mark’ his story, making it theirs. Zavattini has called 

neorealist cinema a “cinema of characters”.  According to him, the filmmaker’s task 

is not to create a story in which to try to insert some characters, but to follow a 

character on his or her daily lives in order to record what takes place.  When you 

take away the “constructed” story, as Zavattini claimed to do in his realist 

representation of the everyday, you are left with the characters, which are looking 

for a story.  The circular, labyrinthine, aimless movement, which brings them back 

to their starting point, symbolizes their frustration, resulting from their inability to 

find a “suitable” story, while at the same time representing their story.  “La 

difficoltà,” Antonioni, points out in FUF, as he discusses making a film, “consiste nel 

mettere ordine [alla confusione iniziale]” [The difficulty lies in ordering that which 

was initially confusing.] 

 

 

  

                                                           
36

 Unless otherwise stated, I use William Weaver’s translation of One, No One and One Hundred Thousand, 
henceforth ONOHT. 
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“Quando tu riesci a non aver più un ideale, 

perché osservando la vita sembra un enorme 

pupazzata, senza nesso, senza spiegazione mai; 

quando tu non hai più un sentimento, perché sei 

riuscito a non stimare, a non curare più gli 

uomini e le cose, e ti manca perciò l'abitudine, 

che non trovi, e l'occupazione, che sdegni – 

quando tu, in una parola, vivrai senza la vita, 

penserai senza un pensiero, sentirai senza cuore 

– allora tu non saprai che fare: sarai un 

viandante senza casa, un uccello senza nido. Io 

sono così.  

 (Luigi Pirandello)
37

 

 

 

- È possibile che basti così poco a dimenticare?  

- Basta ancora meno.  

(Michelangelo Antonioni, L'avventura) 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Chapter 2 
 

The ‘Avventura’ of Another Story 

 
 

Both Pirandello and Antonioni portray characters at odds with themselves 

and with those around them, in a constant state of crisis.  The story is not 

important; what is significant are the actions, or non-actions, of these characters 

who are unhappy with their life and, consequently, with themselves.  What makes 

Antonioni's characters ‘Pirandellian’ are their ambiguous motives and actions, and, 

ultimately, their straying from the beaten path of 'normality' towards the 

                                                           
37 Letter to his sister Lina, written on October 31, 1886, when Pirandello was a nineteen-year-old 
student at the University of Palermo. “When you end up without an ideal, because when you look at 
life, it seems like an enormous puppet show, without ever any connections or explanations; when you 

no longer have a feeling left because you have ended up no longer respecting or caring for persons or 
things, and therefore you cannot develop habits and you despise specific activities – when you, in a 
word, live without life, think without a thought, feel without your heart – then you won’t know what to 
do:  you will be a wayfarer without a home, a bird without a nest.” Cited, in english, by Gaspare 
Giudice, Luigi Pirandello (Turin, 1963), p. 94.   
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uncertainty and unconventionality of the unknown.  Watching his films, we sense 

the incongruity between the characters and their actions, between the masks they 

wear and roles they play.  Once they sense this incongruity, the characters start 

looking for another story, another identity.  In Italian, "un'altra storia," while 

literally referring to “another story”, also suggests the idea of another love affair.  I 

will analyze the implications of both of these connotations as I discuss Pirandello 

and Antonioni’s characters in their search for another story (understood in its 

various manifestations as another life, identity, and love affair).   

Many of Pirandello's characters are unhappy with the restrictive, naturalistic 

context into which authors typically insert them – attributing them their story – 

and, when we encounter them, confused and restless, are looking for another 

direction.  Like the emblematic characters in SPCA, they are looking for a ‘stage 

director’ to give them a chance to star, or start again, as someone else.  In his 

article entitled “Pirandello and Possibility” William Herman writes: “These 

characters, as we learn almost immediately, are not in search of an author – 

despite the title.  On the contrary, their author, Pirandello himself, ‘no longer 

wished,’ once having birthed them, ‘or was no longer able,’ to put them into 

context, i.e., in a play, on a stage.  Therefore they seek not an author but a 

sponsor.  Who might this be but a Director?”  (92-93).  Without ignoring the fact 

that Pirandello himself makes the leap from Author to Director, we realize that the 

same can be said about many of Antonioni's protagonists, who, at some point in 

their inauthentic, bourgeois existence, begin their search for something more real, 

by renouncing that which, until then, had defined them.  Either unhappy with the 

direction their life has taken and wanting to assume another identity, or, finding 
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themselves unhappy with their conjugal partner, and looking to have an affair - 

both Pirandello and Antonioni's characters are searching for something, and 

someone, else. As we will see in the case of many of these characters, both 

Antonioni’s and Pirandello’s, their need to have an affair isn’t about finding 

someone else; rather, it is fueled by the same desire to become someone else, and 

finding someone to facilitate this transformation is a necessary step in this personal 

alteration.  Like Pirandello's personaggi tormentati, Antonioni's characters are 

running away from their life story, and the unpleasant details that have been 

written in it, in hopes to find a different one, perhaps devoid of responsibilities, 

conventions, and expectations - un'avventura.   

These fugitive characters are therefore caught in the process of escaping 

from their lives, from all those things and people who keep them enchained to a life 

that has become like an outfit that seemed to be just fine when they put it on, but, 

when they try to move in a different manner, no longer fits.  Having become 

conscious of this impulse to flee, but disoriented and unprepared for their 

metaphorical journey into the unknown, these characters end up wandering, 

aimlessly, as if blinded all of a sudden by too much light (like the insane in 

Antonioni’s first documentary).  This aimless wandering represents the characters’ 

unwillingness, or resistance to, being inserted into a narrative.  In their utter 

confusion, they do not know which path to choose, unsure if they want to choose 

any path at all.  They wait for a sign, or a flicker of chance, that, as uncertain and 

arbitrary as the bouncing of the ivory ball in the game of roulette, may help 

determine their direction.  Chance plays a crucial part in the development of both 

Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s characters.  In this chapter, I will analyze two 
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emblematic situations in which chance is the omnipotent force that drives the 

characters' impulse for change: the episode from Monte Carlo, just before Mattia 

Pascal’s decides to assume another identity, and the scene from the Rome stock 

market, in Antonioni’s L’eclisse.      

Another important aspect to which both Pirandello and Antonioni allude, 

through their characters, manifests itself in the innate ability to glance into an 

“other story,” which, like the negative of a picture, retains aspects that are lost in 

the process of its development – le sfumature, or gray areas.  In order to see, and 

give us a glimpse into another, or another aspect of, the story, the characters’ field 

of observation has to go beyond the limiting boundaries of ordinary perception, 

obliterating what is apparent in order to get to what lies beyond that which is easily 

perceptible.  Mattia Pascal is able to achieve this, by means of his wandering eye; 

similarly, David Locke, the protagonist of The Passenger, as a result of adopting 

Robertson’s identity, hopes to inherit the latter’s sensitivity to his surroundings, 

along with his heightened sense of perception.    

In their drifting voyage, sometimes these itinerant characters disappear 

altogether from the story, completely wandering off from the plot which, until that 

point, seemed so closely linked to their presence.  Eclipsed from the narrative plot, 

or the cinematic image, and sometimes no longer able to be seen, their shadows 

linger on in our memories.  Their absence, the emptiness that took their place, 

determines, as is the case with a detour, the way the new story proceeds.   Like a 

sketch that is so minimalistic that, when details and color are added, has the ability 

to become many different pictures, this void opens the way for endless imaginative 

possibilities.   
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In looking to find another story, the characters of Antonioni and Pirandello 

ultimately become active players in a game of chance that predisposes both 

excitement and danger.  There is the excitement of new, unimagined, possibilities, 

along with the danger that what lies al di là of normal perception will prove to be 

disturbing, sometimes to the point of madness – resulting either from the 

character’s inability to grasp that which he or she has perceived, or as the futile 

attempt to go on living in the other story after having become aware of its 

pointlessness. This is the point where we encounter many of Pirandello’s and 

Antonioni’s characters that, having lost their sense of direction along with their 

anchoring abilities, just wander away, off-screen.      

Il fu Mattia Pascal is the story of a character that, in looking for another 

story, ends up without one.  After the deaths of his mother and both of his 

daughters, disgusted, Mattia escapes from a life he finally realized he could no 

longer endure.   

Dopo una delle solite scene con mia suocera e mia moglie, che ora, oppresso 

e fiaccato com’ero dalla doppia recente sciagura, mi cagionavano un disgusto 

intollerabile; non sapendo più resistere alla noja, anzi allo schifo di vivere a 

quel modo; miserabile, senza né probabilità né speranza di miglioramento, 

senza più il conforto che mi veniva dalla mia dolce bambina, senza alcun 

compenso, anche minimo, all’amarezza, allo squallore, all’orribile desolazione 

in cui ero piombato; per una risoluzione quasi improvvisa, ero fuggito dal 

paese, in piedi, con le cinquecento lire di Berto in tasca” (372, my emphasis)  
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[In the harrowing torture of my recent bereavement, I had no indurance left 

for this life of quarreling, of bitter nagging, of physical and moral squalor 

absolute.  One day in sheer disgust and quite without premeditation, I ... put 

on my hat and coat and took to the road].38 

 

More than his life, it is the perception of the pathetic lethargy and conformity of the 

protagonist of this life, himself, that finally succeeds in unnerving him enough to 

the point that he summons enough courage to flee, from that annoying presence 

that he has become, to himself.  The way in which Pirandello portrays the 

characters, as well as the surreal quality of the scenes that lead to the protagonist’s 

shifting his predictable course of action, provides a glimpse into the grotesque 

quality of existence.  Lacking the courage to embark on a ship and go to America, 

Pascal ends up in Monte Carlo, where he decides to gamble with his fate.  The 

prospect of something different than that to which he has become accustomed - of 

change, of an adventure - excites him.  “Ero capitato là, a Montecarlo, per caso” [I 

happened there, in Monte Carlo, by chance], Pascal recalls.  The new, uncertain 

direction of his destiny has opened the way for a world of possibilities.  Once he’s 

escaped the restraining grip of his past, Pascal begins to pick up momentum, like 

the ivory ball that, once released, seems reluctant to stop in its bouncy journey, 

when dizzy from contemplating the endless possibilities, and knowing that the 

suspense cannot go on forever, has to settle in one slot and, in so doing, reject all 

the other slots’ equally inviting notches.  It is this short, but seemingly endless 

journey, in which both the outcome of the roulette and the life of the players – who 
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 Here and henceforth, unless otherwise stated, I use Arthur Livingston’s translation of FMP, pp. 67-8. 
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have lost the ability or desire to breathe - is temporarily suspended in time, that 

constitutes the addictive element.   Once the ball stops, all the possibilities 

disappear, leaving in their place the chilling apprehension of certainty.  

What puts an end to the uncertainty of his situation is when he “casually” 

reads in the newspaper about his own suicide.  In the same way that literature has 

always provided a means of temporarily escaping one's reality, Mattia Pascal seizes 

this "real" opportunity to escape from the person that he is and the mediocre life 

that he leads and follow the path into the unknown, embarking on a life that is sure 

to take him towards new adventures.  What Mattia envisioned as a voyage into the 

physical unknown, aimed at freeing him from a life that did not ‘fit’ him and with 

which he has grown bored, instead turns into a state of endless wandering that will 

ultimately lead him back from where he started.   

In trying to change his identity, Mattia Pascal is left without an identity, 

without a social role.  In his article entitled “The Misplaced I”, Andrew Martino 

draws a direct correlation between our social and private identity, pointing to our 

inability to distinguish between the two, and shows the inauthentic self that results 

from becoming that which others perceive us to be.  “Il fu Mattia Pascal,” Martino 

claims, 

deconstructs the concept of identity, both personally and collectively, by 

challenging the self-representation of ourselves in the social world. That is to 

say, our dependency on the social world to inform our identities takes 

precedence over who we see ourselves as in our own homes. The “truth” of 

one’s identity is determined by how one is perceived by others. Despite the 

fact that one may resist this notion at first, one slowly (or quickly, depending 
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on the circumstances) comes to realize that he or she has taken on the role 

of an identity that others have laid out. The social spills over into the private, 

and in this incredibly Marxist idea of identity one finds oneself at the mercy 

of the public realm. It is within the polis as such and not the private realm 

where we find our true selves. Yet, that public self, when interpreted in this 

way, forms the very basis of an authentic identity. That is, through the public 

realm our identities reveal themselves as socially determined constructions 

(Martino 3). 

 

What Mattia Pascal realizes is that one cannot be truly free.  In assuming 

another identity, he again becomes part of the social structure, in which, even as 

someone else, he comes across many of the same nuisances and restrictions that 

have driven him to change identities in the first place.  In other words, even in his 

new persona, he not only has to submit to the same social codes, but also go on 

living conditioned by the same feelings and limitations of Mattia Pascal.  What has 

he achieved, after all, when he is carrying with him not only the responsibilities of 

his assumed identity but also the dead weight of his old self?  It is not long before 

he realizes that he cannot drag all of that into a new relationship.  With indignation, 

he realizes that it is his wife who is now free, of him.   

E libera dunque era rimasta lei, mia moglie; non io, che m’ero acconciato a 

 fare il morto, lusingandomi di poter diventare un altro uomo, vivere un’altra 

 vita.  Un altr’uomo sì, ma  a patto di non far nulla.  E che uomo dunque?  

 Un’ombra d’uomo! E che vita? Finché m’ero contentato di stare chiuso in me 

 e di veder vivere gli altri, sì, avevo potuto bene o male salvar l’illusione ch’io 
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 stessi vivendo un’altra vita; ma ora che a questa m’ero accostato fino a 

 cogliere un bacio da due care labbra, ecco, mi toccava a ritrarmene 

 inorridito, come se avessi baciato Adriana con le labra d’un morto, d’un 

 morto che non poteva rivivere per lei!   

 

[She was the one that was free, my wife; not I, who went as far as to play  

dead, believing that I could become another man, living another life.  Yes, 

another man, as long as I didn’t do anything.  So what man would I be?  A 

shadow of a man! And what life?  Until I satisfied myself with keeping to 

myself and seeing the others live, yes, I could have, more or less, save the 

illusion that I was living another life; but now that I approached this one, so I 

could seize a kiss from two dear lips, I had to withdraw, horrified, as if I had 

kissed Adriana with the lips of a dead  man, a dead man who could not live 

again for her!]. 39   

 

What Pascal ultimately comprehends is that his new identity can only be that of an 

observer.  As soon as he tries to do something, in the name of Adriano Meis, he 

faces the limitations that his lack of social status entail.  His illusory freedom has 

pushed him into isolation and left him wandering the streets, unable to form normal 

relationships with others.  Mattia Pascal reflects on his new, dismal, condition:   

Io mi vidi escluso per sempre dalla vita, senza possibilità di rientrarvi.  Con 

 quel lutto nel cuore, con quell’esperienza fatta, me ne sarei andato via, ora 

 da quella casa, a cui mi ero già abituato, in cui avevo trovato un po’ di 
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 FMP, in LP, Tutti i romanzi, (Mondadori), pp. 511-12, (this, and henceforth, my translation, my emphasis). 
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 requie, in cui mi ero fatto quasi il nido; e di nuovo per le strade, senza meta, 

 senza scopo, nel vuoto.  La paura di ricader nei lacci della vita, mi avrebbe 

 fatto tenere più lontano che mai dagli uomini, solo, solo, affatto solo, 

 diffidente, ombroso; e il suplizio di Tantalo si sarebbe rinnovato per me     

 

[I saw myself forever excluded from life, without the possibility of going  

back.  With that grief in my heart, with that experience I made, I would  

have left that house now, to which I had gotten used, in which I had found  

a bit of peace, in which I almost made my nest; and again out in the 

 streets, without direction, without a purpose, in the emptiness.  The thought 

 of falling, once again, in the traps of life, would have made me keep as far 

 away as possible from people, alone, alone, really alone, diffident, shaded; 

 and Tantalus’ agony would have renewed itself in me (523, my translation  

and emphasis)]. 

 

In the character of Mattia Pascal, Pirandello shows a man whose punishment for 

disregarding society's conventions, in his attempt to reinvent himself, is similar to 

that of Tantalus.  Just like the mythical character, who cannot enjoy his new 

position alone and, in wanting to share with others the excitement of his discovery, 

deceives and upsets the Gods, Mattia Pascal, as Adriano Meis, wants to share his 

new life with others, a life that is built not on myth, but on something just as 

intangible, illusion.  His agony, similar to Tantalus’,  comes from having that which 

he desires so close to him, while being unable to partake in it.  His attempt to 

deceive those around him into believing that Mattia Pascal is dead seemed to have 
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worked, yet it stops short of being able to bring to life Adriano Meis.  Mattia Pascal 

may have been living a terrible life, but Adriano Meis lives his life trapped under the 

weight of a dead man. 

Having become conscious of his own death within society, the one who was 

Mattia Pascal symbolically lays flowers on his own grave, yet has to go on living 

despite having achieved this state of consciousness.   Pirandello describes this 

burden of consciousness, in Arte e coscienza d’oggi, an essay in which he explicitly 

declares his relative conception of reality as a result of the loss of the positive 

values associated with the nineteenth century, as “...l’immagine di un sogno 

angoscioso, attraversato da rapide larve or tristi or minacciose d’una battaglia 

notturna, d’una mischia disperata ... un continuo cozzo di voci discordi, 

un’agitazione continua...”  [the image of a distressed dream, crossed by rapid 

larvae, sad or threatening, in a nocturnal battle, a desperate scuffle, ... a 

continuous clash of discordant voices, a continuous agitation...].40   In the chapter 

of the novel entitled “Maturazione [Maturity],” Mattia Pascal’s thoughts echo the 

author’s grim philosophy as he reflects: “L’immobilità della condizione di quella mia 

esistenza mi suggeriva allora pensieri sùbiti, strani, quasi lampi di follia. ... Scappai 

come un dàino: ma più per sfuggire a me stesso, per non rimanere neanche un 

minuto a tu per tu con me...” [The immobility of the condition of my existence 

would suggest quick, strange thoughts, like flashes of madness. ...  I escaped, like 

a deer: but more in order to escape from myself, so I would not remain even a 

minute in my own company... (155, my translation and emphasis)]. 

                                                           
40 Cited in Italo Borzi’s introductory essay to Il fu Mattia Pascal, entitled “Pirandello, narratore”, p. 15. 
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Vitangelo Moscarda, the protagonist of One, No One and One Hundred 

Thousand, also decides he’s had enough of his inauthentic life and his nagging wife 

and a profession that does not suit his character and, for once in his life, does 

something courageous: he steps out of character by refusing to continue playing 

the roles that others have assigned him.  By acting completely different than what 

his family and friends have been accustomed to, he is able to free himself of their 

expectations and of society's demands.  He ceases to exist in others' versions of 

him as he becomes a madman, a nobody.  Unlike Mattia Pascal, who soon realizes 

that, as Adriano Meis he is not free, having taken on other obligations and 

responsibilities and fixed himself into another life that was starting to suffocate him 

much like his previous one, Moscarda renounces any new type of identification, 

especially that associated with a name.  For Andrew Martino, the association with a 

name is perhaps the only aspect of ourselves that is not socially-determined, as he 

writes:  

If we are to take into consideration the Marxian formula that “social being 

 determines consciousness” as our starting point, the inauthenticity of a 

 socially determined identity begins to assume a greater significance. The 

 private lives we lead and the identities that go along with those lives 

 increasingly withdraw into the background as our social identities become 

 more dominant. In the end it may be that we are wholly dependent upon 

 socially-determined consciousness and are ourselves in name only (3). 

 

In renouncing everything about his identity, even his name, Moscarda 

assumes the qualities of a madman.  In a beautiful chapter entitled "Non conclude 
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[It doesn't conclude]," Pirandello transcribes Vitangelo Moscarda's thoughts.  

"Nessun nome. Nessun ricordo ..." and concludes with an ambiguous passage that 

has been translated in many different ways, while retaining, in Weaver’s 

translation, the image of one who is “fuori” in a psychological sense, as in “fuori di 

testa,” as well as that of a wanderer: "Tutto fuori, vagabondo” (188-9) [No name, 

no memory …. All outside, wandering (159-60).  There is so much meaning in this 

apparently simple statement, which, like an abstract painting, elicits so many 

interpretations.  It is one of the many examples in which, from Pirandello’s prose 

surface traces of poetry, which, like the images in a film, should be visualized and 

internalized rather than interpreted.   

UNC ends with the image of a vagabond, a wanderer, a madman, one who 

has renounced material possessions and comforts and even his material body – that 

form in which his soul has been enslaved.  Unlike Mattia Pascal, who yearns to be 

reinserted into society as someone else, in order to have a chance at a fresh start 

at life, Moscarda knows that there is no opportunity for a fresh start and wants 

completely out of the game.  From the refuted characters of the Sei personaggi in 

cerca d’autore, Pirandello has arrived, in the case of FMP and UNC at the refuted 

first-person narrator.  An authentic story cannot originate in the absence of an 

authentic life; our first-person narrators, in a moment of involved self-reflection, 

realize that there is nothing worthwhile to narrate.  Both Pascal's and Moscarda’s 

self-imposed social exile, which causes them to wander aimlessly at the end of the 

novel, represents their suspension form life and their refusal to insert themselves 

into a narrative.     
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   Marta Ajala, the protagonist of L’esclusa (1908), who shares many 

characteristics with the naturalist heroines whose fate is determined by their socio-

economic condition, is another one of Pirandello’s outcasts.  As the title of the novel 

suggests, she is the most unmistakable of his many “excluded” characters.  Shortly 

after the novel begins, we learn that Marta is unjustly condemned, and forced, first 

by her husband, then by her family, and ultimately by society, to assume the role 

of the adulterous wife, Pirandello shows that society, along with family members 

and friends, can shape someone into that which it perceives them to be and cause 

them to assume that constructed, false, identity and ultimately become that which 

they were unjustly believed, and are accused, of being.  Mario Napolitano describes 

Marta’s non-gratifying motivation, her chosen social rebellion, as she later assumes 

the role society has unjustly decided for her, vis-à-vis her lover’s self-centered 

motives.  He writes, “Figura ambigua quella del deputato in questione, [Gregorio 

Alvignani]”,  

che quando confessa il suo amore a Marta se da una parte appare  

estremamente sincero, dall’altra sembra gratificare solo il suo capriccioso  

narcissismo, mentre la donna gli si offre quasi per protesta verso la società,  

che la considera ormai una persona perduta.   

 

[An ambiguous figure that of the candidate in question, who, when he  

confesses his love for Marta, if on the one hand he appears extremely  

honest, on the other hand he seems concerned only with gratifying his own  

capricious narcissism, while the woman offers herself to him almost in  
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protest against society's ungrounded accusations].41 

  

What sets Marta Ajala apart from one of Verga’s female protagonists and 

makes her stand out is the sense of complete hopelessness that results in her 

alienation from herself and from the rest of the characters.  “Trapped by social 

prejudice,” Fiona Bassanese explains, “she is also ensnared by her own thoughts, 

unable, like so many Pirandellian characters, to communicate her inner being to 

others. … Unable to voice her anger and dismay at the impossibility of projecting 

her inner self to the world, Ajala is forced even deeper into the recesses of her 

psyche.  She is imprisoned in the fracture between her guiltless self-image and her 

adulterous public image.”42  Society has labeled her an adulteress, so she becomes 

one.  As Bassanese puts it, she has no choice but to make society’s illusions her 

reality.  Ironically, as an adulteress society forgives her, yet that guilt, imposed on 

her by their erroneous judgment, puts a real weight on her own conscience.  Yet it 

is not the guilt that burdens her conscience as much as the emptiness, or the lack 

of purpose or satisfaction, that she experiences as a ‘sinner’ and which is no 

different than the way she felt as a loyal wife.  She is once again disillusioned, yet 

this time with herself, as she realizes that there is nothing worthwhile in – as she 

cannot get any pleasure from - that which society had placed so much energy in 

condemning.  At the end of the novel, “Marta’s psyche must now deal with her 

newly-disintegrated self-image, with the fact that her attempts at self-sufficiency 

were illusory, and with the pained knowledge that she has no choice but to continue 

wearing the mask of social convention in order to survive.  The individual has no 
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 Mario Napolitano, “Le figure chiave della tragedia di Marta”, Web. 18 September 2013. (p. 10, my translation). 
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 Fiona Bassanese. Understanding Luigi Pirandello, p. 27, my emphasis. 
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chance at independence or authenticity in Pirandello’s world.  A character such as 

Marta Ajala,” Bassanese concludes, “found guilty in her innocence and innocent in 

her guilt, embodies the disjunction between inner consciousness and outer 

perception, a core concept driving Pirandello’s creative world” (27-28). 

Varia Nestoroff, the protagonist of QSGO, also embodies this disjunction.  A 

Russian femme fatale, this actress is desired by all but liked by no one, including 

herself.  She does not recognize herself on the screen, in the roles that she 

interprets, and she is tormented by the thought that she is responsible for 

someone’s death.  Neither her beauty nor her talent bring her any comfort and, 

perceived by others as a tigress, her fate is interchanged with that of the real 

tigress, as a real shooting replaces that which was intended to be part of a 

cinematic illusion – the ‘shooting’ of a scene.       

      While Antonioni's characters are often analyzed for their interior 

(psychological) complexity, it is their relationship to their exterior (physical) 

surroundings, their circular, labyrinthine journey that has no point of departure or 

arrival - the image of their wandering around in unfamiliar environments - that 

reflects their profound sense of alienation.  Antonioni explains that in order to 

achieve that unmistakable characteristic that his films acquired and which the 

French critics labeled as “interior neorealism,” the aim was “to put the camera 

inside the characters – not outside” (AV, 159).   In Il grido (1957), we have a 

man’s psychological instability represented visually by his circular journey amidst a 

desolate, unwelcoming landscape – the Po river valley.  He wanders from one town 

to the next, from one woman to another, in hopes to find the balance he has lost as 
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a result of his unexpected separation from Irma, the woman he loves.  “La donna” 

writes Renzo Renzi,  

è il movente non colpevole della tragedia dell’uomo che inutilmente la cerca, 

cercando in lei – solitario e vanamente ribelle – il compimento di se stesso.  

L’impossibilità del rapporto – che è il simbolo dell’impossibilità dell’amore, 

cioè di una vita vera – sta, dunque, fuori della responsabilità di questi 

uomini, in una sorta di funesto destino.   

 

[The woman is the ‘not guilty’ force behind the tragedy of man that looks for 

her in vain, trying to find in her – alone and vainly rebellious – his own 

completion.  The impossibility of the relationship – that is the symbol of the 

impossibility of love, and of a real life – is, therefore, not the responsibility of 

these men, but a sort of tragic destiny].43  

 

Whereas all the women in this early Antonioni film are portrayed as grounded, 

assertive characters who know what they want in life and know how to go about 

obtaining it, Aldo is portrayed as a passive, emotionally-frail individual who elicits in 

the viewer a sense of pity as a result of his inability to put his life back together 

after he’s been betrayed.   

The protagonist’s aimless wandering as a symptom of his inner restlessness, 

a visual theme which Antonioni will explore in many of his films, is effectively 

portrayed in this film. The effect is even stronger when the protagonist is a member 

of the working class, as this type of sentimentalism and lack of direction is often 
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 “Una biografia impossibile” in Carlo di Carlo’s Il cinema di Michelangelo Antonioni, p. 71, my translation. 
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associated with the bourgeoisie.44  In the case of Aldo, we clearly see the 

manifestation of what Pirandello considers a major alienating factor that contributes 

to the state of being of the characters: mechanization, technological innovation and 

progress have made man seem useless and insignificant. As a mechanic, Aldo 

works with, and fixes machines but cannot communicate and have meaningful 

relationships with people, much like Serafino Gubbio, the cameraman in QSGO. 

“Antonioni” continues Renzi, “ha cercato nell’operaio il limite più acceso degli 

impulsi di communicazione, per dimostrare a se stesso, attraverso una sorta di 

‘transfert’ autobiografico, che la sua solitudine non è certo né un caso privato, né la 

caratteristica di una sola classe” [Antonioni looked in the workers for the most 

intense limit of the impulse of communication, to demonstrate to himself, by means 

of a certain autobiographical ‘transfert’, that his loneliness is neither a private case, 

nor characteristic of a particular class (71)].     

In La notte (1961), we see the female protagonist, Lidia, wandering around 

the periphery of Milan, primitive and lurking with danger, away from the comforts 

of technology and civilization, yet interesting and inviting, offering the possibility for 

an authentic, even if not necessarily pleasant, experience vis-à-vis her 

monotonous, sterile and inauthentic existence as the wife of a famous writer.  

L’avventura (1960) is a film in which one of the protagonists, Anna, wanders off 

and does not reappear in the film.  The mystery of her disappearance is then the 

premise for the other story that develops: the avventura amorosa between Anna’s 

best friend, Claudia, and Anna’s fiancée, Sandro.  In this film, we begin to see at 

work that which I believe is one of Antonioni's most effective techniques, very 
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relevant in the context of this analysis, of undermining the importance of the 

characters, to the point of eclipsing them from the plot.45  Anna, at the beginning of 

the film, is one of the protagonists.  After her disappearance, it is her absence that 

drives the events in a new direction.  “È possible che basti così poco a 

dimenticare?” asks Claudia.  “Basta ancora meno” is the reply. [Is it possible that it 

takes so little to forget?  It takes even less.]  The ability to forget lightens the 

conscience, creating a tabula rasa that allows for new possibilities – new stories and 

new adventures.   The unrewarding search for Anna provides the context for the 

other story that develops; the substitution of one character for another also results 

in the substitution of one story for another.  “L’avventura ends when Claudia, the 

female protagonist, discovers Sandro with another woman.  Thematically, Sandro’s 

movement from one woman to another, his inability to stay with one without 

engaging in a perpetual substitution, prefigures the protagonist of The Passenger, 

who will renew his life not by substituting women, but by substituting himself for 

somebody else.”46 

Guido, the protagonist of Antonioni’s Cronaca di un amore (1950), the first 

Italian film on the new bourgeoisie, is also reminiscent of the character of Mattia 

Pascal.  In love with another woman, but somehow unable to just break up with his 

fiancée, he passively watches the latter fall to her death in an elevator.  Instead of 

being able to start a new life together, with his fiancée completely out of the 

picture, the two are separated for years.  Undoubtedly, their complicit guilt and 

money, to which Paola has become quite attached, are the main factors in their 

unexplained separation.  She isn’t willing to give up the financial situation that her 
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 Kimball Lockhart, “Blockage and Passage in The Passenger”, p. 76. 
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marriage has made possible, and tells Guido, who suggests that they leave 

together, that “In amore il denaro è tutto.”  The problematic relationship between 

love and money, which Antonioni will explore in many of his later films, including 

his famous trilogy, is compellingly introduced in this film.  What we have 

throughout the film is a relationship that is doomed and the protagonists that seem 

to be drawn together by the same destructive force that separates them.  It is the 

ghost of Guido’s dead fiancée, that character that is completely absent from the 

film, along with his repressed guilt at having passively watched her fall to her 

death, that incessantly haunt him.  “Come se lo stesso tremendo pensiero 

attraversasse la loro mente – il fantasma di Giovanna continua ad ossessionarli – i 

due amanti si voltano a guardare giù nel vuoto”  [As if the same terrible thought 

crossed their mind – they haven’t ceased obsessing over Giovanna’s ghost – the 

two lovers turn to look down, in the emptiness].47   

Throughout the film, we see Guido wandering the streets like a stray dog, 

without a home or a sense of direction, his overbearing feeling of guilt having 

paralyzed all of his efforts to make something of himself.  Like Mattia Pascal, Guido 

is running from himself and from Paola, whose love, along with his guilty 

conscience, haunts him, causing him to fall deeper and deeper into despair.  He 

succeeds in outrunning everyone; his shadow seems to be the only one that doesn’t 

allow him to rest, obstinately following his frail body everywhere.  Paola, Guido’s 

accomplice as a passive observer in his fiancée’s fatal accident, realizing that 

neither wealth, nor the lavish, carefree life it facilitates, can make her happy and 

free her of the ghosts of her past, starts an imprudent affair with Guido.  Their 
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complicit guilt, not their love for one another, which appeared shaky from the start, 

succeeds in bringing these two together after seven years.  What is mistaken for 

love is a subdued cry for help.  That scene, which some critics see as “the heart of 

the film,” in which the two protagonists are looking down into the hole of the 

elevator where, seven years have passed they watched Giovanna fall to her death, 

perfectly exemplifies Antonioni's “sick Eros”, that symptom of alienation that is at 

the heart of his characters’ crises.48  “Per scuotere il compagno, che appare 

sconvolto,” Tassone describes the scene, “Paola lo sospinge a forza contro il muro, 

gli intima:  ‘Dammi un bacio, subito!’  Inquadrati attraverso la gabbia metallica 

dell’ascensore i due amanti diabolici appaiono come prigionieri del passato, 

condannati a ripetere il loro delitto come Macbeth e la sua Lady”  [In order to shake 

her partner who appears stunned, Paola pushes him forcefully against the wall and 

tells him: ‘Kiss me, right now!’.  Framed by the steel cage of the elevator, the two 

diabolical lovers appear as prisoners from the past, condemned to repeat their 

crime, like Macbeth and his Lady (66-7)]. 49  

Paola’s character is afflicted by the symptoms of that ‘sick Eros’ that 

Antonioni’s male characters usually display.  For her, there seems to be no way out 

of her life.   Her privileged socio-economic position, while providing the lavish life 

she enjoys, keeps Paola always in the spotlight, securely enchained to the sterile, 

inauthentic world of the rich.  From behind the mask of the wife of a wealthy 
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 In discussing the “sick Eros” as displayed in another one of his films, L’avventura, and with reference to Sandro, 
the male protagonist, Antonioni states, in 1961, that “the widespread preoccupation  with sex would not be so 
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eds., p. 63) 
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industrialist that she has become so accustomed to wearing, and which appears to 

perfectly suit her objectives, her utter discontent and anxiety forcefully protrude.           

Guido, on the other hand, knows that as long as he keeps on moving, he is 

safe.  So he keeps on running, wandering around, haunted by another death and 

demoralized, in his case, by his unfavorable socio-economic condition.  Guido’s 

mobility and flexibility (made possible by his not being tied down by marriage or a 

stable job) contribute to his ability to survive.  In Paola’s case, all of the material 

things that she has accumulated in order to fill her sense of emptiness have 

become like a prison from where she is too weak to try to escape, while her 

extensive social circle is the mechanism that further prevents her from getting out.  

Along with the social conventions which Pirandello believed made humans into the 

puppets we are, the ties we have with the people (and even the material things) 

around us are the same ties that constrain us, impeding our movement and 

suffocating our desire for change.   

Another characteristic that Antonioni’s protagonists display is that, when we 

encounter them, they are undergoing some personal or artistic crisis.  Giovanni, 

Lidia’s husband and the protagonist of La notte, is a famous writer who is 

experiencing an artistic crisis.  His attempts to write another story are 

unproductive, as he admits to feeling not that he doesn’t know “what” to write, but 

that he no longer knows “how” to write.  His crisis comes from his inability to 

continue playing the role that others have ascribed him. To his readers - the people 

who have contributed to his fame, making him what he is – he is a writer, yet how 

can he go on calling himself a writer when he is no longer able to write?  When 

Lidia reads him a letter he had written to her at the beginning of their relationship, 
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he doesn’t recognize himself as the author of that letter, in which he warns against 

what he sees, at the time, as the only obstacle to the their everlasting love - “la 

torbida indifferenza dell’abitudine” [the turbid indifference of habit].  The man who 

wrote the letter, a man inebriated by the intensity and purity of the moment he 

describes, has disappeared from her life, along with their love for one another.  

That image of Lidia, in which the man who wrote the letter sees himself reflected, is 

gone, too, as tears blur those eyes into which Giovanni can no longer look – afraid 

not of what he would see there, but of what he would not see.    

No longer able to recognize in her husband the man with whom she was in 

love, nor the writer that she, along with others, appreciated and respected, Lidia, 

too, is in crisis.  Her crisis comes from realizing that she no longer loves her 

husband, and isn’t even jealous when he shows interest in other women.  Only 

Tommaso, who, despite his physically debilitated state, looks death in the face with 

courage and dignity, is able to move her, and we witness Mrs. Pontano break into 

tears as she leaves the clinic, in the only real expression of emotion (apart from 

pity) from this impassive character.  Instead of being jealous or bothered by the 

implicit guilt in his confession, Lidia wishes that her husband could have 

appreciated the reality and intensity of the nymphomaniac’s advances back at the 

hospital.  In a world where everything appears to be dead, the unmediated display 

of desire by this deranged girl represents the impulse to life, the vehicle towards a 

lost sense of authenticity.   

Pretending to be the happy Mrs. Pontano, and pretending to enjoy the social 

gatherings in honor of her husband - having to play those supporting roles that 

clearly do not suit her - has drained Lidia of her energy, filling with boredom the 
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void it created.  She’s been left without an active role, as Giovanni has succeeded - 

Lidia observes at the nightclub where they stop before going to the party - in 

always “minimizing her part.”  Her escape into the deserted streets of Milan is 

fueled by a strong impulse to be alone with herself (but without herself present, not 

unlike Vitangelo Moscarda), some place where, in the company of only her shadow, 

she wouldn’t have to pretend to be someone else.  “Uscii di casa come un matto,” 

we can almost hear Mattia Pascal’s ghostly voice, as we watch Lidia wandering 

through the desolate streets of Milan.  “Mi ritrovai dopo un pezzo in via Flaminia, 

vicino a Ponte Molle.  Che ero andato a fare lì?  Mi guardai attorno; poi gli occhi mi 

s’affissarono su l’ombra del mio corpo, e rimasi un tratto a contemplarla; infine 

alzai un piede rabbiosamente su essa.  Ma io no, io non potevo calpestrarla, l’ombra 

mia” [I went out as a madman.  I found myself, after a while on Flaminia street, 

close to the Molle bridge.  Why did I go there?  I looked around; then I fixed my 

eyes on the shadow of my body, and I stood there a while contemplating it; then I 

raised a foot angrily on top of it.  But I couldn’t, I could not crush it, my shadow 

(262)].50  Mattia Pascal, having assumed the identity of Adriano Meis, asks himself 

the question that represents the quintessence of Pirandello’s philosophy, as he 

reflects: “Chi era più ombra di noi due?  Io o lei?  Due ombre! … L’ombra d’un 

morto: ecco la mia vita…” [Who, between the two of us, was more of a shadow?  I 

or it?  Two shadows! The shadow of a dead man; that is my life… (262, my 

emphasis)]. 

It is Lidia’s melancholy shadow we watch (on the screen) wandering the 

streets of Milan as she moves away from the large, oppressive buildings, emptied of 
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the crowds that usually occupy them.  Her movement is towards the periphery, the 

poorer neighborhoods where people without the means to get away for the summer 

are still to be found and real emotion is still experienced, whether in the cry of an 

inconsolable child or the crude manifestation of physical aggression displayed by 

two young men fighting.  At one point, she stops to do something, which appears 

very trivial.  The image of Lidia peeling off a piece of paint from a wall with her nail, 

strikes the observer in its apparent lack of motivation, in the same way that its 

abstractness has fascinated many critics.  “Sentiamo che questo è il momento più 

alto del film,” Moravia observes,  

perché il personaggio, in quel momento, è oppresso da un’angoscia senza 

nome e senza storia, e Antonioni ha saputo trovare per esprimerla 

un’immagine perfetta....  La giornata di un uomo, è quasi sempre un caos 

oscuro dal quale emergono, quando emergono, soltanto pochi momenti 

d’azione consapevole e motivate.  La maggior parte del tempo noi la 

passiamo a staccare pezzi d’intonaco dai muri... .  Un tempo ... si dava 

importanza ai suoi momenti d’azione consapevole e motivate della giornata 

umana, e si taceva sul caos dal quale erano emersi.  Nel film avviene il 

contrario.   

 

[We feel that this is the highest moment in the film because the character, at 

that moment, is oppressed by a sense of angst that has no name or 

(hi)story, and Antonioni found a perfect image to articulate it.  A day in the 

life of a man is almost always a dark chaos from which emerge only a few 

moments of motivated and conscious actions. We pass most of the time 
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scraping the plaster from the walls.  Once upon a time one focused on the 

moments of conscious and motivated actions of the human day, and there 

was no mention of the chaos from which they had emerged.  In the film the 

contrary takes place].51  

 

The image of Lidia’s peeling off the thin layer of plaster on the wall provides a 

glimpse into “the other story”, that echoes the chaos from which her actions 

emerge, and the emptiness she feels as she slowly realizes that her life has been 

depleted of any meaning or emotion.  The characters’ empty actions do not provide 

real insight into what is taking place in the story, unfolding the inner uncertainty 

which the characters do their best to conceal, yet which surfaces, now and then, in 

such seemingly-absurd manifestations, the spring from which l’altra storia - the real 

story into which we are only offered a peek - emerges.   

While Lidia is outside, walking around the periphery of Milan, exploring the 

unfamiliar, open streets, Giovanni returns home and, not finding his wife there, 

circles the beautifully-furnished apartment, that, in its sterile emptiness reflects 

Giovanni’s life and socio-economic status (a visual display of his sense of 

“independence”, as Antonioni ironically refers to it in Valentina’s father’s job offer.)  

This parallel sequence showing each character’s wandering, one inside and one out, 

effectively portrays, visually, their inner crises.  They are both lost; Lidia, who has 

sensed this for a while, is beginning to recognize in the symptoms she has been 

having the absence of love in the couple’s relationship.  As one puzzle slowly comes 

apart, another puzzle, (that “thought in the making” that echoes Antonioni’s 
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definition of his cinema), is slowly taking shape.  Lidia signals the arrival of a slowly 

approaching thought, not yet ready to be interpreted or communicated, as the 

couple is watching the dance of the black couple at the nightclub – that display of 

raw emotion and exciting mystery that also provides a glimpse into another, more 

authentic, story, incomprehensible and awkwardly-represented to appeal to the 

erotic tastes of the audience.   Lidia will have grasped the meaning of this thought, 

or feeling, as she is sitting next to Giovanni reading him his letter to her, trying, in 

one final, pathetic effort, to ignite in him a spark of emotion.  Despite his having 

claimed, on another occasion, as he was trying to justify his inability to write, that 

“io non ho più idée, ho soltanto memorie” [I don’t have any more ideas, only 

memories], Giovanni has no memory of having written the letter his wife has just 

read to him. Emptied of ideas, memories, and feelings, the two are no longer Lidia 

and Giovanni, but two wobbly shadows of themselves.  What we have come to 

realize is that, just as the couple’s burdensome presence has had the effect of 

emptying even the young and full-of-life character of Valentina of her vitality  -

“M’avete ridotto uno straccio voi due stasera,” [you two have completely wasted me 

tonight], the young lady observes as the couple leaves the party, - the image of 

those lifeless shadows and the heavy tension they enact, have reduced us, the 

spectators, to ‘stracci’ – leaving us feeling bleary and hopeless at the end of the 

film.  

A generalized, gender-specific observation that can be made about the 

characters in Antonioni’s films, it is that the women, the female characters, are less 

vague than their male counterparts.  Antonioni glorifies the feminine sensibility of 

his female characters, exemplified most effectively by the characters interpreted by 
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Monica Vitti.  In L’avventura, Claudia represents the only character whose actions 

and emotions are genuine.  Every other character in the film seems to be involved 

in some frivolous activity whose only objective is to distract them from boredom – 

that bourgeois malaise that paralyzes the human soul.  Claudia, in her naïve 

exuberance, has not lost faith in people and feelings.  Her happiness, as she is 

singing and dancing around the hotel room in Noto, even if short-lived, is 

contagiously refreshing, and in direct contrast to the other characters’ inability to 

surmount the sentimental lethargy that their sterile lifestyle dictates.  Claudia’s gay 

carelessness, her ability to let herself be carried away by the raw and destabilizing 

force of the new feeling that has overcome her, undermines Sandro’s inability to 

feel, while also accentuating his rigidity and unease.  We are persuaded to assume 

that Sandro hasn’t always been this way; that it was his abandoning his 

background in architecture in order to achieve greater economic stability that was 

the onset of his personal crisis, similar to Giovanni, the protagonist of La notte, who 

also lost his artistic authenticity in the rooms full of lifeless people, whose thoughts 

and lives are subjective to what they read in books, or to what happens to be the 

trend.  Giovanni won’t find a story as long as he is immersed in this sterile 

environment, where wealth and superficial discussions coexist in a marriage of 

convenience.  As long as he rejects the uneasiness brought about by ‘real’ people 

immersed in unfortunate, even compromising, situations - the hospital, Tommaso, 

the nymphomaniac, Valentina - those adventures which Lidia wishes her husband 

would allow himself to have - he will fail to gain back ‘that something’ – that 

dimension of authenticity – he’s lost.        
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While the characters of Sandro, Giovanni and Piero used to have an active 

role (as architect, writer, broker), which becomes compromised as their skill, in the 

process of materialization, loses its value, their female counterparts are intuitive 

observers, absorbing and interiorizing the world around them.  Like Serafino 

Gubbio, who represents Pirandello’s eye, Antonioni’s female protagonists, 

wandering around the spaces of his cinematic canvas, are the filmmaker’s most 

acute agents of observation.  They are characterized by a heightened state of 

awareness, to the point of being referred to as ‘sleepwalkers’.  “Io non sono 

intelligente; sono sveglia,” Valentina tells the Pontanos, and adds, “È diverso.”  [I 

am not intelligent; I am sharp.  It is different].  It is this heightened sensitivity to 

the world around them and to their inner voices, paired with the ability to want to 

see that which is hiding below the surface, under that hardened layer of plaster, 

that connects Antonioni’s female protagonists, especially in the three films to which 

critics have referred as a ‘the great trilogy’ (L’avventura, La notte and L’eclisse), or 

‘tetralogy’ (including Deserto rosso in the categorization) with important aspects of 

the director’s personal and artistic philosophy.52   Antonioni’s female characters, 

more than their male counterparts, are able to scratch at the surface of things, 

stripping away that tough layer of convention that blinds so many of us, revealing 

what is (or is not) there, without going as far as to define, or articulate, that which 
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 “Four kinds of characters preoccupy Antonioni in the tetralogy” Chatman begins his chapter entitled, “The Great 
Tetralogy” and continues to schematically present these, on page 83: “ a woman who has been disillusioned by a 
lover but who continues to muster the courage to seek and speak the truth (Claudia, Lidia, Vittoria); a man, 
intellectual and/or artist, who is depressed and withdrawn from the world and whose need for a woman is so great 
that he cannot give up an old relationship or resist the lure of a new one, no matter how inappropriate (Sandro, 
Giovanni, Riccardo, Corrado); a neurotic who just manages to hold on to sanity (Giuliana); and an apparently well-
adjusted person who remains in touch with the world but only through sterile business or technical values (Ugo, 
Piero).”  
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they have, unintentionally and intuitively happened upon.53  “Like Bergman,” 

Chatman writes, “Antonioni centered most of his films (up to Blow-Up) on the 

experience of women, explaining in interviews that he found women more in tune 

with their feelings, more honest, and so more suitable than men as protagonists of 

films that try to approach the truth about human relations:  ‘la donna è il filtro più 

sottile della realtà’ (woman is the more subtle filter of reality).”54  

In L’eclisse, Vittoria’s words recall those of another Monica Vitti, interpreting 

Valentina two years before, in La notte.  Valentina’s complaint that the visibly-

burdensome tension between the Pontanos had reduced her to a “straccio”, echo 

the words of Vittoria, who tells her neighbor Anita about the state in which staying 

up all night to talk to Riccardo has left her.  Vittoria claims that the loss of weight, 

which Anita notices in her friend, probably has to do with her feeling “dimagrita 

internamente,” in her reply to Anita.  “Tutta la notte a discutere… Di che cosa poi… 

Sono stanca, avvilita, disgustata e sfasata,” [All night talking… Of what… I am tired, 

wasted, disgusted, confused], she continues to paint a complete picture of her 

psychological state.  Looking out the window, her back to the wall, she adds the 

last strokes to the picture of psychological alienation which Antonioni ultimately is 

painting, “ci sono giorni in cui avere in mano un ago, una stoffa, un libro, un uomo 

è la stessa cosa” [there are days in which holding a pin, a piece of fabric, a book, or 

a man is the same thing].  These words, in their dire gloominess, bring to mind the 

image of her finger caressing the vase in Riccardo’s apartment.   
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 In his book Antonioni, or the Surface of the World, Seymour Chatman argues that Antonioni’s is a “narration by a 
kind of visual minimalism, by an intense concentration on the sheer appearance of things – the surface of the 
world as he sees it – and a minimization of explanatory dialogue.” (on p. 2 of the Introduction) 
54

 Chatman, p. 83. The words with which the quotation concludes Antonioni’s from a 1980 interview with Miccichè.  
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As the film starts, and dawn descends upon the city outside Riccardo’s 

apartment, Vittoria has become aware that she feels trapped by the relationship 

with this man - who seems like the type that would make a good catch - and risks 

becoming as hard as those lifeless objects whom the camera frames, along with the 

two protagonists of this story that, as the film begins and the sun rises, is in the 

process of coming to an end.  Released from the strings in which she felt 

constrained by the relationship with Riccardo, Vittoria is now free to start over. She 

is immediately and instinctively drawn to Piero’s dynamism, which Antonioni 

exaggerates, in order to achieve the absolute contrast to Riccardo’s apathy at the 

beginning of the film.  In a group of male characters that include Guido (Cronaca di 

un amore), Aldo (Il grido), Sandro (L’avventura), and Ugo (Deserto rosso), Piero 

stands out as the most charming and dynamic.  When we see him, he is quick-

tempered, fast-moving, and loquacious, resembling a firefly in his striking contrast 

to the lethargic predisposition of many of Antonioni’s other male characters.  

Antonioni’s choice in using Alain Delon in the role of a broker, a young French actor 

who had captured every woman’s heart with his charm and good looks, is 

interesting, as his vitality and charisma, far from being motivated by amorous 

ventures, is instead fueled by his financial aspirations.  As a stock broker, he is a 

type of social parasite, feeding off of other people’s wealth, without producing 

anything himself (wealthy industrialists, such as Paola’s wife in Cronaca or 

Valentina’s father, in La notte, are also seen as negative characters, in their 

economic drive, but the implication is that at least they produce something).  The 

stock market is a sort of game in which real money is won and lost by manipulating 

some numbers.  This apparent game, that has very real consequences on the 
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players, is, ultimately, a psychologically destructive game in which the illusion of 

wealth is, sooner or later, revealed.  The old man who has lost millions and who 

goes into the pharmacy to purchase a tranquilizer, and the broker whom we find 

out has died of a heart attack, are two examples Antonioni provides to suggest that 

there are no real winners in this perverse game of chance; sooner or later, 

everyone becomes a victim.   “Nella Borsa,” observes Eco, “si giocano i destini 

individuali, ma senza sapere per quale motivo una sorte venga segnata.” [At the 

stock exchange individual destinies are being played, but without knowing the 

reasons for which a certain fate is assigned (Tassone 114)].   

Young, careless, and full of life and sexual stamina, Piero appears to be very 

good at this game of making money.  He seems invincible, deriving his invincible 

attitude and his joie de vivre from the pleasure he experiences from his profession.  

Sandro’s thirst for meaningless sexual encounters, the “sick eros,” which Tassone 

defined as “l’azione fisica che non diventa anche azione spirituale” (117) [the 

physical action that does not also become a spiritual action,] and to which Antonioni 

has often alluded as a symptom of his alienated characters, is in the case of Piero 

substituted for an even “sicker eros” – the lust for money.  “Il denaro è l’elemento 

alienante che si insinua in tutti i rapporti,” Tassone observes (121).  [Money is the 

alienating element that is insinuated in all relationships].  “Se uno entra nel giro si 

appassiona,” [if one enters the game he develops a taste for it], Piero tries to 

explain to Vittoria the emotional charge he experiences  when playing the market.  

“Si appassiona a che cosa?” [A taste of what?], Vittoria questions, not persuaded by 

his childish enthusiasm.  The money (which is not even tangible, as Vittoria points 

out when she tries to understand what actually happens when money is lost or 
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gained, trying to get to what is at the core of this dangerous game) is the only 

thing that still moves people; unfortunately, money appears to have the only real 

emotional impact on their lives.   

The scenes at the stock market were shot on location, at the Hadrianeum, an 

ancient Roman place of pagan worship transformed into a place of modern worship, 

and using the real people who work there, yet it was shot on a weekend, and with 

actors interspersed among the real brokers, in sequences that are intended to 

resemble the real actions that take place there.  It is neither complete documentary 

nor complete fiction, but a masterful merger, to use a financial term, of both 

genres. The reality of the situation, intertwined with the illusion of what is taking 

place, results in a chaotic cycle that calls to mind, once again, Pirandello’s puppet-

like characters - his character types, who claim autonomy but are forever fixed in 

their condition, in their context.   The frenetic gestures of the brokers also remind 

us of those of the mimes in Blow-up.  “Non so come fanno a capirsi, a fare delle 

operazioni con segni così rapidi,” [I don’t understand how they can understand each 

other, how they can do things with such rapid signs,] observes Antonioni as he is 

describing this “real” scene, that recalls both the filmmaker’s early interest in 

making documentary films, as well as the neorealist practice of showing real people 

enacting real-life situations.   

The Roman stock market is reminiscent of the Monte Carlo casino.  In both 

cases, we have chance playing the deciding role in this dangerous, addictive game, 

in which the players have suspended all of their faith and will and have abandoned 

themselves, like powerless puppets, to the uncertainty of chance.  Along with 

offering the favorable prospect of a new life, any game of chance implies a certain 
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death, even if only in a metaphorical sense.  At the Monte Carlo casino Pascal starts 

by observing those who, like him, abandoned themselves to the possibilities of this 

dangerous game.  Pirandello is paining a detailed picture of some of these 

characters who have no other function, except in as much as they are driven by the 

unmistakable force that chance plays in their lives.  There are those “disgraziati, cui 

la passione del giuoco ha sconvolto il cervello nel modo più singolare:”  

stanno lì a studiare il così detto equilibrio delle probabilità, e meritano  

seriamente i colpi da tentare, tutta un’architettura di giuoco, consultando  

appunti su le vicende de’ numeri: vogliono insomma estrarre la logica dal  

caso, come dire il sangue delle pietre; e son sicurissimi che, oggi o domain,  

vi riusciranno (375).  

 

[wretched ones, whom the passion of the game has disturbed their brain in  

the most unique way:  they study the so called balance of probability, and  

they seriously deserve the blows to try, a certain architecture of the game,  

examining notes on the actions of the numbers:  they actually want to  

extract the logic from the chance, like blood from the rocks; and they are  

sure that, one of these days, they will succeed].55   

 

Having recognized the absurdity in trying to see the logic of chance, Pascal focuses 

his attention on particular cases.  No names, no backgrounds, just characteristics 

that result from direct observation, these beautifully-crafted, yet sketchy characters 

are there to complete the picture that will, shortly, disappear from Pascal’s life.  As 
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the faces seen in passing, from a train, these secondary characters, who take 

center stage for the duration of time that Pascal is in Monte Carlo, will dissolve and 

be forgotten as the journey becomes no longer that of Pascal, but of Adriano Meis. 

The man from Lugano, who tenaciously insists on betting on the number 12, 

represents the first of these interesting types.  After losing the entire day, when the 

ball finally lands on the number 12, the man claims, victoriously, “M’ha parlato!” [it 

talked to me].  Isolated, irrational, his faith hanging by a thread, the man is 

consoled by that chance occurrence, which, more than anything else, seems to 

reestablish, if only temporarily, his frail claim to sanity.  He has put all of his faith 

on the number 12, certain that that number won’t betray him, as we are inclined to 

assume that everything else, including his rationality, undoubtedly has.   That ivory 

ball, that inanimate object, in that moment is his only interlocutor, his only friend, 

and all of his emotional expectations are directed at it.  Everyone present (players 

and croupiers alike), is someone’s enemy in this game.  “E quel signore allora si 

prese la testa con tutt’e due le mani e contrasse dolorosamente, a lungo, tutta la 

faccia,” [and that man then took his head in both hands and painfully contracted, 

for a long time, his entire face].  Both in this case and in L’eclisse, some abstract 

numbers can decide the destiny of the characters that put all of their faith in them.  

Here, too, the game is irrational when observed from the outside, yet the prospects 

of winning are stronger than logic.  “A poco a poco, guardando, la febbre del giuoco 

prese anche me” [slowly, looking on, the fever of the game also overtook me] 

Pascal admits, letting himself get carried away by “quella specie di lucida ebbrezza” 

that also recalls Piero’s almost exact words to Vittoria.  The possibility of victory is 
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stronger than even the certainty of failure.  The reality brought on by sobriety 

proves, once again, too painful.   

During the time that Mattia Pascal is in Monte Carlo, in that period of time 

when his fate is suspended in the uncertainty of the game, he carefully observes 

the physiognomy and manifestations of six characters that assume narrative 

importance only for the period of time that Pascal remains there.  The lengthy 

detour into the lives of these “six characters in search of fortune,” who serve no 

apparent purpose to the overall plot, (except the scene of the young man whose 

suicide foreshadows Pascal’s assuming the identity of a dead man) represents a 

window into that other story, Pirandello’s commentary on human beings’ 

powerlessness at the hands of fate.  Monte Carlo is the adventure Pascal chooses 

instead of the trip to America and these characters, along with him, belong to this 

short-lived, and in his case fortunate, avventura. Expecting to find the Spanish man 

in the corpse laying in the casino’s courtyard, Pascal discovers instead that of the 

young man, “…quel giovinetto pallido che affettava un’aria di sonnolenta 

indifferenza, tirando fuori i luigi dalla tasca dei calzoni per puntarli senza nemmeno 

guardare” [that young, pale man that sported an air of turbid indifference, taking 

out the money from his pocket to place them, without even looking  (389)].  In this 

horrific spectacle of reality, one character has decided to stop playing, not only at 

roulette but at life.  His body, lying there, lifeless and still, has substituted the ball 

and become, for a short time, the object of observation, until Pascal covers it with a 

handkerchief.  As in a play, the scene has ended, the curtain is drawn, and the next 

act is about to begin.   
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Returning to the initial theme of this analysis, we are able to observe the way 

in which Antonioni, once again brings into focus his technique of characterization.  

In the case of Piero, his actions, and interactions with others, are significant in 

trying to understand the function of this character.  He is young, ambitious and 

does not appear to let anything get in the way of his financial success.  When it 

comes to Vittoria, it is her movement in space and her relationship to both inside 

(closed) and outside (open) spaces that gives us the most insight into her 

character.  What we have in the character of Vittoria is a complex mix of nostalgia, 

almost sadness, and engaged (self) observation, that transforms unexpectedly into 

moments of playfulness, child-like excitement and awe.  Despite the comfortable 

lifestyle that his rapidly-acquired wealth can buy him, Piero cannot “lose himself in 

the clouds”, as Vittoria does.  He must return, every day, to the financial prison, 

with its oppressive stone walls and intimidating pillars, that is holding his soul 

captive.  Before long, he won’t be part of her life (story) any longer and he will 

undoubtedly find some other girl to replace Vittoria. When we see her in front of his 

office building, in the exact spot where we also saw the call girl with Piero, we 

assume that Vittoria has replaced the other woman as the new object of his lustful 

appetite (much the same way that Claudia replaced Anna, only to be herself 

replaced by the prostitute as Sandro’s lover in L’avventura).   

It is often difficult to determine who the protagonists are, as there are so 

many loose threads in this film that lacks a real plot (or has a multitude of plots).  

Deemphasizing the role of the characters is another technique skillfully utilized by 

Antonioni in this film.  Riccardo is undoubtedly one of the two protagonists in the 

story that, at the beginning of the film, has ended.  As a result, he disappears from 
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the film very early on.  In the final sequences of the film, which in some ways 

resemble more a beginning than an end, the protagonists have also disappeared.  

The images, which the camera masterfully frames, are the new protagonists.  And 

what do we make of those characters that appear momentarily (we aren’t sure if 

they are actors or not) in the final sequences, some of which we mistake for our 

protagonists, in our expectation that Vittoria and Piero should reappear?  Those 

characters all have their stories, those other stories that Antonioni does not include 

but to which he alludes and, by showing us those unfamiliar faces, urges us to 

imagine.  Why did he focus on Vittoria and Piero and not the others?  By making us 

aware of the process that brings characters to life and gives them a privileged, or 

secondary, function with respect to the plot, he challenges us to question those 

authorial choices.  We are left wondering what happens to the characters into 

whose lives we are offered only a glimpse (such as the man who lost a large 

amount of money at the stock market).   

The process of watching and understanding Antonioni’s films calls for our 

direct involvement, similar to the way in which we contemplate an abstract 

painting.  Often, we need to supply the pieces of the puzzle that he’s intentionally 

omitted, focusing our attention on those moments of silence and empty spaces that 

are “pregnant with meaning,” while being aware not to be blinded by too much 

light.  With its minimal dialogue and extensive use of sound, L’eclisse incorporates, 

perhaps better than any other Antonioni film, Pirandello’s theories on cinema.  In 

L’eclisse, Antonioni achieves a similar effect to that which Pirandello terms 

“cinemelografia” – images set to music, without dialogue.  Although there is 

dialogue in L’eclisse, it is often the absence of dialogue that is more revealing, 
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along with the director’s choice of music.56  The music often helps to intensify a 

moment, or add a sinister tone to a setting, or provide further insight into a 

character’s state of being.   The silence, emblematic of the character’s inner 

tension, echoes loudly of the inadequacy of words, of the difficulty, even 

impossibility, of communication.  The characters’ silence calls our attention to the 

mimicry of our existence.  In Antonioni’s film, the dramatic effect that the film lacks 

is compensated by the music, especially frequent organ and piano sounds.  The 

night scene in which Vittoria is looking for Marta’s dog and becomes fascinated by 

the musical quality produced by the sound of the wind hitting the flagpoles best 

exemplifies that which, to Pirandello, is the most effective of cinematic techniques.    

At one point, during the film, a character is looking at some pictures.  As the 

camera moves quickly from one picture to the next, those photos become a motion 

picture, perfectly achieving the illusion of watching a silent film.  Those pictures, in 

which the character tries to recreate a personal story, appear, to someone watching 

the film, to be linked together on a roll of film whose movement results in a motion 

picture, a film, in a wonderful example of artistic self-reflectivity. 

Pirandello, too, often calls our attention to the self-reflective, cinematic 

quality in his narrative, as when he preludes the humoristic scene in which Zia 

Scolastica covers Vedova Pescatore with fresh dough and flour.  Mattia Pascal 

describes the conclusion of this tragicomic scene, in which he is the protagonist.  

“Mi vidi lì, in quell’istante,” Pascal narrates, 

attore d’una tragedia che più buffa non si sarebbe potuta immaginare: mia 

madre, scappata via, così, con quella matta; mia moglie di là, che… 
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lasciamola stare!; Marianna Pescatore lì per terra; e io, io che non avevo più 

pane, quel che si dice pane, per il giorno appresso, io con la barba tutta 

impastocchiata, il viso sgraffiato, grondante non sapevo ancora se di sangue 

o di lagrime, per il troppo ridere.  Andai ad accertarmene allo specchio (360-

61).  

 

[I saw myself in that instant as the actor in a tragedy that could not have 

been more amusing: my mother, who’d escaped, like that, with that mad 

woman; my wife there, let’s not even mention her state; Marianna Pescatore 

down on the ground; and I who had no more bread, that which is intended as 

bread for the next day, with the beard full of dough, my face all scratched, 

dripping,  either of blood or tears, from too much laughing.  I went to assure 

myself in the mirror].   

 

More than the tears and scratches on his face, what strikes Pascal most about his 

reflected image is the eye that won’t look straight ahead, but wanders off, as usual, 

beyond the present situation, unable to focus on what happened.  That eye doesn’t 

see, along with us, what the narrator wants us to see, but sees a different version 

of the story.  Mattia is proud of that eye, of that peculiar quality he possesses that 

sets him apart from the rest and makes him different, along with his self-

proclaimed impetuousness and his ability to take everything lightly.     

Like Pirandello, Antonioni wants to analyze, and, in doing so attempt to 

break, those conventional boundaries that exist between normality and insanity, in 

the same way that he analyzes the relationship of, and inability to draw a fine line 
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between, reality and illusion.  If Enrico, the mad protagonist of Enrico IV, wasn’t so 

loquacious, we could mistake him for one of Antonioni’s characters, many of which 

personify  the filmmaker’s preoccupation with different manifestations of abnormal 

behavior, or madness, or, perhaps even more appropriately, that which we try (and 

most of the time perhaps even succeed), to “keep within human bounds.”  The first 

such character that comes to mind is Giuliana, in Deserto rosso.  After a car 

accident, she also has entered into a semi-delusional state, which she does her best 

to hide from her husband.  To him, and those around her, she has simply stopped 

being herself.  As Enrico explains to Matilda, when he sees her after eighteen years, 

Giuliana must have found “a different self in [her]self” after the car accident.  That 

close encounter with death has disturbed her senses and left Giuliana in a state of 

mental paralysis.  She is more attuned to the shadows and voices that the others 

don’t seem to notice, and less present to those around her.   

Her husband Ugo is a man for whom the responsibilities of the firm he 

manages come first and who cannot quite understand the changes that are taking 

place within his wife’s psyche.  In his suit and tie, he represents order and 

discipline.  “Ugo is the engineering version of the efficient man,” Chatman 

effectively describes Antonioni’s motives in portraying this character, “cool and 

unflappable among his dynamos and steam boilers.  And he is passing on to his son 

his calm if slightly deadly curiosity.  Men like Ugo not only understand but come to 

resemble the gyroscopes that can keep even the largest ship stable in the worst of 

storms.  But when it comes to understanding what makes people tick, Ugo is 

reduced to speechlessness.”57  Analyzing him, the words of Pirandello’s Enrico once 
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again come to mind, as he says to the Doctor, dressed as Monsignor Hugh of Cluny, 

“mentre voi vi tenete fermo, aggrappato con tutte e due le mani alla vostra tonaca 

santa, di qua, dalle maniche, vi scivola, vi scivola, vi sguscia come un serpe qualche 

cosa, di cui non v’accorgete Monsignore, la vita!” [while you remain firm, holding on 

with your both hands your saintly tunic, from your sleeves slides out, slipping away 

like a snake, something of which you are not aware, Sir, your life!]58  Once again, 

the commentary is directed at the negative effects of technology.   Mechanization, 

progress - all symptoms of modernity – have a devastating effect on humans, 

stripping away their vitality.  Deep down, without even knowing it, Giuliana, like 

Gubbio, is bothered by this mechanization of the soul.  As those toxic fumes around 

the plant, that have scared off the birds and threaten to destroy the environment, 

the rapidly- expanding effects of technology further alienate humans from 

themselves and from each other.  Giuliana is one the most identifiable of 

Antonioni’s alienated characters.  “Although it is true that disconnection and its 

chief effects, loneliness and isolation, are thematically relevant to Antonioni’s 

cinema,” Kevin Z. Moore observes,   

the alienated self’s melancholic search for its lost ideal world tells only half  

the story.  The other half is history, of the historical self’s search for an  

accommodation with a world it has itself produced.  Rather than an end in  

itself, alienation, the effect of de-identification and noncorrespondence, is the  

beginning of a process which, ideally, re-places the self back into a world of  

its own devising and into a community of like-minded others as well (23). 
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Giuliana is visibly disturbed by the hostile, toxic environment in which she 

lives.  Only Zeller, a world traveler and loner himself, seems to appreciate her 

sensitivity, yet she becomes disillusioned when he uses her weakness to try to 

seduce her.   Along with her son, everyone seems to want to take advantage of her 

mental frailty in order to trick her.  In a disoriented state of panic, and urged by a 

desire to flee, Giuliana, set against the background provided by a large cargo ship, 

has a conversation with a Turkish man.  Speaking different languages, they cannot 

understand each other, yet this failed attempt at communication is not much 

different than the other instances of pointless communication in the film in which 

the language barrier is not the real issue.  We get the sense that she would be 

better off succumbing to the effects of her neurosis, like Enrico, rather than trying 

so hard, and with such little success, to lead a normal life.  The weight of this effort 

is apparent throughout the film, and culminates with her frustration at not knowing 

how to play the role of the mother during her son’s cruel trick on her.  Having 

shown that she cannot play the role of the wife, what is left for her but to take 

refuge in her mental instability and relinquish responsibility for having to play any 

roles?   

 The presence of Zeller, the ‘outsider’ or ‘passer-by’ character, supplies a 

mysterious element to the plot.  As a world traveler, he is just passing through 

their lives, bringing to that polluted, stagnant place a breath of fresh air.  Giuliana’s 

senses find in that presence, with its promise of freedom and the unknown, a 

temporary revival.  Zeller’s ability to move around the world contrasts with 

Giuliana’s sense of permanence in that place where she feels so “out of place.”   We 

get a sense that she wishes she could escape with him; that she sees him as a way 
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out of her oppressing reality.  As, disoriented, she heads for that Turkish ship, she 

seems to be driven by some unspoken desire to leave for some distant, exotic, 

warm place, away from that grayness and never-ending fog that reflect the way 

she feels inside.  Her platonic relationship with Zeller is also an attempt to fulfill 

that inner desire to escape, to run away from her life, from herself, from those 

deafening machines and those toxic fumes that threaten to stifle the little vitality 

she still possesses.  Giuliana is too weak to escape – her neurosis is her only means 

of escaping a reality that overwhelms her.  Yet it is her being so tied to that place, 

her inability to leave, that causes her to be so “stuck” in her present condition, 

unable to free herself of herself.  Her ability to gaze into the ‘other story,’ those 

momentary flashes into a different reality, along with those voices in the night that 

only she hears, are characteristics of the same condition that the others perceive as 

her mental instability.   

David Locke, the protagonist of Michelangelo Antonioni’s The Passenger, is a 

famous reporter, who, when we first encounter him, is literally looking for another 

story.59  He finds himself in Africa in order to make a war documentary, yet it is in 

the midst of this immense desert, outside his comfort zone, lost in the absence of 

signs and markers, where he encounters ‘himself,’ realizes he does not like what he 

has found, buries his old self and starts on the new path of the person he will 

become.  Like Mattia Pascal, David Locke does not pass on the opportunity that fate 

has unexpectedly given him: to start over as someone else.  When he finds his 

next-door neighbor dead of a heart attack, he assumes his identity and becomes 

David Robertson. 
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In a beautifully-orchestrated shot within this scene, Robertson’s lifeless face 

reflects, like a mirror, Locke’s own empty life.  It is in the presence of death that 

Locke, like Tommaso, the dying man in La notte, decides to stop pretending to be 

the person that society and his friends and family have created, and then made him 

believe to be.  Ironically, as he decides to stop living a life of pretense, he prepares 

for his new life much like he would for a dramatic role.  Flashbacks and recorded 

conversations with Robertson serve as his script – his preparation to get into 

character.  It shouldn’t be too difficult for one who’s played the part of David Locke 

to start playing that of David Robertson.  “I’ve run out of everything, my wife, the 

house, an adopted child, a successful job, everything except a few bad habits I 

couldn’t get rid of,” he says to the nameless girl he meets in Barcelona, and then 

starts to enumerate the possible new identities he can assume, the most unlikely of 

which he has actually assumed.  “Now I think I’m going to be a waiter in Gibraltar.  

Too obvious” responds the girl.”  Maybe a novelist in Cairo.  Too romantic,” is the 

reply. “How about a gun runner? /Too unlikely. /As a matter of fact I think I am 

one”.60   

It is those “few bad habits” he could not get rid of, which account for his 

inability to stand up for something that goes against social conventions, that make 

it difficult for Locke to keep Robertson’s appointments, and face all of the risks.  As 

a reporter, Locke was used to depoliticizing things and putting what he reported 

into an uncompromising, socially-accepted context.  In other words, as Locke, the 

reporter, it was possible to twist reality to fit his (or his employer’s) political 

agenda.  When it came to doing things that were compromising to his wellbeing, he 
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wanted to, once again, find a “less risky” way of doing (or not doing) them.  After 

all, calling himself David Robertson did not make him David Robertson as long as 

David Locke was still around.  “È più facile cambiare identità che sradicare certe 

‘cattive abitudini’; il nostro personaggio ce lo portiamo sempre dietro” [It is easier 

to change identity than to get rid of certain ‘bad habits’; we carry our character 

always with us.]61  David Locke, and not the others, keeps him from becoming 

David Robertson.  Tassone quotes Moravia, as he compares Pirandello and 

Antonioni’s protagonists, while showing the filmmaker’s departure from the 

novelist. “’Pirandello vuol dimostrare, in maniera sarcastica e paradossale, che 

‘identità è un mero fatto sociale; per Antonioni invece l’identità è insopprimibile 

coscienza esistenziale, noi esistiamo – come grumo di dolore – anche e soprattutto 

fuori della società’” (155)  [Pirandello wants to show, in a sarcastic and paradoxical 

manner, that ‘identity is a mere social fact; for Antonioni, identity is an 

unsupressible existential consciousness, we exist – as a lump of pain – also and 

especially outside of society].   

Like Mattia Pascal, David Locke’s newly-found freedom, resulting from his 

assuming a new identity, allows him to wander around, see the world through 

different eyes – the eyes of another – without having an actual destination.  “Se il 

dramma di Mattia Pascal è di non essere nessuno, per la società,” writes Aldo 

Tassone, “il drama di Locke è di essere – per sé e per gli altri – due persone, di 

dover fuggire ‘due volte’” (155)  [If Mattia Pascal’s drama is that of not being 

anyone, for society, the drama of Locke is that of being – for himself and for the 

others – two people, to have to run ‘twice’].  As both of these characters’ journey is 
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ultimately an interior one, their final destination is death – the death of the 

persona, or the character.  Mattia Pascal who, at the end of the novel goes and puts 

flowers on his grave, is referred to as a dead person, “if fu (the one who was) 

Mattia Pascal”, while David Locke, at the end of an adventurous journey as David 

Robertson, finds his real death in his assumed, and therefore false, identity.   

Instead of finding the freedom they imagined comes from starting over as someone 

else, both characters, at the end experience a real sense of loss.   

In Zabriskie Point, Antonioni presents a country in a time of crisis as a 

backdrop to the inner crisis of a young man and a young woman, who are the focus 

of his commentary about human beings’ alienation.  The protagonists of this film 

are Mark and Daria, which, not coincidentally, are the actual names of the 

inexperienced actors playing these characters.  By having inexperienced actors 

playing his two protagonists, who get to use their real names, Antonioni attempts 

to blur the distinction between actor and character, while at the same time 

reminding all of us that we are all characters.  “Gli interpreti di Antonioni” writes 

Leonardo Quaresima, “non sono ‘presi dalla strada’, è vero …, ma il loro impiego 

avviene secondo gli stessi presupposti che avrebbero potuto caratterizzare 

l’utilizazzione di interpreti non professionisti.”  [Antonioni’s actors are not ‘taken 

from the streets’, it is true, but their job is based on the same criteria that could 

have warranted the use of non-professionals to play the part].62  Not surprisingly, 

his two protagonists are running away.  Their escape is sudden and impulsive.  One 

steals a car, the other steals a plane and they run away from that which has, until 

then, defined them.  Mark tells Daria that he “needed to get off the ground” and 
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away from the scenes of armed protest and social unrest with which the film 

opened, while she, after another sexual escapade, prefers to remain grounded, on a 

long journey through the desert.  The seriousness of the war protests and of the 

Sand Dunes business meeting is contrasted to the playful, unconventional manner 

in which they meet, as he flies his plane very low, over her car.  Their destinies 

meet at the horizon, the undetermined point where the sky meets the desert, 

Antonioni's favorite spot, symbolizing a space of infinite possibilities.  Away from 

the chaos and turmoil of the city, with its civil unrest and racial and economic 

inequality, they meet in a place of stillness and silence, whose name foreshadows 

the death at the end of the film - Death Valley.  The social tension from which they 

are escaping, and the overall action of the story, is juxtaposed to the stillness of 

the desert – the sea of sand that was once at the bottom of a lake but has been 

“tilted and pushed forward by earth forces, eroded by wind and water,” very slowly, 

over millions of years.  The imaginary explosion at the end of the film, with its 

apocalyptic implications, offers a frightening glimpse into the effects caused by 

forces that have rapidly accelerated in their destructiveness and can no longer be 

contained.  Ultimately, what Antonioni seems to say, is that it’s all a “Death valley” 

in which we plunge, engulfed and blinded by sand.  Some find our way in the sand 

better than others, and embark on the journey that unfolds onto an open road.  

Like David Locke, Mark is shot at the end of the film.  The death of these characters 

puts an end to the final chapter in their lives as it symbolizes, along with their 

fragility, the characters’ lack of permanence:  putting an end to their futile lives 

also puts an end to the story in which they were the fleeting protagonists.  The 

female characters outlast the men, as if to ensure the birth to other stories.  Like 
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the Girl in The Passenger, the girl in Zabriskie Point goes off in search of a new 

adventure, perhaps a new love affair, another reality in which to try to insert 

herself – un’altra storia.  
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 “Nessuno di noi mente o finge! - C’è poco da 

dire: ci siamo fissati tutti in buona fede in un bel 

concetto di noi stessi.”  (Pirandello)64 

 

“Nothing appears as it should in a world where nothing 

is certain. The only thing certain is the existence of a 

secret violence that makes everything uncertain.” 

(Lucretius)65 

 

“È questo l’assurdo, nessuno si preoccupa di 

conservare i sentimenti, buttiamo via tutto, e così 

a poco a poco diventiamo il prodotto di tutti gli 

incontri che abbiamo fatto.  Ma è un prodotto di 

cui si sono persi i fattori.” 

(Antonioni)67 

 

 
 
 

 
Chapter 3 

 
Beyond Character 

 

 
The aesthetic quality that both Pirandello and Antonioni share, and that most 

deeply permeates their artistic projects, is their fascination with that which lies 

beyond the normal, the perceivable, the tangible or the explainable.  Pirandello, a 

native of Girgenti (now Agrigento), who was born near the woods of Càvusu (from 

the Greek Kaos), liked to refer to himself as “a son of Chaos.”  Many early critics 

have pointed to this ironic coincidence associated with his birthplace, as he spent 

his life analyzing the chaotic nature of human beings.  Eric Bentley also points out 

the way in which Pirandello’s origins have conditioned his aesthetic and 

philosophical speculations.  “His Sicilian intensity and equally Sicilian 

speculativeness drive him into a sort of metaphysical agony, an arraignment of 

human life itself.  For, if the great human gift is that of words, by what diabolic plan 
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does it happen that words multiply misunderstanding?  The very humanity of man 

increases his isolation” (22).  His puppet-like characters, that often cross the 

boundaries of that which is considered sane, or socially-accepted, behavior, 

originate in the imagination that was born amidst that arid landscape, in that 

“infinite expanse of solitude and misery” that is Sicily (Consolo 130).  In his book 

“Reading and Writing the Mediterranean:  Essays,” Vincenzo Consolo writes about 

Pirandello’s Sicily:   

…I believe that, like Pirandello, every Sicilian can say ‘I am a son of Chaos.’  

It is the chaos before the formation of the cosmos, the shapeless matter, the  

‘blend of mixed things’ about which Empedocles speaks (he too was born in  

the ‘chaos’ of Agrigento). Now here, parenthetically, we must observe that  

history, Sicilian history, appears to have wanted to imitate nature: an 

infinity, a collection of races, civilizations have passed through the island 

without ever finding among themselves an amalgam, a fusion, a composition, 

even though each left its mark here and there, different, distinct from the 

others, and in conflict with them; hence, perhaps, all the discomfort, all the 

historic unhappiness of Sicily, the difficulty of being a man of that island, the 

bewilderment of the Sicilian, and his constant effort in his search for an 

identity (129-30). 

 

One of Pirandello’s most recognizable contributions to modern thought, the 

dichotomy between life and form, originates in his own place of origin.  It is the 

paradox of his own existence to leave his birthplace in Agrigento (from the Latin 

ager, ground, and gens, people), and the prospect of sulfur mining, and soar to the 
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University of Bonn, to study philosophy, and to dedicate his entire life to 

contemplating, and writing about, the chaotic, paradoxical, human condition.  

Pirandello’s concept of man as a puppet must have also originated in watching the 

Sicilian puppet (or marionette) theatre – known as opera dei pupi, a type of folk art 

that was extremely popular during the mid nineteenth century.   The influence of 

this type of performance on Pirandello’s theatrical plays, as well as its inspirational, 

or mirroring, function, is apparent throughout his work.  What Pirandello does is to 

modernize puppet theater, in which, originally, the marionettes were meant to 

resemble (or impersonate) real historical figures.  In Pirandello’s narrative world, it 

is human beings (personified by his narrative characters) who, having lost all 

individuality, have come to resemble string puppets, as their every move, thought, 

or action is determined by the way in which their strings are being manipulated.   

Like Pirandello, Antonioni, as a young boy in Ferrara was also interested in 

puppets, and like the great writer and dramatist whose “Caos” is reflected in his 

work, and forever immortalized in his characters, Antonioni might as well have 

called himself “a son of the fog”.68  Ferrara, according to Cuccu and di Carlo,  

è … il deposito di tutto, o di moltissimo, del materiale visivo del quale 

continuerà a nutrirsi il cuore profondo della sua arte: le strade lunghe e 

spesso deserte, l’uniforme orizzonte dove si toccano la pianura e un cielo 

spesso grigio e nebbioso, il paesaggio del Po verso la foce, portatore di quel 

‘mistero dell’immagine’ che il suo sguardo continuerà ad interrogare, film 
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dopo film: ‘Conoscevo l’immagine, il suo mistero.  Tutto quello che ho fatto 

dopo, buono o cattivo che sia, nasce lì.’  

 

[is the deposit of everything, or a lot, of the visual material from which the 

deepest heart of his art will continue to inspire itself: the long, and often 

deserted streets, the uniform horizon where that is the meeting point of the 

Po valley and a gray and cloudy sky, the landscape of the Po towards the 

estuary, carrier of that ‘mystery of the image’ that his gaze will continue to 

interrogate, film after film: ‘I was acquainted with the image and its mystery. 

Everything that I did afterwards, good or bad, originates there’].69   

 

Antonioni’s work reflects this ephemeral quality, the grayness, the lack of focus 

and, ultimately, the inability to distinguish clearly that which is hiding in the gray 

areas of representation.  It is in the darkness, or amidst the fog, that Antonioni 

likes to place his characters, and, from there, to observe them.  “It is in the 

darkness that reality lights up and in the silence that the voices arrive from the 

outside,” Antonioni tells us, through the voice of his most autobiographical narrator, 

John Malkovich, in one of his last films, Al di là delle nuvole [Beyond the Clouds, 

1995].   

As Silvano, the protagonist of the first story, reminiscent of a young 

Antonioni, is walking away at the end of the story, the narrator’s voice is heard, 

then the camera moves up to a balcony in a building where we see Malkovich, 

camera in hand, taking pictures.  The voice of Malkovich informs us that “he went 
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on being in love with that girl whom he never possessed, either out of stupid pride 

or from folly, that quiet folly of his city.”  In the collection of stories from which the 

stories in the film were taken, Quel bowling sul Tevere (henceforth QBST,) 

Antonioni explains that “Solo un ferrarese può capire una relazione durata undici 

anni senza essere mai esistita.” [Only someone from Ferrara can understand a 

relationship that lasted eleven years without having ever existed (49)].70   He adds, 

in his notes about the origins of this story, inspired by a friend’s idea and based on 

a story by Giuseppe Raimondi,  “Mi attirava soprattuto l’idea di trattare Ferrara 

secondo una cronologia immaginaria, in cui gli avvenimenti di un periodo si 

mescolassero con quelli di un altro” adding, significantly, “[p]erché questa è Ferrara 

per me.” [What appealed to me most was to treat Ferrara based on an imaginary 

chronology, in which the events from one period would mix with those of another, 

because this is Ferrara for me (QBST, 51)].  As Pirandello comically liked to 

attribute to his city (and critics have since identified as characteristic of the 

landscape and historical makeup of Sicily) the chaotic nature of his narrative 

characters, so Antonioni attributes to Ferrara the ‘quiet folly’ that he inherited from 

his birthplace and which he passed on to his artistic offspring – the characters of his 

films.   

How does this peculiar characteristic  - this ‘quiet folly’ - manifest itself in 

Antonioni’s work, becoming an unmistakable aspect of his characters?  The two 

artists share this unlikely point of departure, as Antonioni writes “A picture probably 

has its birth in the disorder within us.”71  In L’umorismo, Pirandello asks himself: “E 

l’impreveduto che è nella vita?  E l’abisso che è nelle anime?  Non ci sentiamo 
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guizzar dentro, spesso, pensieri strani, quasi lampi di follia, pensieri inconseguenti, 

inconfessabili finanche a noi stessi, come sorti davvero da un’anima diversa da 

quella che normalmente ci riconosciamo?” [And the unpredictable aspect of life? 

And the abyss that is in our souls?  Can’t we often hear darting inside of us strange 

thoughts, like flashes of folly, inconsequential thoughts, unconfessable even to 

ourselves, as if borne from a completely different soul that that which he normally 

recognize as ours?]72  Both Pirandello and Antonioni are fascinated with, and prefer 

to focus on, this “unseen part of life”, paying attention, in creating their characters, 

“sometimes more to the shadow than the body.”  Both artists allude to this ‘spark’, 

which, like the Promethean spark, lights aspects, often disturbing, of which a 

character, and even its author, is unaware.   

Pirandello’s preoccupation with madness, and its varied manifestations, 

originates in his first-hand experience of years spent watching over his mentally-ill 

wife.  Observing the transformation that takes place within his own wife, as a result 

of her inability to face the news of a financial disaster, Pirandello is led to believe 

that the fine line between sanity and insanity is very easily crossed, if not 

altogether absent.  Furthermore, Pirandello sees the notion of identity as being very 

closely linked to that of madness.  For Pirandello, insanity offers freedom from the 

shackles of identity.  In a 1929 letter to Marta Abba, he writes: 

Never have I wished for insanity as much as I do now.  Only insanity can 

give what fate has denied.  Riches, happiness… . For the insane, the 

possession of wealth is not an illusion, nor is the fulfillment of their wishes 

unreal.  They have achieved happiness.  …When we sleep, all of us are 
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insane.  But in the insane the state of sleep continues even when their 

senses are awake.  … How wonderful it is to take one’s revenge, while 

asleep, on the feelings of shame and on the sense of logic that plague one 

during the day.73   

 

Whether they are insane or just sort of drifting, surreally, in between different 

levels of consciousness, Pirandello’s characters embody this fascination with 

madness, or the refuge of a dream-like world.  “Many a Pirandellian character,” 

Bart Van den Bossche writes, 

Seems to opt out – sometimes under the pressure of circumstances, but 

often in a lucid and deliberate way – for some kind of quixotic madness: a 

life, an identity, a viewpoint that is by and large against the grain, and that 

avails him only the scorn and pity of his fellow citizens, who eventually 

consider him a madman.  Yet at the same time Pirandello’s characters are 

distant, twentieth-century cousins of Don Quixote, for not only do they 

willingly and lucidly suspend their “normal” social identity, but they also 

ascertain the bankruptcy of any kind of well-defined social identity, and opt 

for a stato di sospensione in which the variety and indeterminacy of life are 

no longer curtailed.”74 

 

Consequently, he chooses to focus, in many of his narrative works, on this idea that 

goes beyond the normal or the observable, and leads in a very uncertain direction, 
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to that which is reflected “al di là” or ‘in-between’ - the nameless somewhere 

between belonging and isolation.   

Within the individual Pirandellian characters, this notion of the ‘beyond’ is 

often exemplified by a state of mental instability, caused by a feeling of alienation 

within themselves and from those around them.  “As we break the bonds between 

man and man one after another”, Bentley writes,  

and find no other bonds to replace them with – or none that are compatible 

with our humanity – the sense of separateness in the individual grows from 

mild melancholy to frantic hysteria.  As the invisible walls of our culture 

crumble, and the visible walls collapse in ever-increasing quantity, a 

disintegration sets in within the individual personality and lags, not far 

perhaps behind the general disintegration.75 

 

It is no coincidence that, at the time Pirandello was writing, such influential 

philosophers, who belonged to the medical profession, as Théodole Ribot, Pierre 

Janet and Alfred Binet, made enormous contributions to the discipline known as 

psychopathology, which has as its subject of analysis this disintegration of the 

individual psyche.  “Through their research,” Bodei writes,  

the one, the soul, consciousness ceases to be a monolithic unit, a simple 

substance, and becomes an unstable aggregate, an archipelago of poles of 

consciousness, of ‘ilôts de conscience,’ a ‘conscience de coalition’ not unlike 

that of the coral polyps.  From the psychological standpoint, the 

consciousness of individuals considered normal is only the strongest, not the 
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only one.  Its hegemony is based on coalition, on a system of alliances and 

psychic equilibriums that is not natural, but construed, and which demands a 

continuous expenditure of energy.  But since what is most recent and more 

complex in the evolution of the species is also the most transient, the 

‘conscience de coalition’ not capable of developing beyond certain levels of 

greater complexity is liable to dissolution.76 

 

 “Proprio perché maturato attraverso dolorose esperienze private di 

lacerazione interiore”, writes Bodei, as he describes the influence of these 

breakthroughs in psychotherapy on Pirandello’s work,  

Pirandello è stato sensibile ai temi proposti da Binet ne Les altérations de la 

personalité.  Sin dai giovanili Dialoghi tra il gran Me e il piccolo me, composti 

tra il 1895 e il 1906 …, egli ha spinto sino al virtuosismo l’analisi delle 

scissioni dell’io, ha descritto il prodursi di personalità sdoppiate o multiple, 

esercitando il “dubbio iperbolico” nel trattare le fratture e le deformazioni 

psichiche.  Ha così sperimentato le configurazioni della coscienza scissa di un 

individuo, simultaneamente o alternativamente sedotto dalla tranquillizzante 

sicurezza di essere “uno”, dall’angoscia e dallo sconcerto di accorgersi di 

essere “centomila” e dal sollievo derivante dall’ascetica decisione di azzerarsi 

per essere “nessuno”.   

 

[Exactly because he has matured through painful private experiences of 

interior laceration, Pirandello was sensitive to the themes proposed by Binet 
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in the Alterations of Personality.  Starting with the youthful Dialogues 

between the Big Me and the Little me, written between 1895 and 1906, he 

has pushed to the virtuosity the analysis of the division of the ‘I’, has 

described the production of double or multiple personalities, exercising the 

‘hyperbolic doubt’ in the treatment of psychic fractures and deformities.  He 

has thus experimented with the configurations of the split personality of an 

individual, simultaneously or alternatively seduced by the tranquilizing 

conviction of being ‘one’, of the anguish and upset of becoming aware of 

being ‘one hundred thousand’ and from the relief deriving from the aesthetic 

decision to nullify himself into becoming ‘one one’].77  

 

Whereas Mattia Pascal, realizing that he cannot go on without a social status, 

wishes, at a certain point, to have his real identity back and be reintegrated into 

society, Vitangelo Moscarda, the protagonist of UNC wants out of the farce that his 

life has become.  He is tired of playing the fool that those around him perceive him 

to be, so he decides to stop being the person that he thought he was and that 

others believed him to be, up to that moment of self-awareness.  “If for the others 

I was not the one I had always believed I was for myself, who was I?” Moscarda 

asks himself, in the chapter entitled “Com’io volevo esser solo” [The way I wanted 

to be alone].78  In explaining the premise of this chapter, defined by his desire to be 

alone, yet, not in the usual way, but “without himself” and “with an outsider 

present,” Pirandello’s first-person protagonist acknowledges the fact that these 
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ideas sound crazy.  “Vi sembra già questo un primo segno di pazzia?” (17)  [Does 

this seem to you already a sign of madness?], he rhetorically asks the reader, 

anticipating his thought, and continues, “Poteva già essere in me la pazzia, non 

nego …” [There could already have been madness in me, I won’t deny that… (11)]. 

From that moment our protagonist dedicates the remainder of his narrative 

life to, as he puts it, “andare inseguendo quell’estraneo ch’era in me e che mi 

sfuggiva; che non potevo fermare davanti a uno specchio perché subito diventava 

me quale io mi conoscevo; quell’uno che viveva per gli altri e che io non potevo 

conoscere; che gli altri vedevano vivere e io no” (20) [to continue pursuing that 

outsider who was in me but eluded me; whom I couldn’t set in front of a mirror 

because he immediately became me as I knew myself; he was that one who existed 

for the others and whom I couldn’t know, whom the others saw living and I didn’t 

(13)].  What Moscarda refers to is the ability to see himself as an object, to look at 

himself with the detachment of another.  “For everyone there come moments of 

inner silence,” writes Radcliff-Umstead,  

when the soul strips itself of its everyday of its everyday falsehoods and 

vision acquires a power of penetration to see life in its arid nakedness.  In a 

lightning flash one gazes on a reality utterly different from the normal reality.  

At this moment the soul begins to lose itself in the surrounding and menacing 

void, and in an attempt to save himself man rushes to a mirror, where he 

hopes to readjust his mask.  But Pirandello’s final mirror stage causes the 

onlooker to step outside of himself, to see himself (vedersi vivere) in a 

painful experience of depersonalization.  Most of the Sicilian writer’s 

characters become haunted by doubts about their personality, as if their 
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being were floating away from them; and their tormented gesturing before 

the mirror of self-examination represents an effort to gain the permanent 

and nonliving image of a statue.79 

 

In the chapter significantly entitled “Filo d’aria” [A little draft], Moscarda 

decides to look in the mirror, in a conscious effort to catch a glimpse of himself as 

the “outsider,” or as object, while, for an instant, cease to be the contemplating 

subject.  “Il mio sforzo supremo deve consistere in questo:” Moscarda explains, as 

he is about to begin his experiment, “di non vedermi in me, ma d’essere veduto da 

me, con gli occhi miei stessi ma come se fossi un’altro: quell’altro che tutti vedono 

e io no” (24).  [My supreme effort must consist of this: not seeing myself in me, 

but in being seen by me, with my same eyes but if I were another: that other 

whom everyone sees, except me (17)].  Just when he thinks his experiment is 

starting to work, Moscarda catches a glimpse of his foolish face in the mirror and is 

irritated by this image belonging to him.  This moment of irritation apparently 

constitutes just what he needs to catch a glimpse of “it”.  “Fu cosí istantaneo, per la 

spontaneità della stizza, il cangiamento dell’espressione nella mia immagine, e cosí 

subito seguí a questo cambiamento un’attonita apatia in essa, ch’io riuscii a vedere 

staccato dal mio spirito imperioso il mio corpo là, davanti a me, nello specchio. … 

Chi era?  Niente era.  Nessuno.  Un povero corpo mortificato in attesa che qualcuno 

se lo prendesse.  … Non si mosse; rimase a guardarmi attonito” (25-26).  [In the 

spontaneity of this anger, the change of expression in my image was so immediate, 

and this change was so suddenly followed by a stunned apathy, that I could see my 
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body detached from my imperious spirit.  I saw it there, before me, in the mirror. … 

Who was it?  It was nothing.  No one.  A poor mortified body, waiting for someone 

to take it.  He didn’t move; he stood, looking at me, dazed (18)].   If, until then, 

neither the carrying out of this strange experiment, nor the ability to perceive this 

volatile image, or reflect on it, made our protagonist appear mentally unstable, the 

act that culminates  this experiment leaves no doubt of his unbalanced mental 

state.  As the “image” contorts itself and breaks into a double sneeze, Moscarda 

interacts with “the man in the mirror,” wishing him the customary “Salute!” after 

renouncing any involvement in the act, by claiming that “S’era commosso da sé, 

per conto suo, a un filo d’aria entrato chi sa donde, quel povero corpo mortificato, 

senza dirmene nulla e fuori della mia volontà” (28).   [He had been affected, on his 

own, alone, by a little draft, which had come God knows where from, to that poor 

mortified body, without telling me anything, and beyond my will (21)]. The success 

of Moscarda’s experiment is constituted by the act of sneezing as an involuntary 

reaction to an unperceived stimulus.  The grotesque deformation of the image in 

the act of sneezing is an allusion to that which Moscarda will recognize as a sign of 

his insanity.   “E guardai nello specchio”, Moscarda ends the chapter in which 

Pirandello alludes to the fluidity and evanescence of life, “il mio primo riso da 

matto” (28) [And, in the mirror, I looked at my first laugh as a madman (21)].  

This perception, of an “empty” body belonging to no one, does not constitute 

the extent of his neurosis.  What Moscarda comes to realize, as the experiment in 

self-perception continues to unfold, is that there isn’t just one “outsider”, but many, 

as many as a hundred thousand. There are so many factors that condition, and help 

shape, our identity, many of which we are unaware, that it is impossible to perceive 
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all of these identities, or manifestations of ourselves.  “Quando cosí il mio dramma 

si complicò,” Moscarda announces, “cominciarono le mie incredibili pazzie.” (20) 

[When my drama thus became complicated, my incredible acts of madness began 

(14)].  Based on his own assertion, we are forced to conclude that the protagonist 

of One, No One and a Hundred Thousand is suffering from the most common of the 

dissociative disorders, Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), formerly known as 

Multiple Personality Disorder.  “DID … is characterized by a fragmentation, or 

splintering, of identity rather than by a proliferation, or growth, of separate 

identities,” reflecting “a failure to integrate various aspects of identity, memory and 

consciousness in a single multidimensional self.”80  The way Moscarda describes his 

symptoms, as well as his behavior, coincides with the manifestations of yet another 

dissociative disorder, called Dissociative Fugue, characterized, in turn, by “sudden, 

unexpected travel away from home or one's customary place of daily activities, with 

inability to recall some or all of one's past".81  It is common for those who suffer 

from this rare disorder to leave behind their past life and take on a new identity, 

which is exactly what Moscarda does.  

  In both cases, the subject’s reality is perceived by others as a delusion 

caused by his or her mental illness.  “Cominciò da questo il mio male,” Moscarda 

warns early on in the novel, and adds,  

Quel male che doveva ridurmi in breve in condizioni di spirito e di corpo cosí  

misere e disperate che certo ne sarei morto o impazzito, ove in esso  

medesimo non avessi trovato (come dirò) il rimedio che doveva guarirmene  
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(8).  

 

[This was the beginning of my sickness.  The sickness that would quickly  

reduce me to conditions of spirit and body so wretched and desperate that I  

would surely have died of them or gone mad, if I had not found in the  

sickness itself (as I will tell) the remedy that was to cure me of it (5)].   

 

Like Zeno, one of his contemporaries, Moscarda does not seek to find a cure 

for his illness, but instead sees the benefits that he can extract from that which 

others see as a physical and psychological impediment.82  He finds the remedy in 

his sickness.  In his noteworthy article entitled “From Anatomy to Criticism”, Gian-

Paolo Biasin traces the history, and narrative manifestations, of the literary 

treatment of sickness, including mental illness, in literary criticism, in the works of 

Foucault, Lombroso, Kafka, Auerbach and Lucàcs, and Freud.  At the same time 

that “psychoanalysis acquires its scientific autonomy, its recognized social function, 

its cultural status, all of which is inevitably reflected also in literature,” observes 

Biasin, “the very appropriation by literature of medical discoveries begins the inner 

erosion of the solid, positivist world, whereby literary diseases acquire an elusive, 

suggestive character.”  Luigi Pirandello, he goes on to claim, “deliberately uses 

madness as an expressive means for his theories  (especially in Uno, nessuno e 
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centomila and Enrico IV), perhaps by adhering to Durkheim’s conception of the 

marginality of disease considered as a mirror of the writer’s own marginality.”83 

What Pirandello’s characters have in common with other modern characters 

is this illness of the psyche.  This condition facilitates their awakening from the 

automatism and the passivity of the modern condition, allowing them to move 

closer and closer to a complex, and at the same time elusive, sense of reality.84  

Referring again to Svevo and Pirandello, Biasin writes, “Their characters take on a 

significance that transcends their personal cases by far, and that, precisely through 

the common denominator of disease, can be linked to similar contemporary 

experiences of such writers as Thomas Mann …, Robert Musil …, and Federigo Tozzi 

…, for whom the pathological plays a similar role; they anticipate typical patterns 

and attitudes to be found today in the works of Sartre and Camus, and to a lesser 

extent, in those of Vittorini, Pavese, Moravia, Calvino, and others” (882). 

Enrico IV is the Pirandellian work in which insanity, both real and feigned, is 

most thoroughly scrutinized within the larger theme of identity.  A parody of the 

historical drama, Enrico IV fuses eleventh-century historical events with a plot in 

which events and people aren’t always what or whom they appear to be.  The 

characters are well-defined types, reminiscent of commedia dell’arte characters.85  

Enrico, an upper-class gentleman who is in love with a woman belonging to the 

aristocracy, falls from a horse during a pageant and, when he comes to his senses, 
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believes to be the German monarch whom he was impersonating in the pageant.86 

During his madness, which lasts twelve years, those around him, guilt-ridden, 

facilitate his delusion by creating the setting for his delusional reenactment.  The 

problem arises when Enrico comes to his senses and has to face the painful reality 

of his having aged physically without having been aware of it.  Speaking about his 

gray hair, he says, “Ma io li ho fatti grigi qua, da Enrico IV; e non me n’ero mica 

accorto! – m’accorsi oh! in un giorno, tutt’a un tratto – e che in dodici anni doveva 

essersi anche così ingrigito tutto per me, e tutto crollato, tutto finito, e che sarei 

arrivato con una fame da lupo a un banchetto, Marchesa, già tutto sparecchiato!” 

[By my hair turned gray here, as Henry IV; and I hadn’t even realized it! – I 

realized it oh! One day, all of a sudden – and that in twelve years everything must 

have turned gray for me, and everything must have collapsed, finished, and that I 

would arrive, famished as a wolf, at a banquet that has been cleared away].87  

What is left for him to do in order to fill that loneliness and emptiness caused by a 

stone that hit his head but to color that emptiness, that sensation of living in the 

grayness of fog, (in order to try and fill the void of his character), with some color.  

After all, he reminds the Marchesa, we all tend to ‘color’ our reality in some way or 

another and then come to believe that reality the way we’ve altered it.  “Burla? Ma 

perché? Perché so che questo è un abito da mascherato, e non posso crederlo vero? 

– Ma scusate Marchesa,” Enrico directly addresses her, “voi non potete neanche 
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creder vera la tintura dei vostri capelli; eppure la portate come vera la vostra 

biondezza, e vi sorridete davanti allo specchio, ogni mattina, come se veramente 

foste bionda così! – … Un po’ di tintura ai capelli?  Ma è niente!”  Enrico concludes 

his insightful monologue, on the all-too-human tendency to ‘color’ - understood as 

affecting, shaping, or constructing - our reality.  “Pensate” says Pirandello, through 

the voice of his Hamlet - his most garrulous dramatic character, - “che la diamo a 

tutti i nostri sentimenti, a tutte le cose, la tintura che più ci piace!” [But excuse me, 

Marchioness, you cannot believe that the color of your hair is real; yet you wear 

your blondness as if it were real, and smile to yourself every morning in front of the 

mirror, as if you were really that blonde!  A little hair color?  It is nothing. We color 

all of our feelings, all things, with the dye we like most! (MN II, pp. 1294-6, my 

emphasis)]. 

Much like someone who has just been released from years of imprisonment 

or exile, when his delusion stops, Enrico is reluctant to pick up where he had left 

off, when the accident happened, and instead prefers to extend the comfort of his 

delusion by pretending to be insane.  “Dottore veda,” Enrico says, explaining the 

unique situation in which he finds himself, “se il caso non è veramente nuovo negli 

annali della pazzia! – Preferii restar pazzo – trovando qua tutto pronto e disposto 

per questa delizia di nuovo genere: di viverla con la più lucida coscienza – la mia 

pazzia, e vendicarmi così della brutalità d’un sasso che m’aveva ammaccato la 

testa!” [You see, doctor, if my case is not completely new in the catalogs of 

insanity! – I preferred to remain insane – finding here everything ready for this new 

type of delight: to live it with the most lucid conscience – my insanity, and 

vindicate myself in this way of the brutality of the stone that bruised my head! (MN 
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II, p. 1290)].  This “lucid madness,” Pirandello explains, in a 1935 interview, “was 

more bearable [to Enrico] than the torment of his life.”88  In order to prove that for 

him the masquerade had a very real, lasting, life-changing effect, Enrico’s revenge 

is to continue to live that masquerade, and make the others willing participants. 

“Fare che diventasse per sempre – non più una burla, no; ma una realtà, la realtà 

di una vera pazzia”, Enrico warns. [To make sure it became forever – no longer a 

prank, but a reality, the reality of a real madness (MN II, p. 1293)].   

As the “lucid” mad man, he pities the others, his valets, in particular, who 

aren’t aware of being a part of that other show, “quell’altra mascherata, … d’ogni 

minuto, di cui siamo i pagliacci involuntarii (indica Belcredi) quando senza saperlo ci 

mascheriamo di ciò che ci par d’essere – l’abito, il loro abito, perdonateli,” Enrico 

continues to address his bewildered guests, “ancora non lo vedono come la loro 

stessa persona” [the other masquerade, that goes on every minute, of which we 

are the involuntary clowns (he points to Belcredi) when without realizing it we mask 

ourselves with that which we believe to be – the attire, their attire, forgive them, as 

they still do not see it as that which they are (MN II, p. 1298)]. The others have not 

realized that they are that with which they mask themselves; there is nothing else, 

underneath those layers of make-believe.  Enrico’s accident caused him to be able 

to transcend the limits of his identity and consciousness; his temporary madness – 

or the temporary suspension of his sanity - allowed him to glimpse beyond the 

artifice of existence, and to move within a space where reality and illusion traded 

places.  He emerges from this experience possessing that self-awareness that those 

around him lack.  “Io sono guarito, sì!  Da otto anni sono guarito!” Enrico claims, 
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“Perché so perfettamente di fare il pazzo; e lo faccio! – Il guajo è per voi, che siete 

pazzi, e la vivete senza saperla e senza vederla, la vostra pazzia!” [I am cured. I 

have been cured for eight years.  Because I am aware that I am acting as a 

madman; and I do it! – The problem is for you, who are crazy, and you live your 

insanity without seeing, or knowing it (MN II, p. 1298)].  As he fatally stabs his 

rival, Enrico proves that it is the lucid, not the mad, who are really dangerous.  

Having committed a crime of passion, Enrico is aware that he has no choice but to 

continue to seek refuge behind his mask of madness, forever, inviting the others 

(including the reader), to keep him company.  In a world in which he has shown 

that we are all actors, Pirandello distinguishes between conscious and unconscious 

actors, pitying the latter.  Enrico, one of Pirandello’s most insightful characters, 

represents any one of us at a moment of self-awareness.  Having played a certain 

well-defined part, at a certain point in our lives we become aware of this part, or 

mask, having molded itself into our present identity, which Pirandello shows, is 

nothing more than a “socially-determined construction”.  Despite this awareness, 

do we not find it more convenient to continue wearing the mask, as Enrico does, 

and allow ourselves to be pushed forward by the same current to which we have 

become so accustomed?  

There is an implicit fascination with madness in Antonioni, which is reflected 

in his films. Interestingly, Antonioni’s first attempt at filmmaking is a documentary 

shot at an insane asylum, where, in order to ‘color’ reality as little as possible, he 

insists on using the patients instead of professional actors.  He recounts, in Fare un 

film, that everything seemed to proceed in a very normal fashion, with the patients 

being very cooperative and eager to help set up the scene, up to the point in which 
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the lights were turned on.  “Per un attimo i malati rimasero imobili, come 

impietriti,” Antonioni narrates what happened next, and continues:   

Non ho mai più visto sulla faccia di nessun attore uno spavento così 

profondo, così totale.  Fu un attimo, ripeto, poi accadde una scena 

indescrivibile.  I pazzi cominciarono a contorcersi, a urlare, a rotolarsi per 

terra come aveva fatto il direttore.  In breve la stanza divenne una bolgia 

infernale.  I pazzi cercavano disperatamente di ripararsi dalla luce come da 

un mostro preistorico che li assalisse, e i loro volti che prima, nella quiete, 

riuscivano a contenere la demenza in limiti umani, ora apparivano sconvolti, 

devastati.  Ed eravamo noi, ora, impietriti di fronte a quello spettacolo (FUF, 

13-14).   

 

[I have never seen such expressions of total fear on the faces of any actors.  

The scene that followed is indescribable.  The inmates started screaming, 

twisting, and rolling themselves over the floor-just as the head of the asylum 

had demonstrated earlier.  In no time at all the room became an inferno.  

The inmates tried desperately to get away from the light as if they were 

being attacked by some kind of prehistoric monster.  The same faces that 

had kept madness within human bounds in the preceding calm were now 

crumpled and devastated.  And this time we were the ones petrified at the 

sight (AV, 15)]. 

 

While their intention was to use the insane as the actors in the film, Antonioni and 

his crew soon realized that the mad were real (more real than even the characters 
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in Pirandello’s SCSA claimed to be), and they were treated to a real show – the 

enactment of their terrified reaction to the blinding light – for which Antonioni and 

his crew were certainly not prepared.  In the face of reality, both the insane and the 

film crew have the same terrified reaction that petrifies them into stillness, 

impeding their actions.  While Antonioni does not provide any explanations as to 

why he and his friends chose that particular subject matter and those mentally 

unstable individuals to be the subjects of his first film, he does acknowledge the 

strong impact that this first encounter with “reality” (and insanity), or the reality of 

the insane, has had on him, and the direct way in which it has helped to shape his 

vision of reality and his understanding of the impossibility of its unaltered 

representation.   

When talking about another one of his films, Il grido (1957), Antonioni 

finishes with a very personal note.  “Mi piaceva la sequenza con i pazzi:  erano tutti 

pazzi veri.” Antonioni narrates in FUF, and continues, 

Con i matti sono sempre andato d’accordo:  avevo uno zio matto, quand’ero 

bambino e lo affidavano sempre a me e insieme stavamo benissimo.  I pazzi 

vedono cose che noi non vediamo, e io non sono di quelli che credono tanto 

nella ragione: la ragione non ti dà felicità, con la ragione non ti spieghi il 

mondo né l’amore né niente di importante (171, my emphasis).  

[I liked the sequence with all the lunatics – and almost all of them were 

lunatics in real life.  I always got along well with mentally ill people.  One of 

my uncles was mentally ill, and when I was a child the family entrusted him 

to me and we got along very well.  Mentally ill people see things that we 

cannot see.  I do not believe in reason too much.  Reason does not provide 
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happiness; reason does not explain the world, or love, or anything that is 

important (192)].  

 

In this note, Antonioni goes from explaining that he enjoys working with the insane, 

having had a very personal childhood experience with a mentally challenged uncle 

with whom he has spent quite a bit of time, to pointing out that the mentally ill’s 

ability to see goes beyond that of normal individuals.  Like Mattia Pascal, whose 

‘wandering eye’ allows him to see things that stretch out beyond the limited 

perception of others, those who’ve been conditioned to see things ‘straight’, the 

insane have the ability to glimpse obscure realities hidden to the central vision of 

the sane.  And since the filmmaker’s task is that of seeing, and trying to represent 

his vision, by using the mentally-challenged in his films Antonioni is trying to show 

that which goes beyond his own field of vision.  In other words, wearing the mask 

of the insane allows even the sane a ‘glimpse into the other story’.  What Antonioni 

does, while shooting his films, is to occasionally allow himself to wear that mask, 

too.    

It is quite apparent that Pirandello’s characters wear many masks as they act 

out their assigned parts; his characters are always actors.  As a filmmaker, 

Antonioni uses actors to give life to his characters.  His actors are instructed to play 

the parts of characters.  The filmmaker’s relationship with his actors is similar to 

the narrator’s relationship with his characters.  In the chapter entitled “Riflessioni 

sull’attore [Reflections on the Film Actor],” Antonioni reflects on that which, to him, 

constitutes a good actor.  He starts by saying that “L’attore del cinema non deve 

capire, deve essere” (FUF, 47) [The film actor need not understand, but simply be], 
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and continues to explain that even though one might assume that an intelligent 

actor is a better actor, the opposite is often the case].89  In order to interpret (or 

become) someone else, an actor has to try and empty him/herself of everything 

that he or she (consciously) is, so that the new character can occupy as much of 

that vacated space, for the duration of the scene.  When an actor is trying too hard 

to get into character, he may be recreating it all together based on his own 

perception or understanding.  In this respect, we can hear the pleas of the 

Characters in SCSA to the Actors, who are about to interpret them, to accurately 

act out their drama, and not their own interpretation of it.  For Antonioni, a 

“shallow” actor is better than an “involved” one.  Instead of thinking about how to 

interpret a role, Antonioni prefers that his actors’ approach in interpreting their 

roles is instinctual.  “Il metodo che io preferisco è quello di provocare determinati 

risultati attraverso un lavoro segreto (FUF, 48),” [I prefer to get results by a hidden 

method] the filmmaker claims, “stimolare l’attore nelle corde sconosciute a lui 

stesso.  Sollecitare il suo istinto, non il suo cervello.  Non dare giustificazioni, ma 

illuminazioni” [to stimulate in the actor certain of his innate qualities of whose 

existence he is himself unaware – to excite not his intelligence but his instinct – to 

give not justifications but illuminations (AV, 49)].  “I've always said,” Antonioni also 

claims, “that the actor is only an element of the image, rarely the most important. 

The actor is important with his dialogue, with the landscape, with a gesture — but 

the actor in himself is nothing.”90  Ingmar Bergman, Antonioni’s contemporary - 

and, in what constitutes a puzzling twist of fate, the filmmaker who passed away on 

                                                           
89 This concept, of non-thinking actors, relates to characters as objects, Radcliff-Umstead claims that “The 

Pirandellian aspiration is to escape the condition of the conscious être-pour-soi to acquire the inertness of être-en-
soi in the object’s resistance to the néant that death threatens.” (p. 113) 
90

 Charles T. Samuels, Encountering directors, p. 25. 
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the same day as his Italian rival - saw things differently.  While praising the 

filmmaker, “for the uncompromising self-confession to which Antonioni is so deeply 

committed”, in discussing L’eclisse Ingmar Bergman adds that “What seems 

strange to me, however, is his limited interest in his actors, in their instruction and 

guidance. … To me, Bergman ends his comment, “the actor is and always will be 

the most eloquent means of presenting the visions of a film creator.”91  The way in 

which Antonioni communicated his vision, and the philosophical preoccupations that 

he infused in his films, went far beyond the function or abilities of the actors.  In 

many instances it was the actors’ awkwardness, their inability to act professionally, 

and even their absence from a scene, that contributed to the scene its most 

important elements.     

Antonioni mentions that what he particularly liked to do, when shooting a 

scene, was to keep the camera on an actor beyond the time in which the actor is 

“in character,” in order to capture the moment in which the actor is no longer 

playing the role of the character, yet is not yet back to being himself.  It was in this 

instant that Antonioni believed he would capture a glimpse into the possibilities that 

exist in that empty space, or void, that forms when the actor has ceased to play 

another’s part and has not yet started to play his own again.  It is this very 

moment of self-emptiness and transcendence that Moscarda describes, as he 

captures in the mirror, in the instant in which he becomes angry with himself for 

not taking his self-contemplating experiment seriously, a glance of himself when he 

has momentarily ceased being the subject.  It is also the moment that Varia 
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 Ingmar Bergman “On Antonioni’s L’eclisse” in Pierre Leprohon’s Michelangelo Antonioni: An Introduction, p. 174. 
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Nestoroff, the female protagonist of Pirandello’s novel Si gira!, describes when she 

talks about the effect that seeing her own image on screen has on her.   

Varia Nestoroff, the femme fatale, lead actress at the Kosmograph “[rimane] 

sbalordita e quasi atterrita delle apparizioni della propria immagine su lo schermo, 

così alterata e scomposta. Vede lì una, che è lei, ma che ella non conosce. Vorrebbe 

non riconoscersi in quella; ma almeno conoscerla”  [remains amazed and terrified 

of the brief appearances of her own image on the screen, so altered and 

dismantled.  She sees someone there who is she, but whom she does not know.  

She would like to, instead of recognizing herself in that one, at least get to know 

her (QSGO, 33].  It is because of this peculiar quality that Serafino Gubbio, the 

camera operator protagonist observes her with the most intense curiosity.  “Studio, 

dunque, senza passione, ma intentamente questa donna, che se pur mostra di 

capire quello che fa e il perché lo fa, non ha però in sé affatto quella ‘sistemazione’ 

tranquilla di concetti, d’affetti, di diritti e di doveri, d’opinioni e d’abitudini, ch’io 

odio negli altri” [I observe, dispassionately, but intently this woman, who, even 

though she seems to understand what she does and why she does it, does not 

possess that quiet ‘arrangement’ of concepts, affections, of rights and duties, of 

opinions and habits that I hate in others (31)].  Serafino Gubbio, the ‘dispassionate’ 

camera operator, is intrigued by this woman because of the lack of certainty - the 

disorder - he senses in her character.  It is that instinctual quality within her that 

arouses Gubbio’s interest in this mysterious woman.  He goes on to present Varia, 

based on his observations of her, which are anything but dispassionate:   

Ha in sé qualche cosa, questa donna, che gli altri non riescono a 

comprendere, perché bene non lo comprende neppure lei stessa. Si indovina 
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però dalle violente espressioni che assume, senza volerlo, senza saperlo, 

nelle parti che le sono assegnate.  Ella sola le prende sul serio, e tanto più 

quanto più sono illogiche e strampalate, grottescamente eroiche e 

contraddittorie. E non c'è verso di tenerla in freno, di farle attenuare la 

violenza di quelle espressioni.   

 

[This woman has something in herself that the others cannot understand, 

because she can’t even seem to be able to grasp it herself.  One guesses it, 

from the violent expressions that she assumes, without wanting to, or 

realizing it, in the parts that she is assigned.  She alone takes them 

seriously, the more illogical and odd they are, grotesquely heroic and 

contradictory. And there is no way to stop her, of making her diminish the 

violence of those expressions (32].  

 

Naturally, Varia does not recognize herself in the image that represents her, 

because the image does not always represent the same Varia, but each identity 

that she assumes as she gets into character and acts various parts.  There are 

traces of her in every part she interprets, that are distorted in the process that 

transforms her actions into an image, just as there are aspects of her psyche that 

surface as she is interpreting a part, that are more authentic than those that she 

displays in real life.  These revelatory aspects emerge unconsciously, as in dreams 

or Freudian slips, like pieces of a puzzle which she isn’t able to arrange.  “Nemici 

per lei diventano tutti gli uomini,” Serafino continues his analysis of this complex 

woman, “a cui ella s'accosta, perché la ajutino ad arrestare ciò che di lei le sfugge: 
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lei stessa, sì, ma quale vive e soffre, per così dire, di là da se stessa” nei 

personaggi che interpreta” [All men become her enemies, to whom she si drawn so 

that they may help her to pinpoint that aspect of herself which escapes her 

perception:  herself, yes, but as she lives and sufferes, so to say, beyond herself 

(33)].  It is that aspect that lies beyond the realm of that which can be perceived in 

someone, but which may surface in an actor’s artistic performance, as he or she is 

interpreting a fictional role, that Antonioni believes constitutes a flash into his or 

her authenticity; it is also this aspect which Pirandello fiercely believes that cinema, 

in “fixing” the real-life actions of the actors into a series of lifeless moving images, 

is unable to capture.  “Under the image revealed,” Antonioni cautions, there is 

another which is truer to reality and under this image still another and yet again 

still another.”  The cinematic image, in this sense, is not unlike the Pirandellian 

mask, in concealing the essence of that which it appears to reveal.   

 Is it a coincidence that Pirandello chooses a female lead actress, a beautiful 

femme fatale, to portray a tormented character who “lives and suffers” beyond 

herself, in the cinematic roles she interprets?  And that he falls in love with Marta 

Abba, a famous actress he meets in 1923, who appears as a character in many of  

his plays, and who happens to resemble Varia Nestoroff?  Are there such 

coincidences?  Antonioni makes it fairly clear, through the voice of his characters, 

echoed most loudly by the protagonist of The Passenger, that he does not believe in 

coincidences.  Not only does Varia Nestoroff, based on Gubbio’s description of her, 

embody all of the characteristics I’ve already mentioned which Antonioni believes 

make a good actor, but she resembles, more than a little, the female protagonists 

of many of Antonioni’s films.  Just as Varia Nestoroff is Gubbio’s muse, and Marta 
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Abba is Pirandello’s muse, Monica Vitti is Antonioni’s muse.  Like Serafino Gubbio, 

who was infatuated with Varia Nestoroff, Antonioni was in love with the many 

women that Vitti interpreted, and became – as she was enacting those aspects of 

his fantasy that he infused in the roles that he created for her.  In what way does 

the cameraman/director’s relationship with his female lead actress determine his 

ability to capture her artistic essence?  The intensity of the emotional involvement, 

regardless of what we may chose to label it, allows the observer to perceive in the 

other (the female protagonist, in this case) something beyond what one is able to 

perceive in oneself, seeing the other through the altering - whether enhancing or 

deforming - filter of one’s own emotions.  In her book, Pirandello and His Muse: The 

Plays for Marta Abba, Daniela Bini discusses the relationship between Marta, the 

character of the play based on an earlier novella, and Marta, Pirandello’s beloved.  

“While adapting the old ‘novella’ to his new personal love story Pirandello brought 

to the stage his spiritual marriage to Marta the muse and crated a character devoid 

of sexuality. Better yet, Marta the character renounces her sexuality in order to 

acquire freedom and independence.  By sublimating his own sexual impulses 

toward Marta the muse, Pirandello liberates Marta the character” (50). 

  One of the roles that Antonioni attributes to his female characters is also 

that of guiding muse, to accompany and help direct the male protagonist on his 

journey, or passage, in his inner search into what lies al di là.  In The Passenger, 

this idea of a character’s passage into the deepest depths of the self is most 

explicitly explored.  Antonioni focuses in on the protagonist as world traveler, or 

passenger, (witnessed earlier in films like Il grido and Il deserto rosso), as one 

willing to dissolve any ties that keep him grounded and go along for the ride into 
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the unknown, while elaborating on the notion of ‘passage’ that leads to 

transcendence.  In this film we have characters who are always in transit, and who, 

literally and metaphorically, meet on the road to some undetermined place.  “Locke 

is very much a man in transit,” Seymour Chatman observes, “hence the 

appropriateness of the film’s American title.  He, not the Girl, is the passenger, as 

when we say that someone has “passed.”92  Locke’s transformation consists in his 

passing from a state of passive observation and detachment to one of dangerous 

involvement, as he assumes Robertson’s identity and decides to go to his 

appointments.  Weary of his uneventful existence, Locke chooses the mystery, and 

possibilities, of Robertson’s life.  “From that point forth Locke occupies an 

amorphous position between self and other, life and death, between a past and a 

future that appear equally remote to him.”93  Locke doesn’t know very much about 

Robertson, but from Locke’s flashback (or glideback), as he is exchanging the 

passport photos, we don’t notice in Robertson any trace of the frustration and 

hostility that we have seen Locke experience in Africa.  On the contrary, we get a 

sense that Robertson enjoys the slow pace of the African desert.  “So still.  A kind 

of waiting,” he observes as they are looking at the landscape stretching out 

endlessly outside their hotel.  To Locke, it’s all just foreign, comfortless and 

uninviting.  He is lost, frustrated, and unable to communicate in this vast 

emptiness, away from the markers that delineate and stabilize his existence.   

In this God-forsaken place, Locke cannot rely on those aspects that, in the 

West define his social status and facilitate his existence: the Land Rover, language, 
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 S. Chatman. Antonioni, or the Surface of the World, p. 188.  Chatman goes on to draw a link between the Avis car 
rental company as the “facilitator of that more profound passage” and Antonioni, the Author, (or auteur), all of 
which begin with the letter A.  
93

 Quoted by Harrison and Carey in “The World Outside the Window”, p. 47. 
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his skill as a reporter. The shaman he interviews even points out the meaningless 

quality of his interviews, claiming that the questions he asks are more revealing 

about, and allow more insight into, the psyche of the interviewer, than the answers 

are about the person being interviewed.  The conversation that takes place between 

Locke and the shaman, and which is intended to become part of a documentary 

about Locke’s life, shows Locke as the passive, uninvolved, superficial reporter who 

has no real concern for the truth, does not want to jeopardize his social position, 

and, ultimately, just wants to get his job done and return to the comforts of his 

bourgeois life. The man he is interviewing calls his, and our, attention to the 

subjectivity of truth, as he tells him: “Mr. Locke, there are perfectly satisfactory 

answers to all your questions, but I don’t think you understand how little you can 

learn from them. Your questions are much more revealing about yourself than my 

answer will be about me.” “I meant them quite sincerely,” Locke responds, naively, 

still unable to surrender to the subjectivity of truth, which would reveal the futility 

of Locke’s being there, of his profession, and, ultimately, of his very existence.   

“Mr. Locke, we can have a conversation but only if it’s not just what you think is 

sincere but also what I believe to be honest,” the Shaman makes one final attempt 

to show the reporter that there are two sides to every story, or that the story is 

quite different, based on which side you happen to be on.  At this point in his life, 

Locke is not interested in the truth, as he is also not interested in the truth when he 

interviews the president of Chad, in the presence of Rachel, who shows her 

disappointment at Locke’s professional cowardice.94   

                                                           
94

 In response to Rachel’s question, “why didn’t you tell that man he is a liar?” Aldo Tassone provides as a possible 
answer the reply of the journalist in the film Tecnicamente dolce, which Antonioni wrote but never made, claiming 
that, since it resembled The Passenger so much, he would have just repeated himself.  Here is the journalist’s 
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As the shaman gets up and leaves, the camera cuts to a shot of the TV 

screen and Rachel watching a recording of the interview.  As the shaman observes, 

this scene is very revealing about Locke’s character.  It shows why Rachel has 

apparently stopped loving (and respecting) him, and why he does not hesitate to 

trade in his identity.  This scene depicts Locke’s weariness with his role as reporter 

and justifies his desire to have an active role in something.  It clearly shows that he 

does not enjoy traveling to unwelcoming places to ask banal questions and receive 

banal answers, yet he lacks the will to change the status quo. Without knowing 

what he is getting himself into, yet sensing that he cannot continue on a path that 

strays further and further from the truth, as soon as the opportunity presents itself, 

Locke does not hesitate to give up a life that he has started to resent.  “One might 

speculate that, by exchanging identities with Robertson, the fictional Locke satisfies 

the real Antonioni’s desire to ‘see what the next story is like,’…” This is also 

apparent in the camera’s “liberating itself – of this story, Locke’s story – to go off in 

search of others.”95   Even his wife, Rachel, starts searching for him after she learns 

of his presumed death.  Interestingly, his absence reignites her interest in him, 

which she had lost when he was alive.  Now that she thinks he is dead, she can’t 

get him out of her thoughts.  Ironically, it is her lover who tells her “if you try hard 

enough, perhaps you can reinvent him,” implying that perhaps she could find in him 

those characteristics s that she liked about Locke.     

                                                                                                                                                                                           
justification, which could just as well have been David Locke’s:  “Non credere che io non sia d’accordo con te, ma il 
mondo è quello che è, non è ancora pronto per gli ideali; la realtà è quella che è, e noi dobbiamo fare i conti con la 
realtà” (p. 155).  
95

 Tassone, p. 197.  Chatman also includes a story from QBST, entitled “Un film da fare o da non fare” in which 
Antonioni discusses his wandering thought: instead of thinking of the film he was making at the time, he is, 
unwillingly, thinking of another.  
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The Girl (played by Maria Schneider), an architecture student whom Locke 

first notices, without meeting, “in passing” while in London, becomes Locke’s 

passenger and faithful guide on the road that leads to his untimely death.  She is 

an interesting character, as she seems to have no ties no anybody or any place.  

Both when we catch a quick glimpse of her in London, and when Locke encounters 

her at Gaudì’s Palacio Güell in Barcelona, she is sitting by herself, reading a book.  

Like most of Antonioni’s female characters, and especially resembling Claudia’s 

character, in L’avventura, the Girl possesses that unique quality that allows her the 

ease and flexibility to effectively navigate her surroundings.  Also like Claudia, she 

is there to urge David on, like an inspiring muse when he loses interest in his 

search.   

David Locke’s character is also similar to that of Sandro, in L’avventura, as 

he is unable, or unwilling, to keep his focus and carry on with his plan to fulfill 

Robertson’s obligations.  If it wasn’t for the Girl, who urged him to go to 

Robertson’s final appointment, by pointing out that, having assumed his identity, 

Locke has also inherited this responsibilities, Locke would have given up.  As he had 

told Robertson during their conversation, which Locke happened to record, by being 

unable to rid ourselves of old habits, it is us who remain unchanged.  Locke seizes 

the opportunity to trade in his identity with a dead man, and his unlikely plan is 

almost a success, hindered only by Locke’s own lingering state of mind - his world-

weariness and passivity - which he painfully realizes he cannot bury along with 

Robertson’s body.  “I’ve run out of everything: my wife, the house, an adopted 

child, a successful job, everything except a few bad habits I couldn’t get rid of,” 

Locke, as Robertson, tells the Girl in Barcelona.  Exchanging his red checkered shirt 
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for Robertson’s blue shirt is not enough to bring him that peaceful state of mind, 

that ‘stillness’ that are the qualities that had characterized Robertson; he is still 

David Locke, in Robertson’s skin.  On numerous occasions, Locke comes into direct 

contact with that color blue, which represents for Antonioni that quality of the 

infinite which the sky and the sea embody – the gateway to that which lies beyond 

the boundaries of the perceivable, the “al di là.” At the end of the film, and in a 

shot that recalls the film’s beginning, Locke dies stretched on a hotel bed, similar to 

the way in which he had found Robertson in Africa, dressed in a dark red shirt.  In 

the identity confusion that we’ve experienced throughout the film, there is no doubt 

now that the dead body is that of Locke’s.  As the camera moves away from the 

lifeless body, through the bars at the window, past the piazza, and up to the sky, as 

if carrying the soul away from the body that the man shot, can we not hear 

Moscarda’s voice, at the end of UNC?  “Ah, perdersi là, distendersi e abbandonarsi, 

così tra l’erba, al silenzio dei cieli; empirsi l’anima di tutta quella vana azzurrità, 

facendovi naufragare ogni pensiero, ogni memoria!...” [As if intoxicated, I felt 

myself drifting in a calm void, sweet, dream-like (183, my emphasis)].  

Similar to both Pirandello’s FMP and EIV, “The Passenger explores the nature 

of identity as an experimental problem.  It does not critique a superficial society in 

which roles can be put on like new clothes [as Pirandello does, in EIV] but, rather, 

demonstrates the impossibility of genuinely changing identity” which is also 

apparent at the conclusion of FMP (Chatman 187).  What is significant, apart, of 

course, from Antonioni’s masterful cinematic technique in that final, much-

discussed scene at the Hotel de la Gloria, is that David Locke, in “passing” from 

being into non-being is able to achieve the freedom from identity that neither 
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Mattia Pascal, nor Enrico, and not even Vitangelo Moscarda are able to achieve.  

Locke’s fleeing soul, as Chatman stretches the metaphor - carried off by the camera 

as it passes through those enclosing bars, expanding the field of vision and 

ultimately freeing the image from the limitations of perception and ‘point of view,’ - 

allows us the freedom to see, and imagine, whatever we choose.96  Locke is no 

longer enclosed in, and restricted by, those bars, which we saw throughout the film, 

resembling a prison or a birdcage, and which we most visibly recall as the pattern 

of Locke’s red shirt.  Antonioni’s “wandering camera” replicates the trajectory of the 

wandering characters, as it begins to lose focus, wandering off beyond the subject. 

Once it concludes its circular ‘wandering,’ the camera goes back inside and 

descends on Locke’s dead body and on the bodies of those that have gathered 

around him, who have more or less known him, in what looks like a funeral 

gathering.  Having accompanied Locke’s soul out of, and away from, his lifeless 

body, and set it free to go off, towards that blue, welcoming sky - reminiscent of 

Robertson’s shirt - that offered Locke short instances of inner peace and clarity, the 

camera returns to frame that which Pirandello (in QSGO) claimed was the only 

thing it could ultimately capture – death.     

The camera’s departure and distance, or liberation from, the limitations of 

the subject, its flight towards a higher ideal, recalls the many other instances in 

which the characters’ flight symbolizes their freedom from an oppressing identity.  

We think back of Vittoria’s temporary escape from her reality, embraced by the 

lightness of the clouds in L’eclisse, of Mark flying away to freedom and landing to 

his death, and of the image of Locke, as Robertson, “suspended between sea and 
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 William Arrowsmith also sees Antonioni’s project assume a religious dimension, as he talks about the spirit 
transcending from the limitations of a physical body and a physical world. (p, 151)   
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sky in the aerial tram that overlooks the port of Barcelona” (Tassone 154).  

Antonioni’s camera, in hovering over its subjects, allows for different (unmediated) 

points-of-view, while daring to explore that which Harrison and Carey refer to as 

“the world outside the window” (48), inviting us to imagine that which is beyond 

the limitations of the frame.  “[Antonioni’s] own window in the world,” they 

continue their Heideggerian analysis, “- the roaming eye of the camera – frames 

the restless extroversion of such characters [as Locke, Aldo, Vittoria, and Anna.]”  

Antonioni, by means of his ‘floating camera’ ultimately does not fall into the trap, 

and is instead successful in undermining that which Pirandello saw as the problem 

posed by cinema: in the process of capturing reality, killing the authenticity from 

which it originated, retaining a very limited, dubious perception of it.  In many 

other instances, Antonioni’s camera completely abandons the characters in favor of 

the reassuring infinitude of the landscape - the sea, the sky, the open road – or, 

more specifically, that which James S. Williams calls the “ephemeral formal 

beauties of the river Po overwhelmed by mist.”97  In doing so, he liberates the 

frame from the restrictive authority of perception, while at the same time providing 

a sense of relief from the anxiety created by the characters’ actions or state of 

being. 

Before concluding my discussion of The Passenger, it is especially 

appropriate, in the context of this analysis, that attempts to look beyond the 

visible, to mention a film that Antonioni wrote but did not get a chance to make, 

aware that the story was so similar to that of The Passenger that he would be 
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In “The Rhythms of Life: An Appreciation of Michelangelo Antonioni, Extreme Aesthete of the Real”, p. 50.  
Williams is one of the many critics to point to this technique used by Antonioni, and very important, in the context 
of my analysis, of abandoning the character. 
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repeating himself. The thirty-seven-year-old protagonist, T., a journalist, is very 

much like Locke, in his weariness and disillusionment with his profession and with 

his meaningless life.  He decides to go into the Amazonian jungle to report on 

something more authentic, more foreign and implicitly more worthwhile, yet the 

plane crashes and the harsh reality of the natural world (of which he had a very 

idealized notion), and their inability to adapt, causes the death of the two 

passengers.  The journalist’s inability to survive the harsh reality of the Amazonian 

jungle, and his subsequent death are testaments to a reality that he would certainly 

not have been able to accurately represent.  In a sense the jungle, by killing him, 

ultimately prevented him from inaccurately representing its story.   “Come storia – 

Antonioni had confided –  

Tecnicamente dolce mi piaceva più di Professione reporter perché mi 

riguardava più da vicino.  Era una storia cioè che sarebbe potuta accadere a 

me.  Io ci sarei andato subito nella giungla, sono fatto così per 

temperamento.  Mentre all’appuntamento all’Hotel della Gloria, dove va il 

reporter Locke alla fine del film, non ci sarei probabilmente mai andato, 

sapendo di lasciarci la pelle.  Il reporter è uno che vuole cambiare se stesso, 

eliminare se stesso per diventare un altro, quindi è uno che spinge più in 

fondo quello che per il protagonista di Tecnicamente dolce è semplicemente 

un bisogno vago in un momento di crisi…  Tra i due personaggi c’è comunque 

una certa somiglianza. … Come il reporter Locke, il giornalista T. va in giro 

per il mondo perché, almeno per un certo periodo, vuol dimenticare se stesso  

(Tassone 151, my emphasis).  
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[I liked Tecnicamente dolce more than The Passenger because it more closely 

regarded me.  It was a story that could have happened to me.  I would have 

gone to the jungle right away, it’s in my temperament.  While at the meeting 

at Hotel de la Gloria where the reporter goes at the end of the film I probably 

would have never gone, knowing that I wouldn’t return. The reporter is 

someone who wants to change himself, eliminate himself in order to become 

someone else, therefore he is someone that pushes to the extreme that 

which for the protagonist of Tecnicamente dolce is simply a vague need in a 

moment of crisis.  Like Locke, the reporter, T., the journalist travels around 

the world because, at least for a while, he wants to forget himself].  

 

Having begun with a documentary, Antonioni ends his career with a sort of 

documentary, a cinematic auto-biography, of his work and of himself.   Just as 

Mattia Pascal, at the end of the novel, finds comfort in living the life of a dead man 

by writing his autobiography, or giving literary life to his narrative protagonist, with 

the help of his friend, don Eligio Pellegrinotto, so Antonioni, in collaboration with 

Wim Wenders, pieces together, in Al di là delle nuvole, his 1995 film directed in 

collaboration with Wim Wenders, a sort of autobiography, from his written sketches 

of stories that never made it into films.  Along with its overt meta-cinematic 

commentary, the autobiographical aspect echoes throughout the film.  In a chapter 

of his book entitled, “Report about Myself,”98  Antonioni remembers the second, of 

two impulses he recalls having, to make a film about his own youth.  He recalls, 

                                                           
98

 In a note in which Antonioni explains the choice of this title, the only one in the collection in English, we get a 
sense of Antonioni’s humor, skill as a narrator, as well as his constant self-analysis.  The note reads:  “Questo titolo 
mi è venuto in inglese, non so perché. In Italiano potrebbe essere Resoconto su me stesso, brutto.  Oppure 
Racconto personale, opaco. Laciamolo com’è.”   
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and narrates, being in front of a flower shop “in una città che non è quella dove 

abito oggi” [that is not the same one where I live now] and feeling awkward when a 

man who happened to be close-by, stops and points out something that turns out 

to be indiscernible.  “Avrà sí o no cinquant’anni,” Antonioni describes this 

insignificant character whose puzzling gesture triggers in the filmmaker an 

autobiographical impulse,  

alto, robusto, se ne sta lí a gambe divaricate in un atteggiamento risoluto e il 

berretto che ha in testa non fa che accentuare la fermezza minacciosa del 

suo braccio teso.  Forse è un matto scappato al manicomio, ogni tanto 

succede da queste parti.  Oppure è un matto messo fuori dal manicomio per 

prova (messo fuori o messo dentro un altro manicomio?) O piú 

semplicemente è uno che indica qualcosa che lui vede, oppure gli è scappato 

quel gesto senza che il suo cervello abbia dato l’ordine.  Nessuno sa bene 

come funziona il cervello, quali siano le interferenze del suo chimismo sul 

nostro comportamento.  

 

[He was about fifty years old, tall, robust, with his legs wide apart, a resolute 

attitude and the beret he had on his head that accentuated the menacing 

firmness of his tense arm.  Maybe he is a crazy man who has escaped from 

the insane asylum, it happens every now and tehn.  Or maybe he is a crazy 

man taken out of the asylum for a test (taken him out of, or putting him 

inside, another asylum?) Or, more likely, he is someone that indicates 

something he sees, or maybe he made that gesture without his brain having 
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commanded it.  Noone knows how the brain works, what are the 

interferences of his chemistry on our behavior].99 

 

What we have in this unusual recollection is Antonioni, the writer, painting a 

beautiful narrative picture of an odd character.  He describes a mad man who 

indicates something that is unclear, and who, Antonioni adds, in a significant 

distinction between “inside” and “outside,” has either escaped, or been let out, of a 

mental institution, or, ironically, perhaps finds himself in another mental institution, 

along with all of us.  He cautions us, at the end of his description, however, in our 

attempt to try to understand human behavior, and urges us to curb our eagerness 

in labeling someone as insane.  Just as our brain is ultimately a mysterious 

mechanism, so the origins of our thoughts, and the “thoughts in the making” that 

Antonioni used to describe his films, are also mysterious.  The idea about making a 

film about himself, about his youth, originates in front of a flower shop where what 

appears to be a crazy man points out something unseen, and where three centuries 

overlap between the year 1882, that is written on a sign on the flower shop door, 

and 2006, which Roland Barthes had mentioned to Antonioni a week before this 

event, in Paris.100  “Non so perché in quel momento davanti al negozio del fioraio mi 

venne in mente questo episodio” [I don’t know why in that moment, in front of the 

flower shop, this episode came to mind], Antonioni continues his recollection of the 

                                                           
99

 Quel bowling sul Tevere, henceforth QBST, p. 108.  All translations from this text, unless othersise stated, are my 
own. 
100

 “-È la prima volta che il duemila si fa vivo con me, - fu il commento di Barthes” Antonioni narrates, as he makes 
the great French critic a character in his story.  “E c’era nella sua voce tutta l’ironia che gli era abituale ma anche un 
po’ di malinconia, che lui però si sforzava di nascondere quasi fosse un sentimento fuori posto” Antonioni finishes 
to paint Barthes’ psychological portrait,  in that instance.    
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origins of that authobiographical impulse, as he alludes to the arbitrary quality of 

memory. 

Guardai di nuovo il cartello del simposio e improvvisamente mi sentii stretto, 

intrappolato fra questi due indici di tempo:  1882 e 2006.  E fu allora che 

pensai alla mia giovinezza e mi venne una voglia matta di farci sopra un film, 

proprio su di me, il sottoscritto di allora al quale ho voltato con gli anni – 

sgarbatamente e forse irragionevolmente – le spalle (QBST, 110).   

 

[I looked again at the symposium sign and all of a sudden I felt constrained, 

trapped between these two indicators of time: 1882 and 2006.  And it was 

then that I thought at my youth and I had a crazy urge to make a film about 

it, about me, yours truly from that time to whom, as the years have passed, 

I have turned –impolitely and maybe irrationally – my back].   

 

“Durò un attimo, quella voglia” Antonioni concludes that short-lived, naturalistic 

impulse to make a young Antonioni the subject of one of his films. “E non dovette 

poi essere nemmeno tanto irresistibile se alla prova dei fatti, cioè parlandone oggi, 

non mi ritorna” (QBST, 110).  [That urge only lasted a moment.  And it probably 

wasn’t so irresistible if, in fact, as we talk about it today, it doesn’t come back]. We 

detect the same irony and melancholy that Antonioni recalls Barthes having 

expressed, during that conversation they had in Paris, in this paradoxical statement 

that concludes this important chapter of stories that never made it into films.101          

                                                           
101

 It is noteworthy to mention that Antonioni lived one year past 2006, that year which Barthes, three years 
Antonioni’s junior (but who died in 1980), imagined as a far-too-distant distant, unattainable reality, at the time of 
the story. 
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Ironically, a few of the short stories that Antonioni records in QBST as rapidly-

passing thoughts will make their way into this film.  Like Mattia Pascal, John 

Malkovich, the first-person narrator of Beyond the Clouds, is a wanderer, an 

observer of reality, whose narration accompanies -often from a distance, similar to 

the way in which Malkovich follows the characters - the images that, in Antonioni’s 

case, paradoxically constitute and screen the story.  As the larger plot of the film, 

which is about watching, or seeing, unfolds, we witness the synthesis of Antonioni 

the writer and Antonioni the filmmaker.    

The film is a compilation of stories, or visual sketches, into which the 

narrator/director walks in and out, giving the viewer an image of the presence and 

absence - that fuori and dentro of the story of the madman in front of the flower 

shop - of the writer in his stories (which have been transformed into films).102  The 

subtle philosophic undertones of these short clips, as well as the characters 

themselves, are unquestionably Pirandellian.  The Pirandellian dichotomy of life and 

form - the fuori and dentro of it all - is present throughout.  At one point, Malkovich 

is on a train, going somewhere uncertain, reminiscent of Mattia Pascal.  Then the 

story takes an unexpected, meta-narrative turn, and we see Marcello Mastroianni, 

whom we all recognize (and we immediately think of Pirandello’s commentary in 

“Quando si è qualcuno”), interpreting the role of a painter in the process of making 

                                                           
102 In a review of Quel bowling sul Tevere, Tyrus Miller and Deanna Shemek discuss the structure and implications 

of Antonioni’s literary ‘sketches’.   “Antonioni describes these prose sketches as "nuclei". He intends us to consider 
them proto-films and underlines this intention with a disclaimer of literary ambition: "I'm a director who writes, 
not a writer." A brief consideration of the metaphor of nucleus sheds light on the aesthetic that informs these 
sketches. Containing the root meaning "nut", "nucleus" appears in two common contexts: as the control center of 
a living cell or as the center of an atom. In the first case, "nucleus" functions as an organic metaphor for artistic 
activity. It embodies Antonioni's iconoclastic individuality, his insistence on the auteur's authority in the 
filmmaking process, and his construction of films from cell-like fragments of the visual world. Nucleus as an atomic 
metaphor reveals a different aspect of Antonioni's aesthetic: his "atomistic" world-view, with its emphasis on flux 
and fragmentation.” (p. 164) 
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a reproduction of a Cezanne painting.  The dialog he has with his female companion 

echoes Pirandello’s (and Benjamin’s) criticism of art that has lost its aura of 

authenticity, in the process of its mass production.  This time it is not some 

inexperienced actor, but Mastroianni himself, interpreting an amateur painter, who 

informs us that in reproducing the movements (brush strokes) of an artist, or 

replicating the work of a genius, as he calls him, one’s performance allows him to 

partake in that ephemeral quality which otherwise one is not likely to attain.  Could 

we not hear Wim Wenders attesting to the authenticity of the Antonioni film he 

(Wenders) is directing?  Is this not a “copy”, or an interpretation of, an Antonioni 

film, or, more appropriately, perhaps an (inaccurate) portrayal or interpretation of 

Antonioni himself, by another director/critic?      

In the episode that takes place at the Parisian café, a young woman, Chiara 

Caselli, picks out the man sitting by himself, a complete stranger, played by Peter 

Weller, to share with him the story she claims to have read in a magazine, of some 

Mexican scientists who were going to an Incan city, accompanied by some porters.  

At some point, the porters stop and refuse to continue on their journey until they’ve 

rested for a few hours.  When asked, their leader explains that they had left their 

souls behind, and had to stop and let these catch up with the bodies.  The girl, like 

us, finds this story oddly interesting, and notes that we, too, lose our souls, and 

should stop and wait for them.  When the man asks her: “to do what?” she 

answers, “everything that seems pointless.”  The implication is that we are in such 

a hurry to fulfill all those obligations we have been conditioned to think are 

important, piling on one socially-imposed mask after another, that we forget 

ourselves in the process.  We have become so effective at picking up momentum in 
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our fast-paced race towards death that we’ve forgotten to stop and catch our 

breath, neglecting to nourish that life force within us that we keep burying deeper 

and deeper under more layers of cultural nonsense.  “Conosco anch’io,” Gubbio 

ponders, in a dialogue with himself, at the beginning of QSGO,  

il contegno esterno, vorrei dir meccanico della vita che fragorosamente e  

vertiginosamente ci affacenda senza requie.  Oggi, così e così; questo e  

quest’altro da fare; correre qua, con l’orologio in mano, per essere in tempo  

là.  … Nessuno ha tempo o modo d’arrestarsi un momento a considerare,  

se quel che vede fare gli altri, quel che lui stesso fa, sia veramente ciò che  

che sopra tutto gli convenga, ciò che gli possa dare quella certezza vera,  

nella quale solamente potrebbe trovar riposo.  Il riposo che ci è dato dopo  

tanto fragore e tanta vertigine è gravato da tale stanchezza, intronato da  

tanto stordimento, che non ci è piú possible raccoglierci un minute a pensare.   

Con una mano ci teniamo la testa, con l’altra facciamo un gesto da ubriachi  

(3-4).   

 

[I, too, am acquainted with life’s external, I want to say mechanical,  

attitude, that, vociferously and spiraling, continually preoccupies us. Today,  

this and that: this or that to do: running here, watch in hand, to be there in  

time.  Nobody has the time or the will to stop a moment and consider if that  

which he sees other doing, or that which he does, is really that which he  

should, that which could give him that real certainty, which is the only thing  

in which he can find some rest.  The break that we are given after so much  

frenzy and dizziness is oppressed by so much weariness, defined by so much  
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giddiness, that it is not possible to gather a minute to think.  With one hand  

we hold our head, with the other we make a drunken gesture].   

 

Only in primitive cultures, like that of the Incas, do people still act on their impulse 

to stop and rest, acknowledging the life force within them, and the need to nourish 

it.  By drawing our attention to the story of the Inca porters, that is so obviously 

out-of-context in this busy Parisian café, Antonioni, once again, temporarily gives 

us a glimpse into that other story, odd and incomprehensible as it may seem, that, 

like all of his stories (and his characters alike) is not intended to clarify anything, 

but serves to elicit a spark – in the form of a question, or a reaction - within us.   

As the story unfolds, we meet the man’s wife, played by Fanny Ardant, also 

alone, in their apartment, waiting for him to come home from the girl who’s told 

him the story and who has since become his lover.  When his wife, who is visibly 

hurt, asks him to choose between the two women, the man goes to his lover 

apparently with the intention to end the affair, but once there claims to have 

“forgotten it all” – the story about the affair.  This character embodies all the 

characteristics of the typical Antonionian male protagonist.  He lacks courage and 

isn’t capable of real love – he is addicted to that “sick Eros”, which, like a drug, 

offers a temporary fix to the recurrent inner torment.  This sickness that has 

substituted love is itself a type or madness.  The man’s wife, at one point, calls our 

attention to the “ridiculousness of love.”   “Love is an illusion, a trap in which we all 

fall,” she, in that drunken state - reminiscent of that drunken gesture that, holding 

our head with the other hand, we all make at some point, as a result of the 

weariness that our life has proven to be - continues her very lucid analysis.  What 
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makes this apprehension worse is the awareness of having fallen into the trap, 

along with the sense of helplessness and desperation, (those same feelings that 

Gubbio perceives in himself and observes in others), knowing that the only emotion 

she can stir in her husband is pity.  She has become sickened with the 

ridiculousness that has become her existence, which is in itself a sort of madness.   

As we move to another apartment emptied of its furniture, and of its ‘story’, 

the woman finds herself in the presence of another man who has just become 

aware of the ridiculousness of his own (similar) situation.  The image of their 

bodies, trapped between these walls, reflects their inner torment, captive as they 

are to their helpless, despairing condition.  We, the audience, have at this point 

also become aware of this suffocating absurdity.  As if watching a performance of 

the Sicilian puppet theatre, instead of the tragic catharsis, we are grateful that it is 

not we who are enacting this tragedy of modern existence, while at the same time 

being conscious of the likelihood that we will be playing these roles at some point in 

our lives.  The man’s statement echoes of his ailing condition, as he reassuringly 

points out that “There’s a cure for everything”.  The female character, played by 

Fanny Ardant, proves, once again, to be the wiser one of the two.  Her reply, 

“That’s what disturbs me,” attests to her having consciously surrounded to the 

sickness that cannot be separated from herself because, at least in that moment, it 

is her ‘self’.  Her answer reminds us of Pirandello’s protagonist in Enrico IV, who 

told those around him who were trying so hard to cure him of his madness that he 

preferred to continue pretending to be mad even after he had recovered his senses.  
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“Enrico is furious at their intrusions, since he has used his madness as a protective 

mask against reality.”103   

What happens when the mask hardens to the point of suffocating, or killing, 

that which it is ultimately trying protect?  Madness has been proven to shelter the 

flame that burns inside those characters in which it manifests itself.  Pirandello and 

Antonioni go beyond the manifestations of madness, in identifying in their 

characters that destructive force that fixes life and petrifies it.  Pirandello’s conflict 

between life and form is visually represented in the opening sequence of Antonioni’s 

L’eclisse.  L’eclisse begins the way La notte ends – with a separation, at dawn, a 

time of day normally associated with a beginning.  The emotional weight of this 

scene is once again transmitted to us, the viewers, as we try to understand what 

has taken place.  We are not provided the details of the story that is ending; the 

psychological sketch of its two protagonists allows us, if we wish, to try to create 

our own version of it. Vittoria has outgrown the relationship; she can no longer 

stand Riccardo’s pathetic passivity (who appears paralyzed in the chair).  She is not 

sure of the reasons for her wanting to end their relationship (when Riccardo asks 

whether she doesn’t love him anymore or doesn’t want to marry him, she answers 

“Non lo so.”) but she knows she cannot continue it, either.  This is the first of the 

many instances in which Vittoria will repeat this phrase in this film.  Even though 

she doesn’t know what she wants, she senses what she doesn’t want.  In a 

beautifully-constructed frame, we see Riccardo sitting in his chair, a blank 

expression on his face, looking more like a statue than a human being.  We are 

made to assume that is it this very quality of his that has slowly pushed Vittoria 
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 James Fisher “Pirandello and Commedia dell’arte,” Modernism in European Drama: Ibsen, Strindberg, 
Pirandello, Beckett.  Ed. Frederick J Marker and Christopher Innes (Toronto, 1998), p. 163.  
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away.  The side of a wall visually divides the two, further emphasizing their 

psychological separation, and, while Riccardo looks at her, Vittoria catches a 

glimpse of herself in the mirror.  The mirror frames her as she seems puzzled and 

uneasy at seeing her own reflection.  Looking at that frame, we become aware of 

other frames that contain pictures of objects or landscape, or, as Pirandello would 

put it, we see enacted the process that hardens the flow of life into a dead form.  

We observe, in the camera’s morbidly slow journey, all those lifeless objects that 

are found in an apartment – the books, the furniture, the pictures, the box of 

cigarettes - and among them, surprisingly, happen upon two people who seem to 

be only objects themselves (especially Riccardo, in his petrified passivity in light of 

the situation).  The table fan is the only thing that moves, in a mechanical rhythm 

that dominates the silence.  In fact, the rotating fan is juxtaposed to the statue-like 

Riccardo in various frames, seriously calling into question the man’s human 

qualities, vis-à-vis this mechanical object.   

Amidst the oppressive silence, we have an overwhelming feeling of the 

compactness of meaning, which we try, unsuccessfully, to absorb. This feeling 

becomes a certainty as we watch the sequence of Vittoria holding the wooden 

frame, which appears to be a picture until she puts her hand through it and 

rearranges, centering, a small, abstract sculpture.  In the next frame, we are given 

a different perspective; we see the back of the frame and Vittoria’s finger touching 

the miniature vase that is also there, along with the statue, in a caressing, 

endearing way – a gesture that alludes to that which is missing from Vittoria and 

Riccardo’s relationship.  Antonioni here intentionally calls our attention to the 

unnatural process of framing, or contextualizing, and the multiple layers that 
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superimpose themselves and filter (or impede upon) our ability to perceive reality, 

the same way in which he believes that an image superimposes itself on, 

obstructing, so many other images it. The sequence in which Antonioni shows the 

“frame within a frame” is a very obvious, meta-artistic reference to the process of 

framing in cinema.  He quickly dispels any doubts we may have had about seeing 

so many actual frames within the frames of the film, by bringing to the forefront of 

our vision the invisible aspect of filmmaking – as he is making an outright 

statement of that which is normally implied in his films.  Just when we think that 

the framing imagery has been exhausted, we are presented an even stronger 

metaphor – that of the rectangular piece of fossil that frames the outline of a 

branch, or plant, that time has permanently imprinted on the rock.  L’eclisse, like 

Pirandello’s Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore, along with Blow-up, is the film in 

which the artistry of Antonioni’s creation is most visible.  The meta-cinematic effect 

is more powerful here than in other films, including Al di là delle nuvole, in which it 

is intended to be more explicit.  The overly explicit, at times clichéd, commentary 

on the nature and impossibility of representation, as well as the thematic 

condensation in Al di là delle nuvole, can, at least in part, be attributed to Wim 

Wender’s involvement in the making of this film as an attempt at explaining 

Antonioni the filmmaker, by deconstructing his psyche.    

A scene in the last story in Al di là delle nuvole, whose protagonists are the 

young architect, played by Vincent Perez, and the girl who is about to enter a 

convent, visually demonstrates the concept of the “al di là”, or the “beyond”.  The 

young couple, having just met, is wandering the streets (he decided to accompany 

the girl, who is going to evening mass), and just like in Marcel Herbier’s Feu 
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Mathias Pascal, the 1926 film based on Pirandello’s novel, our attention is called to 

the fountains, from which, in Antonioni’s film, water flows abundantly.  Water, 

which represents vitality, falls against the rock of the fountain.  We see the fountain 

- the place where the young man enacts an exultation of life – representative of the 

Pirandellian duality of life and form.  The philosophical dialogue between the two 

young people seems enacted by two Pirandellian characters.  “Life is the only thing 

that we know exists” he replies to the girl who has just informed him that she 

wants nothing from life – that she is afraid of it.  He jumps on the edge of the 

fountain, takes a second to find his balance, and enthusiastically enacts, with his 

own body, the idea of the ‘al di là’, or the ‘oltre’ which is the primary concern of 

Pirandello’s cameraman, Serafino Gubbio.  Pointing to the running water, he says: 

“Look, here we’re alive,” then pointing to the stone, continues, “here we’re dead” 

and concludes, from his position in the middle of the two things he has just 

indicated: “we’re beyond.”          

Although this demonstration is childish and perhaps too banal, it shows the 

character balancing between two metaphors, life and death.  In this 

autobiographical work, Antonioni is conceptually embodied, more or less, in all of 

these characters.  In the visual instance I’ve just described, the young man 

represents the pivot of a balance.  Thomas Harrison discusses this concept of the 

pivot, as espoused by Leone Gala in Pirandello’s play Rules of the game.  “The 

secret of mental health, Gala explains, consists not only in the double gesture of 

emptying and refilling oneself but also in the balancing of the two, or in ‘finding a 

pivot.’”104  What Antonioni (along with Wenders) appear to say, by having his 
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 Harrison, Essayism, p. 214. 
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protagonist create a balance between that which represents life on one side and 

that which represents death on the other, using his own body as a pivot, is that the 

moment of transcendence happens at the point in which the physical and spiritual 

aspects are in equilibrium.  As in the story of the Inca porters, tension forms when 

our body and soul, or that which represents the duality that makes up our physical 

and emotional being, do not move at the same speed, or move altogether in 

opposing directions.   

As the title suggests, in this film Antonioni analyzes, more directly than in 

any of his other films, the concept of the ‘beyond.’  More explicit than in earlier 

films, the concern remains the same:  what is beyond the frame, and, ultimately, 

what is beyond the image.  Through the voice of his spokesperson/alter ego, 

Antonioni again informs us that, throughout his career, he’s done nothing else but 

“tried to discover what was behind them” – that sea of images that he, like another 

of his protagonists, Thomas, has spent his entire career shooting, enlarging and 

projecting.   In the last scene, Antonioni’s camera goes wandering off, once again, 

as it did in the much-discussed last sequence of The Passenger, in order to fix its 

gaze on new characters who appear at the windows of a hotel, each window 

framing their story.  Like Pirandello’s dispassionate observer/cameraman Serafino 

Gubbio, Antonioni’s camera, too, seems passive in its capturing, fixing into a frame, 

(and ultimately distorting, destroying) the many realities it arbitrarily encounters.  

Like the collection of thirty-three narrative sketches from which the film was 

inspired, and from which Antonioni and Wenders chose only a few to include in his 

film, the windows that the camera frames all contain possible stories. The camera, 

in its journey upward, happens upon, intravede, a particular moment –a fragment 
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of a story - that is being lived.  It is Antonioni’s way of giving us a glimpse into the 

‘untold stories’ – alluding to that which exists beyond the scope of his 

representation. 

Just like the characters at the end of L’eclisse, these characters remain only 

sketches and their stories remain untold, yet, having caught a glimpse into their 

reality, they become figments of our imagination, allowing us to envision a plausible 

story, to which we’ve become, if only momentarily, involuntary witnesses.  

Naturally, many windows are closed.  For every window that is closed an infinite 

number of windows of representation opens into our imagination.   The narrator is 

looking out from behind one of those windows too, a character in one, or all, of his 

stories.  Behind, and beyond the character is the imagination of the artist – that 

endless fountain into which the filmmaker and writer glances only to find there 

reflected the shadows of his characters.  And beyond the filmmaker is the audience.  

Antonioni cautions against the tendency to regard his characters as symbols of a 

determined society.   Instead, Antonioni wants his characters to spark a reaction 

within his audience, and in the process become a personal experience.  

The powerful image with which Antonioni concludes Beyond the clouds, of 

John Malkovich looking out one of the windows of a hotel and then slowly blurring 

into darkness, recalls one of Vitangelo Moscarda’s reflections, at the conclusion of 

Pirandello’s UNC, significantly entitled “Aspettando” [Waiting].  “Lei s’affaccia a una 

finestra,” Moscarda continues his monologue, directed at Anna Rosa, 

guarda il mondo; crede che sia come le sembra.  Vede giù per via passare la gente, 

piccola nella sua visione ch’è grande, così dall’alto non le sembra più grande d’un 

suo ditto.  Ah, se le venisse in mente di chiamarlo e di domandargli: “Mi dica un 
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po’, come le sembro io, affacciata qua a questa finestra?”  Non le viene in mente, 

perché non pensa all’immagine che quelli che passano per via hanno intanto della 

finestra e di lei che vi sta affacciata a guardare.  Dovrebbe fare lo sforzo di staccare 

da sé le condizioni che pone alla realtà degli altri che passano giú e che vivono per 

un momento nella sua vasta visione, piccoli transitanti per una via.  Non lo fa 

questo sforzo, perché non le sorge nessun sospetto dell’immagine che essi hanno di 

lei e della sua finestra, una tra tante, piccola, così alta, e di lei piccola piccola là 

affacciata con un braccino che si muove in aria (176, my emphasis).  [You look out 

a window; you watch the world, you believe it’s the way it seems to you.  Down in 

the street you see people go by, tiny in your view, which is great, from the height 

of the window where you are looking out.  You can’t not feel in yourself this 

greatness, because if a friend now goes by down in the street and you recognize 

him, observed like this from above, he seems to you no greater than your finger.  

Ah, suppose it occurred to you to call to him and ask him: ‘Tell me something: how 

do I appear to you, at this window here?’ It doesn’t cross your mind, because you 

aren’t thinking of the image the passers-by have now of the window and of you 

looking out of it.  You would have to make the effort to detach from yourself the 

conditions you impose on the reality of the others passing by down below, who live 

for a moment in your vast view, little transients along a street.  You don’t make this 

effort, because you never conceive the image they have of your window, one 

among many, small, high, and of you, tiny, peering out there, waving your little 

arm in the air (150).  At the end of his monologue, Pirandello observes Anna Rosa’s 

pitiful reaction to his peculiar reflections, or, more appropriately, to something she 

must have seen in his eyes.  “… [P]assò a una grande pieta di me, per rispondere, 
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come affascinata, a quella che, certo, io dovevo avere negli occhi, mentre la 

guardavo come dall’infinita lontananza d’un tempo che avesse perduto ogni età” 

(178)  [She switched to a great pity for me, responding, as if fascinated, to what, 

surely, I had in my eyes, as I looked at her from the infinite distance of a time that 

had lost all age (152)].  Anna Rosa is not moved by Moscarda’s words, which she 

interprets as nothing more than the irrational ramblings of a mad man.  Like 

Antonioni’s female protagonists, Anna Rosa responds instead to something she sees 

in his eyes.     

For both Pirandello and Antonioni the eye is the only locus of meaning, a tiny 

screen that reflects truth.  Their most obsessive preoccupation, the theme that 

permeates all of their work, bringing the two metaphysically closer than all of the 

others I have mentioned, the force that is hiding behind the masks of their 

characters, is the act of seeing.  “Vanno di moda gli occhi,” the young protagonist 

says to the girl in the first story in Beyond the clouds, and adds “i veri discorsi sono 

chiusi dentro.”  “È qualcosa che tutti gli uomini hanno in commune, credo,” writes 

Antonioni himself,  

quest’abitudine di tenere un occhio aperto al di dentro e uno al di fuori di 

loro.  A un certo momento le due visioni si avvicinano e come due immagini 

che si mettono a fuoco si sovrappongono.   È da questo accordo tra occhio e 

cervello, tra occhio e istinto, tra occhio e coscienza che viene la spinta a 

parlare, a far vedere (1964).   

 

[Eyes are in style; the real discourses are closed inside.  It is something that 

all human beings have in common, I believe, this tendency to keep an eye 
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open inside and one outside of themselves.  At a certain moment the two 

visions get closer and like, two images that catch fire, overlap.  It is this 

agreement between eye and brain, between eye and instinct, between eye 

and conscience that causes the push to speak, to reveal]. 105   

 

Whether observing the world, contemplating the nature of our perception, or 

looking inward, the subject of the gaze, in both Pirandello and Antonioni’s case is 

always an abstraction.  Reality, once perceived, filtered and interpreted, becomes 

an illusion.  Guided by Serafino Gubbio, the cameraman, and Thomas, the 

professional photographer, we may begin to deconstruct the process of seeing, and 

perceiving, reality.   The eye, witness to a reality it cannot perceive, comprehend, 

or interpret, is the real protagonist.   Mattia Pascal’s ‘wandering eye’, in its inability 

to focus on a subject, is able to perceive what those endowed with normal, or what 

is referred to as direct vision, cannot.  Like Antonioni himself, Pascal’s wandering 

eye, in its peripheral vision, abandons the main story and looks for other, less 

obvious, ones. In Gubbio’s case, his eye, from behind the lens of the video camera, 

witnesses the real scene of the woman he secretly loves being slaughtered by a 

tiger.  Faced with this unexpected display of reality, in the midst of that which is 

supposed to be a game of illusion, he remains speechless.  Speech, after all, 

Pirandello implies in his theory on cinemelografia, is superfluous to seeing.  

Only people can speak – images cannot – Pirandello claims, as he suggests 

that music should constitute the soundtrack for films.  Serafino Gubbio, who ceases 

to speak at the end of the novel, echoes Pirandello’s belief that films should be 
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translation. 
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silent.  The last scene of Antonioni’s The Passenger represents a perfect example of 

Pirandello’s concept of cinemelografia.   “… Professione reporter è forse il più bel 

film ‘muto’ degli ultimo cinquant’anni, quello in cui meglio viene orchestrata la voce 

del silenzio,” Tassone writes about The Passenger (158).  [The Passenger is 

perhaps the most beautiful ‘mute’ film of the lat fifty years, that in which the voice 

of silence is best orchestrated].  Not only is the last scene practically silent, but the 

protagonist, shortly before he dies (and the film ends), asks the Girl to tell him 

what she sees as she looks out the window.  He no longer wants to see things 

through his own eyes, as he cannot stand the way in which he perceives those 

images.  He could change his name, his clothes, his destination, yet the eyes with 

which he sees remain his.  He cannot change the way he sees the world, and, 

though he tried, he realizes that he cannot see the world through another’s eyes.   

As the Girl tells him what she sees outside the window, Locke proceeds to narrate 

the story of a blind man who was so disappointed with what he saw once he 

regained his vision - realizing that the world is much uglier and more squalid than 

he could ever have imagined it - that he commits suicide after three months of 

“seeing the unsightly”.    

The physical absence from the stage of the actor who impersonates an 

‘absent’ character, the images in which the actors do not recognize themselves, 

alienated (“in exile from their bodies in the filmic image”), attests to that which 

Pirandello saw as the onset of the crisis of the character:  the gap, or feeling of 

“loneliness created by the distance between self and role.”  Ultimately, Pirandello 

foresees a time when we would find it impossible to separate the virtual from the 

real aspects of our lives, when we would live in a society in which “the 
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representation of reality would substitute for the experience of it,” – our present-

day, technologically-polluted, mechanized society.  How can one keep from being 

taken by the current of the masses and avoid being hardened into its chosen mold?  

Pirandello assigns this privileged, unique position to the artist.  “[He]”   

showed how role-playing, the retreat behind the mask, was an act of self-

creation, sometimes of liberation, that had the power to turn one into a work 

of art.  He anticipated that the artist, in the age of lost individualism that 

characterizes modern life, would be the person most able to cling to 

individuality and independence as mass society valued those qualities less 

and less, and that the ordinary individual, understanding this gradual loss of 

selfhood, of poetry, would try to imitate the artist’s ability to regenerate 

himself through art.106   

 

Pirandello believes that the ability to transcend the ordinary, to keep from being 

‘fixed,’ and ultimately killed, by the perceptions and demands of others, to go 

beyond the logical or the perceivable, rests in artistic creation.   Art offers the 

possibility to cut loose from the constricting strings of the marionette and soar 

beyond that provisional, restrictive, constructed stage.   

Antonioni’s cinema is very much what Pirandello envisioned for the future of 

cinema107.  In one of his theoretical writings on the cinema, an interview conducted 

in London, “Pirandello contro il film parlato,” the writer calls for freeing film from 
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 Bonnie Marranca, “Pirandello: A Work in Progress”, p. 27. 
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 Pirandello’s theoretical writings on the cinema, that I will include in this chapter, come primarily from the 
following sources:   the 1915 novel Si gira! (later QSG), on silent film, the essay “Se il film parlante abolirà il teatro” 
on sound, an interview entitled “Pirandello contro il film parlato”, an article entitled “Dramma e sonoro,” all 
published in 1929, and another interview “Per il film italiano,” from 1932.   
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the narrative.  “Bisogna assolutamente liberare il film dalla letteratura, “Pirandello 

claims,  

e metterlo soltanto nella musica.  La cinematografia è un linguaggio di  

apparenze.  Le apparenze non parlano.  ... Il linguaggio nuovo delle  

apparenze nuo può essere altro che musica e la cinematografia deve essere il  

linguaggio visibile della musica.  Le immagini del nuovo film devono nascere  

dalla musica attraverso l’interpretazione di un poeta, come un linguaggio  

visibile della musica, come un linguaggio che nasce soltanto per gli occhi del  

sentimento che la musica esprime. Cine-melografia.  ... Non vi e bisogno  

d’altro. Pura musica e pura visione.  

 

[We have to absolutely liberate the film from literature and place it only  

within music.  Cinema is a language of appearances.  Appearances don’t  

speak. … The new language of appearances can be nothing but music and  

and cinema has to be the visible language of music.  The images of the new  

film have to originate in music, interpreted by a poet, as a visible language of  

music, as a language that originates only for the eyes of the feeling that  

music expresses.  Cine-melography.  You don’t need anything else.  Pure  

music and pure vision].108   

 

While Antonioni’s films do include some dialogue (and are more complex and 

pleasant to watch than Marcel L’Herbier’s 1925 film based on Pirandello’s novel), 

music plays an important part in setting the tone and often communicating that 
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 From a London interview, published later under the title: “Pirandello contro il film parlato,” quoted in Francesco 
Càllari’s, Pirandello e il cinema, p. 119-20, my translation. 
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which the characters (and the author) are unable, or unwilling, to communicate.  In 

Antonioni’s films, music fills the silence, constituting a kind of dialogue or interior 

monologue of the characters.  It is the background to his visual poetry.   

The image takes over the role of the character (and author) in telling the 

story, or having its story told.  The screen is the mirror in which the viewer sees 

fragmented reflections of himself, of the characters, and of the filmmaker, all of 

which are present at the moment of reflection.   Antonioni’s films succeed in 

communicating, visually, the characters’ failed attempts at communication, either 

with themselves or with others.  The reality is not in the story, but in the moment, 

and Antonioni gives us a series of visual moments full of silence and meaning.  The 

story is no longer that of the character, but of the image of that character - just as 

Pirandello’s stories are of the character who, at a point in his life, glanced at his 

reflection in the mirror - as we know that the character only exists in the visual 

moment, and there, just as an illusion.  Yet the visual image succeeds in telling the 

story that the character could not.  The cinematic frames are the metaphors of a 

fragmented, constructed reality.  Antonioni’s camera, too, like his characters, 

seems to achieve autonomy, and go off on its own.  In the final, much-discussed, 

shot at the end of The Passenger, the camera seems to wander off in search for 

new images to tell a more authentic story, that is further distanced from the 

perspectives (and limitations) of plot, characters and author.   

Both in his critical writings and in his narrative, Pirandello establishes, early 

in his artistic career, his philosophical ties with cinema.  In Si gira!, published later 

as QSGO, Pirandello creates a first-person narrator/protagonist to give voice to his 

many preoccupations with that which has been called the seventh art form – the 
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new artistic medium which fascinated and confused at the same time, in its attempt 

to represent reality.  Serafino Gubbio is a camera operator, an impassive observer 

to a reality that the camera’s lens records “objectively” in order to transform it into 

a series of moving images that constitute a film.  Like the camera, Gubbio is part of 

a larger mechanism that reduces art and life to a spectacle of illusion.  The 

protagonist’s frustration comes from his realizing that he is at the service of a 

machine and, as such, is dehumanized into a fragment – a hand that turns a 

handle.  Pirandello, through his protagonist, fervently observes the alienating effect 

that machines have upon the human race and the negative consequences that arise 

when a machine is used to try to represent reality.  “Resisting the interference that 

his handiwork is strictly mechanical,” Calhoon explains,   

and countering that fluctuations in his camera speed reflect a human 

sympathy with the actors filmed, Pirandello’s cameraman defies the 

rationalization that, following Marx, converts the worker into an ‘appendage 

of the machine’ (Zubehőr der Maschine).  “Si gira!”, the Italian directorial 

equivalent of “Rolling!”, means literally ‘It’s turning’; as a reflexive 

construction […] it names an automaticity of self-operation illustrated in the 

extreme by Hitchcock’s unmanned carousel (150).”109   

 

Unlike Mattia Pascal, who tells his own story, Serafino Gubbio, is a 

cameraman who observes others.  ““Studio la gente nelle sue più ordinarie 

occupazioni,” Serafino begins his first-person narrative, “se mi riesca di scoprire 
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 In Kenneth S. Calhoon’s article “The Eye of the Panther:  Rilke and the Machine of the Camera” the critic also 
points out that, “Less than a year before Rilke wrote ‘Der Panther,’ Alfred Stieglitz had photographed an 
approaching locomotive and called it ‘The Hand of Man,’ expressing an ambiguous awe of the technology that 
both extends the human hand and replaces it” (150). 
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negli altri quello che manca a me per ogni cosa c’io faccia: la certezza che 

capiscano ciò che fanno (3)” [I study people in their most ordinary occupations, to 

see if I can succeed in discovering in others what I feel that I myself lack in 

everything that I do: the certainty that they understand what they are doing].110  

He does not find even a glance of this self-awareness in others, “neppur quel poco 

che vi viene a mano a mano determinato dalle consuetissime condizioni in cui 

vivete” [not even a little that is determined for you from time to time by the 

absolutely familiar conditions in which you are living” (3).  Yet this uncertainty, of 

which those observed are unaware, but which is reflected in our protagonist’s eyes, 

is disconcerting and disturbing to them.  “C’è un oltre in tutto.  Voi non volete o no 

sapete vederlo.  Ma appena appena ques’oltre baleni negli occhi d’un ozioso come 

me, che si metta a osservarvi, ecco, vi smarrite, vi turbate o irritate” (3) [The is an 

‘other’ in everything. You cannot, or don’t want to, see it.  But as soon as this 

‘other’ flashes in the eyes of a truant like myself, who sets out to observe you, you 

become lost, disturbed or irritated].  Shielded by the lens of his video camera, our 

camera operator is able to observe the actors from behind the filter, or the mask, 

which does not reveal that, ‘something else’, the oltre, that they’d rather not see.   

The title with which the novel was first published, Si gira!, which is also the 

title used for the English translation, Shoot!, alludes to the impersonal nature of the 

new cinematographic medium, as well as that which it aims to capture.  Events are 

shot, or registered, into a scene which becomes a fragmented representation of an 

inauthentic reality.  Like the Pirandellian man who ceases being a man as he 

becomes an actor interpreting one, or various, roles, taken from the stage and put 
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behind the lens of the camera, even the actor is fragmented and deformed, 

transforming his art into an inauthentic, marketable product.  There is no longer the 

direct contact with the spectator; there is the sole presence of a video camera, an 

enormous ‘black spider,’ that should register, impartially and impassively that which 

is being exhibited in front of it, in order to then incessantly regurgitate images.  But 

behind the lens, there is the eye of the cameraman, the operatore, who is driven by 

a mechanism that is anything but impartial and impassive.  In order to become 

impassive so that he may better serve the machine, man is fragmented into 

autonomous parts that are used to facilitate the work of a larger mechanism, as it 

occurs in the assembly line.  At the service of the camera, Gubbio’s function is that 

of ‘a hand’ – ‘soltanto una mano’.  “…[Q]uando sono a servizio della mia 

macchinetta,” …  

Serafino describes his activity, taking a subservient position with respect to  

the camera, girando la manovela, io sono quale debbo essere, cioè  

perfettament impassibile.  Non posso né odiare né amara la Nestoroff, come  

non posso odiare né amare nessuno.  Sono una mano che gira una  

manovella (31).   

 

[When I am in the service of my machine, then, turning the handle, I am  

that which I am supposed to be, perfectly impassive.  I am unable either to  

love or hate Nestoroff, as I am unable either to love or hate anyone.  I am a  

hand that turns the handle].    
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As in Uno, nessuno e centomila, the last of Pirandello’s philosophically 

complex novels, the protagonist’s impetus to observe constitutes a negation of the 

self.  “The skill of the cameraman” Giovanna Querci observes, “consists in 

identifying with all of the characters, not only this one or that one.  The cameraman 

has to have renounced himself and have welcomed in himself all the others.  This 

condition – the complete dilution of one’s own identity – is Vitangelo Moscarda’s 

arrival point” (89).  It is also Gubbio’s arrival point.  He is an operator, who, as he 

points out, “operate[s] nothing.”  He observes and registers the movement of the 

actors from behind the camera, observes and analyzes the events of their lives, to 

which he was often the spectator, careful, once again, not to personally implicate 

himself.  He does not have a well-defined relationship with anyone; his closest 

relationship is with his camera, a relationship, as he often presents it, of 

subservience.  Serafino serves his camera, whose work his hand facilitates.   

In QSGO, not only do we have the dissolution of the protagonist’s identity 

into a hand that serves to turn a handle, but we also have the dissolution of the 

actor.  Pirandello describes the metamorphosis that results in what he calls the 

‘votamento’ – or emptying – of the film actor.   

Qua si sentono come in esilio.  In esilio, non soltanto dal palcoscenico, ma 

quasi anche da se stessi.  Perché la loro azione, l’azione viva dal loro corpo 

vivo, là, su la tela dei cinematografi, non c’è più: c’è la loro immagine 

soltanto, colta in un momento, in un gesto, in una espressione, che guizza e 

scompare” (55-6, my emphasis).   
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[Here they feel as though they were in exile. In exile, not only from the 

stage, but also in a sense from themselves.  Because their action, the live 

action of their live bodies, there, on the screen of the cinematograph, no 

longer exists: it is their image alone, caught in a moment, in a gesture, an 

expression, that flickers and disappears]. 

 

Without the contact with the actor, as in the theatrical performance, the spectator 

no longer has his own point of view, but sees that which the camera shows him.  

Walter Benjamin analyzes this effect: “The camera that presents the performance 

of the film actor to the public need not respect the performance as an integral 

whole.  Guided by the cameraman, the camera continually changes its position with 

respect to the performance.  [The film] comprises certain factors of movement 

which are in reality those of the camera, not to mention special angels, close-ups, 

etc.”  The ctitic concludes, “The audience’s identification with the actor is really an 

identification with the camera” (228).   

Pirandello’s commentary on the effects of mechanization on human beings 

and on art is very pessimistic. He sees the video camera as another mechanism 

that devours the life of an actor, a real human being, by fixing his or her 

subjectivity into an inanimate image – that which Pirandello calls ‘un giuoco 

d’illusione meccanica’.   In his novel Shoot! Pirandello discusses this process that 

involves the commercialization and commodification of art, in this instance cinema, 

in which art is sacrificed (or devoured) in the mechanization of the theatrical 

performance.  The images that cinema produces are so far detached from reality, 

and the ‘aura’ of artistic authenticity so obviously absent, that what results are 
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dead images fixed forever on a plastic film, lacking any sense of vitality or truth.   

Art, the real performance of the actors, once filmed, edited, rearranged, 

interpreted, and regurgitated by the camera into images, loses its authenticity, 

emptied of the very characteristic that helped to create it.111  Kenneth S. Calhoon, 

in his article “The Eye of the Panther:  Rilke and the Machine of the Camera”, links 

Benjamin’s idea of the “loss of aura” with the inability of the camera to ‘return the 

gaze’.  “Concerned with the conditions that cause the aura to deteriorate,” Calhoon 

writes, “Benjamin locates the uncanny novelty of early photography in the fact that 

the camera (like, indeed, the lifeless eyes of the automaton) records the image 

without returning the gaze of the person photographed” (150).   

Visual perception is just as deceitful.  “…[L]a riflessione attiva,” Pirandello 

writes in L’umorismo,”  

… suscita un’associazione per contrarii: le immagini cioè, anziché associate  

per similazione o per contiguità, si presentano in contrasto:  ogni imagine,  

ogni gruppo d’immagini desta e richiama le contrarie, che naturalmente  

dividono lo spirito, il quale, irrequieto, s’ostina a trovare o a stabilir tra loro le  

relazioni più impensate.   

 

[Active reflection causes an association of opposites: each image, each group  

of images, awakens and recalls their opposites, obviously dividing the uneasy  

spirit, which in turn, stubbornly tries to find or establish amongst these the  

most unforeseen relationships (133)].   
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Thomas, Antonioni’s protagonist in Blow-up, resembles the character of Serafino 

Gubbio.112  A professional photographer, Thomas also looks through a camera lens 

and captures images of a reality that he then tries, unsuccessfully to comprehend. 

“L’arzigogolare di Serafino fa pensare al processo che Antonioni intende alla  

realtà,” Ferrua points out,   

e il battesimo cinematografico di Gubbio mentre assiste ad una presa dal 

vero in un ospizio notturno rassomiglia molto alla scena all’inizio di Blow- 

up in cui Thomas esce dall’asilo in cui nottetempo aveva fotografato gli  

indigent (109).   

 

[Serafino’s philosophizing makes one think of the process that Antonioni 

applies to reality and Gubbio’s cinematographic baptism while assisting at a 

live taping in a night hospice very much resembles the scene at the 

beginning of Blow-up, in which Thomas comes out of the shelter in which he 

had photographed the poor during the night (my translation)].   

 

While shooting some pictures in a park, Thomas’ camera captures something that 

he did not see.  While developing the pictures he notices some blurry spots that 

make it seem like Thomas was, without knowing it, present at the scene of a crime.  

He enlarges the pictures to try to make some sense of what happened and to see if 

his suspicions are true, yet enlarging the pictures only blurs the images and, 
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instead of providing an answer, only confuses him more.  Both Thomas and Gubbio, 

in recording an image, kill the reality from which this image originated.   

Like Pirandello, Antonioni is primarily concerned with the artist’s inability to 

perceive, and consequently represent, a coherent reality and, throughout his films, 

shows the various means by which this reality is fragmented.  Reflection, whether 

in a mirror or a glass, is the most effective technique, as the viewer is unaware that 

the image he or she is seeing is a reflection, until the camera moves and we 

become aware of the trick.  What makes cinema the most effective mechanism in 

creating this trick is that, even without the director creating and revealing this trick, 

this same exact illusion is inherent to cinema.  Very early in the development of 

cinema as an art form, Pirandello recognizes this quality (even though he considers 

it a limitation,) of the cinematic medium in his novel, a quality that Antonioni will 

effectively portray in all of his films. “Pirandello’s cameraman also resents and 

resists the mechanizing aspects of life in a technological age,” Douglas Cole points 

out, and continues,   

He finds the dizzy, mechanical pace of modern life out of measure with more 

reflective, human experience; and he becomes increasingly cynical about his 

own personal role as that of a mere hand that turns a handle.  So much does 

mechanical function define the man, that on the studio lot he is known by the 

nickname, ‘Shoot’ (131).   

 

“The depersonalization has taken still another step in Antonioni’s film,” Cole 

concludes his observation, “- the photographer is never named at all! (131). 
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Whereas Pirandello is clearly bothered by this realization, of the further alienating 

effect that machines have on man and of the lack of authenticity that his art 

assumes, as a result, Antonioni merely observes, and has his camera try to 

capture, this phenomenon, and its alienating effects on his actors.    

 Pirandello and Antonioni, in their role of author and auteur, are observers.  

Their art is an attempt to communicate to us their observations and reflections.  In 

Serafino Gubbio and Thomas, they create (autobiographical) characters who, in 

turn, claim to be impassive observers, narrating, or reproducing, their own 

perception of reality.  In front of the book, or the screen, we are the observers of a 

reality that, having been filtered by author and narrative character, is now 

undergoing further processes of interpretation and transformation.  In the end, the 

process is one of introspection, as both artists have made us aware “that each man 

perceives life in a context determined by his needs and wants, that men seldom 

break out of this narrow personal world in which, instead of “seeing,” they project 

on the screen of life the meanings they want to find there” (Rosenberg 127).  Both 

the pages of a book and the screen become a mirror into which everything else 

blurs, becoming insignificant, and we catch a glimpse of our own image, that, too, 

the instant we caught a glimpse of it, disintegrates into a blur.  The image belongs 

to the instant in which it was captured, and, like a picture seen years after it was 

taken, looking at it the next instant, it no longer represents what it originally did.  

“si abbia un’impressione diversa, da un’ora all’altra; o una parola basta tante volte, 

detta con questo o con quel tono. E poi le immagini di cento cose che ci 

attraversano di continuo la mente e che, senza saperlo, ci fanno d’improvviso 

cangiar d’umore. [… impressions change from hour to hour: A word is often 
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sufficient or even just a manner in which it is said – to change our minds 

completely! And then besides, quite without our knowledge, images of hundreds of 

and hundreds of things are flitting through our minds, suddenly causing our 

tempers to vary in the strangest way!].113     

Despite the dramatic ending of Pirandello’s novel, where he achieves the 

same effect that is his trademark as a dramatist – that of blurring the gap between 

the artistic representation and what ensues as the ‘real’ drama (Nuti shooting Varia 

and the real tiger devouring Nuti) - we are left with the protagonist’s reflections on 

the power of the machine, and the impact this commentary ultimately has, on us.  

In Antonioni’s film, Blow-up, a similar effect is achieved.  After anxiously blowing up 

the pictures, looking for clues that the camera might have captured, and going back 

to the scene of the presumed crime to ‘see’ with his own eyes, Thomas (and the 

viewer) is left without answers.  The protagonist of Antonioni’s Blow-up, realizes, at 

the end of a long investigation into the allusive nature of reality that both he and 

his camera are unreliable witnesses when it comes to capturing its essence.  What 

he finally recognizes is that the distinction between reality and illusion cannot be 

made, as he willingly surrenders to the game of illusion (choosing to participate, as 

a spectator, in the mimed tennis game).  At the end of the film, as the camera 

moves higher and higher, Thomas becomes a small dot in the grass, a pixel, an 

abstraction, slowly disappearing, leaving in his place the uncertainty that he was 

ever there, the doubt that we have really seen him, and the possibility of our 

reimagining him – allowing us to create our own version of him.  The author, the 

character, the camera, and the spectator all abandon that story, too, inconclusively, 
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the same way Thomas abandoned what might have been a crime scene, to go off in 

search of another story, of other stories.   

Just as Vitangelo Moscarda, as a result of a very intense exercise in self-

reflection, is able to perceive himself at once as one, no one, and one hundred 

thousand, Antonioni’s motion pictures, most explicitly L’eclisse and Blow-up, point 

to the way in which the single image, when blown up, or enlarged, is transformed 

into an infinitude of images, becomes unintelligible - erased, or eclipsed altogether 

- into nothingness.   Like Pirandello, who showed that beyond the mask there is 

nothing, except the flow of life kept in motion in the act of performance, Antonioni 

shows that beyond the image there is nothing, if not our incessant desire to keep 

looking.     
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Conclusion 
 

Similar to Pirandello’s actor characters, in Antonioni’s case, the actors are the 

filmmaker’s characters.  Pirandello’s characters originate in a chaos of ideas, not 

unlike the physical Caos that is the birthplace of their author and creator.  

Pirandello comes to our aid, as we attempt to analyze them, by mentioning distant 

‘relatives’ from which they may have taken certain characteristics.  These ‘relatives’ 

which Pirandello selectively incorporates in his narrative family, and which include 

Manzoni’s Don Abbondio, Shakespeare’s Hamlet, and Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, 

together with those in his real family, represented primarily by his mentally-ill wife 

and deceased mother, bestow upon Pirandello’s characters many recognizable 

features.  When it comes to Antonioni, I claim, as the premise of this work, and 

employing the same family analogy, that Pirandello is a close ideological relative of 

Antonioni.  Not only did the filmmaker see in Pirandello an exemplary creator of 

characters, and admits to utilizing the writer’s technique of distancing himself from 

the process of creation, but Antonioni’s own characters, his cinematic offspring, 

display many visible traits that allow us to relate them to their distant ‘cousins’.   

The aimless wandering of these characters is emblematic of their interior 

restlessness.  This sense of existential angst and alienation is brought about by the 

perception of the absurd aspect of their lives, of their problematic role in society, of 

their inability to communicate, resulting in their strained relationships with others.  

There is no resolution in the story of these characters, who do not find their way, 

nor do they succeed in proposing any new morality to which we may aspire.  The 

least we can do is to pity them, witnesses to their sense of self-pity and utter 

discontent with themselves.     
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Beyond this grim portrait that lingers in our memory, our perception of 

Pirandello’s and Antonioni’s characters serves as a spark that illuminates our 

perception of ourselves.  Antonioni cautions our attempts to attribute a symbolic 

function to his characters.  “When we say a character in my films doesn't function,” 

he clarifies, “we mean he doesn't function as a person, but he does function as a 

character — that is, until you take him as a symbol. At that point it is you who are 

not functioning. Why not simply accept him as a character, without judging him? 

Accept him for what he is. Accept him as a character in a story, without claiming 

that he derives or acquires meaning from that story. There may be meanings, but 

they are different for all of us.”114  Beyond the function that the artist has infused in 

his characters, under all those filters of ideas and traits that he has, consciously or 

not, passed on to his offspring, there is the meaning that is supplied by our own 

observation of them, that which eludes the tight grip of our own perceptive filters. 

What is under all those masks that Pirandello’s characters so effectively 

wear?  What do they see through the holes in their masks?  What can we perceive 

as we look from behind our own masks?  Like anyone who attempts to navigate this 

boundless world of ideas, I came to realize that one is bound to often wander 

aimlessly in one’s intricate web, unable, in light of all the tempting distractions, to 

keep one’s focus, despite having sensed the dangers of straying from the beaten 

path.  I often found most interesting those diversions that took me farther and 

farther away from my goal, and which pulled my critical journey into a completely 

new direction – a quick glance into that ‘other story’ made me forget the initial one.  

As the African man told David Locke, the reporter/passenger, “the questions we 
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 Interview in Rome from 29 July 1969, published in Encountering Directors, New York: Putnam, 1972, p 21.  
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pose are more revealing about ourselves than any answers we hope find along the 

way”, I too have come to realize that the philosophical seed from which this thesis 

was born is more revealing about myself than all of its somewhat distorted content.  

I’m not sure I uncovered any new truths in this testing venture, but I believe that 

the very essence of this project, its greatest truth, lies ultimately in the 

burdensome process of its creation and in the immense personal sacrifice and 

intellectual growth that its sluggish progress entailed.  As Antonioni said, “When we 

find ourselves up against practical obstacles that can't be overcome, we must go 

forward. You either make the film as you can or don't make it at all.”115     

 

 

  

                                                           
115

 Encountering Directors, p. 25.  
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